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Abstract 

This is the final version of the deliverable that presents the ABSOLUTE network deployment 

strategies for post disaster and temporary event scenarios.  In the post disaster scenario, a five phase 

roll-out and roll-back of the network equipment is presented, and a flexible management entity in the 

functional architecture is proposed. This is controlled by topology management, which achieves a 

balance between system QoS and energy consumption. Evolutionary algorithms are developed on 

eNBs to provide effective coverage. Random access into satellite system is investigated to provide 

backhaul links. Clustering algorithms are studied on UEs to reduce energy on aerial-terrestrial links. 

The deliverable also highlights possible network deployments for temporary event scenarios, where 

consumer UE demand needs effective control, while still maintaining existing primary networks. 
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Executive summary  

The aim of this deliverable is to look how ABSOLUTE LTE-A network architecture can be deployed 

efficiently with topology management in both disaster relief and temporary event scenarios.  Delivery 

of LTE-A based services in such scenarios will be achieved using a mixture of aerial and terrestrial 

eNBs, whose deployment will need to take into account logistical constraints and user capacity 

density. The aim is to offer services to both specialist MM-UE (operated by first responders, event 

organisers etc.) and consumer UEs. 

Chapter 2 of this report discusses possible networks to be deployed in the two scenarios, highlighting 

the changes in network topology that may occur over time. The post-disaster scenario is best divided 

into five roll-out and roll-back phases, which facilitates its deployment and use.  Phase 1 deals with 

the use of satellite based communications for first responders in S-band, providing maximum coverage 

with limited capability. Phase 2 covers the deployment of aerial eNBs, providing additional capacity 

and services to first responders enabling broadband services such as real time video. The final roll-out 

phase 3 deploys terrestrial eNBs, referred as Portable Land Mobile Unit (PLMU), as way of further 

enhancing capacity density.  Phase 4 and 5 deal with the roll-back of equipment, as service is restored.  

The temporary event scenarios  are sub-divided into three broad groupings.  Regional events are most 

similar to the disaster relief scenario. City events deal with a more focussed event, with higher 

capacity density requirements. An ultra-high capacity density scenario can be seen in the case of local 

events, e.g. within a stadium or park, requiring predominantly PLMU deployments to ensure that the 

dominant consumer UEs can receive sufficient QoS. These PLMUs can be coupled with an aerial 

platform. This final scenario could yield significant commercial opportunities for network providers. 

Chapter 3 illustrates the software elements and interfaces in the ABSOLUTE eNBs. To assist with the 

light-EPC requirements in the ABSOLUTE network, a Flexible Management Entity (FME) has been 

proposed to simplify and virtualize EPCs for the deployment of light-weight or self-powered AeNBs 

and PLMU. This reduces the capital and operational costs, time and effort in deploying a network 

infrastructure for public safety communications in disaster relief and temporary event scenarios. The 

FME comprises three functional units that support special requirements in the ABSOLUTE scenarios. 

The Link Management Unit (LMU) manages the MAC and PHY of the new wireless interfaces 

supported by eNBs and communicate with physical EPC. A virtual EPC is included in the LMU which 

is also responsible for D2D communications. The Topology Management Unit (TMU) is responsible 

for dynamic network planning and load management. The Routing Management Unit (RMU) manages 

the routes between eNBs and physical EPCs. The interfaces, applications, and information exchange 

within FME and between eNBs and physical EPCs have been designed and are detailed in chapter 3. 

Furthermore, it is pointed out how the FME can be implemented in the network architecture.    

Chapter 4 presents the interactions of the Units and Agents of the FME, with APIs and protocols 

proposed to allow communications between them. The main goal of this chapter is to provide a 

general overview regarding how QoS techniques, topology management, load balancing, mobility 

management, D2D communications and other networking algorithms are going to work together in 

ABSOLUTE architecture. 

Chapter 5 discusses network topology and load management in disaster relief and temporary event 

scenarios, with several artificial intelligent algorithms proposed and evaluated in system level 

simulations. Topology management is designed to effectively support the architecture’s roll out after 

the disaster and roll back during system recovery. It is also used to reduce the system energy 

consumption and deployment cost by minimizing the number of base stations and guarantee adquate 

QoS and capacity. Dynamic load management is proposed to balance or unbalance the traffic load in 
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different cells in order to support roll out/back and improve resource utilization. QoS and resource 

utilization have been used in topology management to dynamically control the network scale and the 

placement of base stations. Intelligent algorithms including reinforcement learning, transfer learning 

and k-means clustering have been developed to effectively control cell selection on UEs, to achieve 

distributed self-organized load management operation. Furthermore, the approaches have been 

evaluated through system simulation of the practical Ljublijana scenario, taking into account the result 

of base station placement optimization from the evolutionary algorithm presented in Chapter 6. 

Chapter 6 presents the evolutionary algorithm used for AeNBs and PLMUs positioning in the 

network for disaster relief operations. The target is to provide a full coverage over the disaster area 

based on bandwidth requirement with a minimal number of eNBs. The location and coverage of 

AeNBs have also been optimized through evolutionary computing. Two practical disaster area has 

been evaluated including New Orleans and Ljublijana. The algorithm takes into account the terrain 

information and demonstrates the flexibility of aerial platforms in covering the disaster area. The 

outcome provides some general architectural guidelines during the deployment, to deliver both 

coverage and capacity. 

Chapter 7 presents topology management in the satellite backhaul links. The work focuses on 

collecting information about survivors, which is based on a two layer random access techniques, 

namely from users to MM-UEs via WiFi, and from MM-UEs to the satellite via S-MIM in the absence 

of any eNB. It will ease the data transmission towards the satellite, avoiding collision among the 

transmitted packets.  

Chapter 8 presents the clustering techniques that are applicable to the ABSOLUTE architecture, as 

way of improving communications and reducing energy consumption on the links between AeNBs 

and UEs. This takes some of the concepts more commonly occurring for ad-hoc networks and applies 

them to the cellular LTE-A architecture. Clustering techniques are presented as a way of clustering 

UEs in the access networks. These can be clustered according to type, location, deployment pattern, 

choice of eNB etc. The use of LTE and WiFi protocols for clustering terrestrial nodes have been 

implemented and demonstrated in NS3, which follows the FME developed in chapter 3. The provision 

of clustering in the context of the LTE-A direct mode communications is also discussed.  

Chapter 9 provides a brief overview and summary of the network and protocol architecture studied in 

ABSOLUTE. Implementation of some research outcomes from this task on the demonstration 

platform has been discussed.  
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1 Introduction 

This deliverable provides the detailed network deployment and functional architecture of the 

ABSOLUTE [1] system for both post-disaster and temporary event scenarios. The two scenarios under 

investigation are different in many aspects, and as a result the network and protocol architecture, speed 

of deployment, and usage are dissimilar. In this deliverable the two scenarios are separated and the 

different network segments are identified for each scenario. 

The detailed scenarios and use cases employed in this deliverable are developed within D2.1.1 [2], 

which are described at the start of each chapter. The architecture description contained in this report 

should be read in conjunction with the architecture deliverable from task 2.5 [3], which will contain 

substantially more details. 

Currently, the network architecture for the post-disaster scenario is the most advanced compared to 

existing solutions. In such scenarios the main difficulty is the availability and installation of the 

temporary equipment. Users are likely to be heavily constrained in the first minutes to hours of the 

disaster. Here ABSOLUTE has divided the network architecture roll-out and roll-back into 5 phases. 

The first phase is aimed at the first responders, providing basic voice and data services via satellite. In 

phase 2 this is augmented by roll-out of the aerial platform network, providing greater data and voice 

provision in terms of higher rates. Phase 3 provides increased voice, data and video capability via the 

incremental roll-out of the PLMU (Portable Land Mobile Unit) network. Once fully deployed this will 

provide the ABSOLUTE post-disaster architecture. All nodes in the network are expected to integrate 

together, with the backbone provided by satellite or inter LAP links, back to the headquarters or wider 

internet. Provision is enabled for consumer UEs (limited capacity) and also first responder UEs. Radio 

spectrum for the LTE-A network is assumed to be reused from primary spectrum corresponding to 

local LTE-A from other operators and also dedicated emergency frequencies. Topology management 

algorithms will be used to manage the network roll-out and roll-back, and these are described in more 

detail later on. Phase 4 and Phase 5 deal with the roll-back of the post-disaster architecture, the timing 

of this will depend on local repair of the incumbent network. It is important that the topology 

management algorithms allow for timely relinquishing of the radio spectrum back to the primary 

users. 

Unlike the post-disaster scenario, the temporary events can be well planned with equipment being 

installed in advance, and then activated at the appropriate time. This is the key difference between the 

two kinds of scnearios. A temporary event scenario could be, e.g. stadium, street, and city events, and 

in each of these events there is likely to be great emphasis on consumer UEs. A main requirement in 

such situations will be the need for a high capacity density, or even an ultra-high capacity density. 

This will ultimately require small cells or ultra-small cells, with a high emphasis on PLMU. The 

AeNBs and satellites will supply more of a support role, including providing emergency 

communications provisions. It is also assumed that the incumbent primary LTE-A users will be using 

their spectrum as normal, so use of grey space or white space spectrum available in a local small cell 

area will be critically important. Again topology management will be of importance, including 

different forms of clustering terrestrial nodes. 

The ABSOLUTE network is required to be rapidly deployable and self-organized. It is difficult to 

implement conventional physical EPCs with all the AeNBs and PLMU. In this context, a novel 

Flexible Managemnt Entity (FME) has been proposed with a virtualized EPC, for the deployment on 

light-weight and self-powered AeNBs and PLMU. The FME comprises special management functions 
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required in the disaster relief and temporary event scenarios, including the route, topology and link 

management unit. These units will handle some novel communication protocols developed for LTE 

public safety network, such as dynamic topology management and D2D communications. Interfaces 

and pipelines to allow interactions between these units, and also with other LTE network elements 

including eNBs and physical EPCs have also been defined. This protocol architecture complies with 

that defined in LTE standard.  

We have eluded to topology management for both sets of scenarios. This needs to be flexible enough 

to cope with unpredictable circumstances, and must be capable of controlling change as network loads 

and configurations change. It will help to control both the deployment of eNBs as well as the handoff 

of UEs between eNBs both intra and extra the ABSOLUTE network. To do this effectively the 

topology management needs to exploit both spatial and temporal information. Here in this deliverable 

we present several novel approaches and algorithms using machine learning and evolutionary 

computing, which can greatly improve the QoS, capacity, energy efficiency and control of the 

network, especially in unpredictable situations. Using some basic examples we show how this can be 

incorporated in to networks in both types of scenario. 

The other important aspect is the use of clustering to control behaviour and maximise QoS and to a 

lesser extent energy efficiency. It is used to cluster the UEs, with a cluster head connecting a group of 

adjancet UEs using the LTE D2D communications, and the AeNBs using the aerial-terrestrial link. 

This approach reduces the power consumption especially on the uplinks from UEs to the AeNB, with 

the required QoS provided. 

The deliverable also discuss the roadmap for implementing the research work on demonstrative 

platformand practical systems. 

The rest of the document is organised as follows. Chapter 2 deals with the phased network 

architectures for both the post-disaster and temporary event scenarios. Chapter 3 describes the 

functional architecture of eNB, EPC and FME in the network. Chapter 4 proposes the APIs and 

protocols between FME units and agents, to support interaction between QoS techniques, topology 

management, load balancing, mobility management and D2D communications algorithms. Chapter 5 

investigates the dynamic topology and load management mechanisms, including dynamic base station 

positioning, deployment and user cell selection for effective deployment of opportunistic architectures 

and energy efficiency in temporary event scenarios. In chapter 6 we examine a possible technique 

based on evolutionary algorithms to optimise the coverage based on terrain conditions and bandwidth 

requirements. Chapter 7 demonstrates the role of the satellite segment in the ABSOLUTE architecture, 

particularly for node discovery in the early phases of disaster scenario. Chapter 8 proposes the 

clustering technique for terrestrial MM-UEs using LTE D2D and WiFi communications, to reduce 

energy consumption on the aerial-terrestrial links. Chapter 9 provides an outline of the work in this 

task and the plan for implementing the research work in practical systems. 

 

1.1 Case Study 

In this section we provide a case study of a disaster scenario that can be used as a reference in order to 

understand what role (and more importantly how) does topology, load and mobility management play 

in ABSOLUTE roll-out and roll-back phases. For this we introduce some definitions.  
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a) Topology Management: The placement, roll out (activation) or roll back (deactivation) of 

eNodeBs (aerial or terrestrial) based on a set of rules (or criteria). 

Load Management: A set of algorithms that distribute users and traffic in the network to 

maximize a utility function. E.g. to minimize energy consumption or to maximize capacity 

over a network. Note that, load balancing and unbalancing can be seen as special cases. 

b) Mobility Management: A set of protocols that perform handovers. 

c) Path: An ordered arrangement of nodes in a network such that the last node can be reached 

from the first using the middle nodes in order.   

d) Handover: Transfer of an existing session (or connection) from one path to another due to 

UE mobility between one cell to another. 
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a) Phase 1: Initial Satellite and LTE system                         b) Phase 2: Aerial roll-out 
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            c) Phase 3: Terrestrial roll-out                                    d) Phase 4: Terrestrial roll-back 
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e) Phase 5: Aerial roll-back 

Figure 1.1. Five phase ABSOLUTE roll-out and roll-back 

 

In order to show how topology management works in ABSOLUTE, we run the five phase 

ABSOLUTE roll-out and roll-back for a disaster scenario. (The detail of the architecture evolvement 

will be presented in Chapter 2.) 
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a) Phase 1 (Figure 1.1a): Consider the residual infrastructure after a disaster, this forms the 

intial architecture for ABSOLUTE.  The knowledge of the intial topology of network for our 

purposes is assumed to be given, e.g., we assume which areas are affected and requires 

coverage. In practice, this can be achieved arbitrarilly from the commanders in the 

headquarter. Furthermore, the traffic monitoring scheme (see chapter 5) that estimates the 

initial traffic demand on the network can be used to construct the initial topology, which is 

built by a set of evolutionary algorithms described in chapter 6. Even at such an early phase, 

the ABSOLUTE architecture is designed  to use load management to optimize resource 

utilization and enhance capacity. 

b)  Phase 2 (Figure 1.1b): Once the areas that require coverage are identified, aerial base 

stations are deployed to provide complete coverage of the disaster zone. In the first step, 

strategic placement of AeNBs is achieved by evolutionary computing, maximizing predefined 

criteria functions such as coverage, signal-to-interference ratio and capacity (chapter 6). Next, 

the topology management uses dynamic network planning techniques to roll out the Aerial 

base stations needed to cover the affected area. Note that in this phase topology management 

focuses on establishing coverage and providing basic QoS, i.e., high data-rate services might 

not be available. This is precisely because the ABSOLUTE system is still estimating the 

traffic and coverage demands. Once the coverage is established, ABSOLUTE uses the sensing 

techniques to estimate a more precise distribution of users.  

c) Phase 3 (Figure 1.1c): In this phase, terrestrial eNodeB’s are positioned to provide higher 

QoS to users. The position of the terrestrial eNodeBs is determined using the distribution of 

users in the covered area estimated in phase 2. Once the network achieves full operation, load 

management (load balancing and unbalancing techniques) interacts closely with topology 

management. For instance, load management can push topology management to precisely roll 

out more (aerial or terrestrial) base-stations in a large traffic area, or to roll back base stations 

in a low traffic area. Various transfer learning algorithms have been proposed to merge the 

spectrum management and load management to improve system capcity, see chapter 5. To 

realize such a balancing or unbalancing, ABSOLUTE uses mobility techniques to perform 

seemless handovers.  

d) Phase 4 (Figure 1.1d): This is the first step in the roll-back phase, where terrestrial eNodeBs 

(PLMUs) are removed. Load management and topology management work together for an 

efficient roll-back, for instance the spectrum used by the PLMUs in the high traffic areas can 

be used by the AeNBs in that area providing which helps maintain high QoS for the users 

during the roll-back stage. Topology management shuts down the PLMUs and mobility 

strategies are used to achieve a smooth handover between PLMUs and AeNBs, 

e) Phase 5 (Figure 1.1e): In this phase, it is assumed that the original LTE system of the 

affected area has been restored.  

It is important to note that LTE-D2D communications, which are part of the ABSOLUTE architecture, 

are active an can be created in at any phases (1-5) of the roll out and back since MM-UEs can create a 

D2D networks out of coverage or in coverage of AeNB or PLMU. 

It is useful to think of the interaction between the topology management and load management within 

ABSOLUTE as an entities that issue decisions (such as which nodes must be activated and deactivated 

and at what position) and that feeds and influences these decisions (in the sense that it tells topology 

management as to where and why a certain node needs to be positioned and activated), respectively. In 

this deliverable we propose a comprehensive topology management unit for the efficient initial 
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placement of base stations (refer to chapter 6) and to dynamically adapt the network to the current user 

demands (refer to chapter 5). The proposed methods consist of  topology management and load 

management sub-units that combine the knowledge learnt form spectrum sensing algorithms (from 

workpackage 3) to achieve a smooth and efficient roll-out and roll-back of ABSOLUTE architecture.  
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2 ABSOLUTE Network Architecture  

2.1 Introduction 

The ABSOLUTE system architecture is composed of various network elements and communication 

links as depicted in Figure  2.1. Based on the different envisaged ABSOLUTE scenarios (temporary 

event and disaster relief), the network topology is going to vary over time and resort to multiple radio 

access technologies with different characteristics, forming thus a scalable heterogeneous network. The 

goal of this section is therefore to understand and identify for each scenario the different topology 

transitions as well as the key network element for each identified phase. 
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Figure  2.1: ABSOLUTE architecture 

As a preliminary step towards this objective, we briefly review the key components of the architecture, 

whose functionalities and interactions are discussed in more depth within Chapter  3. In this picture 

ground parts and aerial parts within the AeNB are not explicitely mentioned for easier reading. The 

split between the ground part and the aerial part is highlighted in Figure  2.4.  

Two types of UEs populate the ABSOLUTE system: MM-UEs and consumer UEs. The former, used 

by the rescue team in the disaster relief scenario and by event organizers and security team during 

temporary events, can rely on multiple communication techniques to ensure a very high level of 

connectivity. A schematic representation of such a terminal is reported in Figure  2.2. Here, LTE data 

can be exchanged via eUTRAN with available eNBs as well as through direct mode with other UEs. 

Moreover, a TETRA module can be provided to ensure interoperability with existing emergency 

communications solutions, and WiFi connectivity can be supported. Finally, the MM-UE can be 

equipped with an S-band module (composed of a satellite transceiver and an antenna) in order to 

exchange via satellite short messages even in the absence of any infrastructure by means of the S-MIM 

standard.  

As far as LTE base stations are concerned, a distinction shall be made between PLMUsand AeNBs. 

The former provide LTE-A connectivity implementing EPC and eNB functionalities and, thanks to Ka 

band satellite backhauling, they also offer connectivity to remote Headquarters or the Internet. 
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Furthermore, PLMUs may act as gateways or aggregators for information gathered by wireless sensor 

nodes spread over the disaster area or worn by rescue teams as well as WLAN access point. The 

schematic representation reported in Figure  2.3 also highlights the capability of exchanging data with 

other eNBs for handover or backhauling purposes. 

 

Figure  2.2. Basic structure of a MM-UE 

Figure  2.4, instead, reports the main components of an AeNB. In this case it is relevant to remark that, 

even though the structure is similar to the one characterizing a PLMU, the actual implementation may 

differ significantly. In fact, due to limitations in the payload weight that can be lifted by the LAP, the 

blocks providing LTE functionalities are physically split. The solution identified for the ABSOLUTE 

system foresees the LAP to simply carry the remote Radio Remote Head (RRH) and the antenna. 

These elements, in turn, are connected via an optical fibre to the ground where EPC and eNB blocks 

are implemented. The interface which is used between the RRH and the Baseband eNodeB is the 

standardised CPRI interface. An EPC is available in each AeNodeB cell. For communications between 

two devices between 2 different AenodeB cells, the communications will go through each EPC. 

Figure  2.5 provides an example of inter cell communications. It has to be noticed that the protocol 

flows are still under discussions and this schematic could evolve in the future. Further insights on the 

inter-cell communication can be found in D4.4.1. 

The presence of a ground component within the AeNB also allows the possibility to equip the AeNB 

with a satellite module for Ka backhauling and for other additional blocks. The Ka-Backhauling link is 

used only in order to access the headquarters.  There is no connection through the satellite backhaul 

link to access a centralised  EPC. 
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Figure  2.3. Reference architecture of a PLMU 

 

Figure  2.4: Reference architecture of an AeNB 
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Figure  2.5. Example of UE to UE communication flows using LAP to LAP LTE link 

The key components presented so far play distinct roles in subsequent phases of the system 

deployment. In the disaster relief scenario, the key components in the ABSOLUTE architecture play 

distinct roles in subsequent phases of the system deployment. The topology of the architecture will 

tremendously differ over time and will strongly depend on the deployment state of the architecture. 

Depending on the transport infrastructure to reach the disaster area, the components of the 

ABSOLUTE architecture might be deployed one after the other, rather than everything at once 

Different deployment phases have therefore been identified to characterize the roll out and roll back 

strategy of the ABSOLUTE architecture for this specific scenario: 

- Phase 1: A first roll out phase which involves the surviving LTE base stations (if any) as well 

as the satellite devices from the rescue teams arriving on the disaster area; 

- Phase 2: A second roll out phase to deploy the aerial system (AeNB); 

- Phase 3: A third and last roll out phase to deploy the terrestrial components (PLMU); 

- Phase 4: This phase corresponds to the first roll back of the architecture. It is assumed here 

that the terrestrial systems (PLMU) will gradually be removed as some LTE base stations have 

been restored;  

- Phase 5: The second and last roll back phase in which the remaining components of the 

architecture are removed (satellite devices, aerial system – AeNB) 

Instead for the temporary event scenario, the architecture will most likely not evolve over time as all 

the components can be deployed at once. However there may have to be several different architectures 

depending on the selected temporary event scenario. The main objective here is to provide ultra-high 

capacity architecture to satisfy the high need of bandwidth capacity in temporary event, such as sport 

events, G20 summit, etc. 

As far as user terminals are concerned, the coverage and capacity for MM-UEs will be prioritised. 

However, it is important to provide service for consumer UEs to the best effort, with the reasons stated 

as follows. 

In the disaster relief scenarios, the connection between residents in the disaster area and the rescue 

team outside is a lifeline for the rescue process and news broadcast. In the early phases in particular, 
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the opportunistic network should be rolled out immediately after the disaster, in order to assist the 

rescue team getting into the disaster area. Furthermore, it is difficult to bring in the terrestrial 

components in the first instance because of traffic disruption following the disaster. The deployment 

of AeNBs provides an effective communication system for the rescue team and the residents stuck in 

disasters. 

In the temporary event scenarios, the major throughput density is expected from the audience and 

media. The capacity provision from opportunistic network to consumer UEs can provide significant 

high economic value to the wireless communications market, based on the EAB questionnaire from 

WP8. The architecture design will mainly focus on the ultra-high capacity density provision from 

consumer UEs. 

The next two subsections will therefore present the different envisaged architecture for both scenarios. 

2.2 Disaster Relief Architectures 

The disaster relief architecture has 5 phases defined as follows: 

2.2.1 Phase 1: Satellite and Surviving LTE Systems  

This phase corresponds to the deployment of the first components of the ABSOLUTE architecture 

after a disaster occurred. It is assumed here that rescue personnel equipped with satellite devices (MM-

UEs) will first enter the crisis area. If no surviving LTE base station is available, the narrowband S-

band satellite link will be the only communication mean for the rescue teams to exchange data with 

the headquarters. The only possible service in this case will be short messages. The targeted 

architecture in this phase is illustrated in Figure  2.6. 

Within this phase, one key goal is to collect information on users present on the field. Besides 

distributing safety messages to the population, this node discovery procedure can be useful to report 

the criticality of the scenario and also estimate the overall required network capacity. Communications 

among devices on ground are performed using radio access technologies such as LTE D2D mode or 

Wi-Fi. 
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Figure  2.6. Phase 1: Surviving LTE and Satellite System  
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2.2.2 Phase 2: Roll-out of Aerial System 

During this second roll out phase of the ABSOLUTE architecture, the aerial system will be deployed 

over the disaster area, providing thus capacity to a larger area.  The AeNB is composed of an aerial 

part (Radio Remote Head) and a ground part (Baseband and Core Network) as illusteted in Figure  2.4. 

This is not highlighted in Figure  2.7 for an easier reading of the picture. As can be seen in Figure  2.1, 

the LAPs may exchange data using either a LAP to LAP link or a satellite link. The reader can refer to 

deliverable D2.5.1 [3] for more exhaustive insights on the architecture communication links. 

Furthermore it must be noted that during this second phase where no terrestrial system is deployed 

before they can be carried into the disaster area by the rescue team, a higher altitude for the LAP is 

foreseen so as to cover a wider area. The LAP plays also an important role in connecting the disaster 

area and the outside world. 
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Figure  2.7. Phase 2: Roll-out of Aerial System 

2.2.3 Phase 3: Roll-out of Terrestrial System 

Within the third and last roll out phase, the terrestrial components (PLMU) of the ABSOLUTE 

architecture are deployed in the disaster area allowing a significant enhancement of the capacity in a 

small area. Depending on the coverage, the MM-UEs and consumer UEs in an accessible area can 

communicate either with the AeNB or with the eNB embedded in the PLMU, where those in the 

inaccessible area are served by the AeNB only. The latter will relay the received information using a 

Ka-band satellite backhauling link to the headquarters as shown in Figure  2.8. 
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Figure  2.8. Phase 3: Roll-out of Terrestrial System 

2.2.4 Phase 4: Roll-back of Terrestrial System 

This phase corresponds to the first roll back phase of the architecture. It is assumed here that some 

LTE base stations have been restored and the rescue team have access to the entire disaster area. The 

terrestrial components of the ABSOLUTE architecture are no longer needed in the restored area. 
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Figure  2.9. Phase 4: Roll-back of Terrestrial System 

The restoration of LTE base stations will have a large impact on the topology management as it is 

planned to seamlessly switch from a fully deployed ABSOLUTE architecture (phase 3) to a partial 

ABSOLUTE architecture including external LTE base stations (phase 4). 

2.2.5 Phase 5: Roll-back of Aerial System 

Finally the second and last roll back phase corresponds to the removal of the remaining ABSOLUTE 

components, namely the aerial systems (AeNBs) and MM-UEs. At this stage it is considered that all 
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the LTE base stations have been restored as depicted in Figure  2.10. The users are no longer requiring 

the ABSOLUTE architecture to exchange data and can communicate using the fully restored original 

terrestrial network. 
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Figure  2.10. Phase 5: Roll-back of Aerial System 

2.3 Temporary Event Architectures 

The EAB questionnaire from WP2 indicates that there may have to be several different architectures to 

deal with different temporary event scenarios.  

The temporary events can be generally classified into three models defined below. 

2.3.1 Hotspot Scenario 

The hotspot model presents the scenarios where the event is held in a fixed location, such as stadium, 

concert hall, church, etc. This includes but is not limited to: exhibitions, music festivals and shows, 

concerts, sports games like Olympics, football, tennis, etc. In such events, coverage would be required 

outside the event area itself and this can be provided by the wider ABSOLUTE network as shown in 

D2.1 [54] on page 98. This model is consistent with the static deployments presented in the second 

scenario (religious leader procession and inauguration ceremony), defined in deliverable D2.1 [54]  as 

well as with the use cases of [54] related to the deployment of an ABSOLUTE system in the context 

of temporary events with a fixed location. In particular, this hotspot scenario closely relates to use case 

ABS.UC.15, which takes place in the context of  city public spaces (e.g. city stadium). 

It is worth noting inside the event area itself higher capacity density is required which implies that 

multiple PLMUs are required in addition to the aerial platform.  

 

The number of PLMU is expected to be  high in order to reduce path loss and improve spectrum reuse 

efficiency. The architecture of PLMU is similar to Femto or WiFi base stations where the backhaul is 

mainly provided by DSL or Ethernet links, in order to provide flexible network management and ultra-

high backhaul capacity. 

Figure  2.11 demonstrates a sketch model. A dense deployment of small cell PLMU is shown around 

the stadium. Topology management will dynamically switch on or off these PLMU based on the 

variation of offered traffic. 
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Figure  2.11. Temporary Event Hotspot Scenario 

2.3.2 City Scenario 

The city model presents the scenarios where the event is held in an ordinary commercial or residential 

area. This includes but not limited to: parades, festivals, carnivals, city Marathon, F1 street circus, 

road bicycle racing, processions, cruise, Olympic torch relay, etc. These events are usually held on the 

streets, squares, rivers of a dense populated city, where the conventional cellular network are well 

deployed but capacity constraint occurs during the event period. Again the AeNB can be used to 

provide the coverage required in addition to the deployment of PLMUs to serve the capacity needed 

for such events. Moreover, this model is consistent with the general deployment context presented in 

the second scenario (religious leader procession and inauguration ceremony) defined in deliverable 

D2.1 [54]. Further, this city scenario also closely relates to use case ABS.UC.16, which focuses on the 

context of a moving event such as 150 km cycle race.  
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Figure  2.12. Temporary Event City Scenario 

The ABSOLUTE network will be densely deployed in conjunction with the operators’ conventional 

networks, to enhance the regional capacity density by providing more access points and resource 

blocks to the UEs. A number of overlaps between the opportunistic and conventional network is 

expected, which form comprehensive resource sharing and interference issues between them. The roll 

out and roll back operations are dynamically controlled by topology management algorithms. Energy 

consumption is a crucial issue for a large number of portable light-weight PLMUdeployed in a much 

wider city area. The topology management algorithms should optimally control the number and 

service time of these PLMU, based on the local traffic variation and capacity of both conventional and 

opportunistic networks. Figure  2.12 presents a sketch model of city scenario, where a number of 

opportunistic PLMUare placed between conventional eNBs. The UEs can connect to two or more 

eNBs controlled by UE clustering algorithms. 

2.3.3 Country Scenario 

The country model presents the scenarios where the event is held across a country/state/province. This 

includes but not limited to: marathon, Tour de France, long distance car rally, etc. These events may 

be located out of the dense populated areas, thus the coverage or capacity provided from the 

conventional network is very limited. The opportunistic network is expected to cover a very wide area 

as well as provide high capacity in some densely populated regions. 

The ABSOLUTE architecture in the country scenario is similar to the full deployment disaster relief 

architecture presented in Figure  2.1. The AeNBs are deployed to provide coverage and basic capacity 

to UEs in the whole area. The PLMU are deployed in some hotspots only to provide high data rate 

service. The opportunistic network is expected to be in coordination with conventional networks. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

This chapter presents the ABSOLUTE network architecture in disaster relief and temporary event 

scenarios, as well as the changes in network topology that may occur over time. In the disaster relief 

scenario, network deployment is proposed as being rolled out and roll back in 5 phases. The first phase 

of the network deployment will involve satellite provision for first responders, providing maximum 

coverage with limited capability. This is followed in phase 2 by the deployment of AeNBs, which will 

provide supplement capacity and services to first responders, but with limited capacity, but with 

limited capacity. Phase 3 will involve the roll-out of terrestrial eNodeBs, whose primary responsibility 

is to provide significantly increased capacity density, providing the possibility of consumer UE 

provision. The network can be rolled back in the remaining two phases once conventional networks 

return to operation. The temporary event architecture is presented as three major models, namely 

hotspot model, city model and country model. These models cover most of the scenarios from WP8 

questionnaires. The detail network topology has been illustrated for each model. The ABSOLUTE 

architecture is designed to guarantee QoS for the MM-UE devices from rescue or security teams, and 

provide best effort capacity to consumer UEs. 
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3 ABSOLUTE Protocol Architecture 

The 4G-LTE network brings mobile broadband closer to the global mass market thanks to major 

improvements in the user experience and a single global standard [4]. Historically, the business model 

associated with the mobile broadband cellular network is a subscription-driven and network operators 

normally have total control over the traffic in their network. Thus, the base stations, known as eNodeB 

(eNBs), must constantly communicate with the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) since the system entities 

for authentication; traffic control and billing are located within the core network (EPC) [5]. 

Considering that for public safety or non-commercial cellular network scenarios, traffic control and 

billing are not mandatory; the strong dependency on the access network from the EPC may be 

relieved. The benefits of such process include the realization of flexible deployment scenarios of 4G-

LTE networks. For example, the 4G-LTE scenario typically addresses user equipment (UE) mobility 

without taking into account the possibility of mobility for the eNBs. Therefore, the choice of 

alternative architectures combined with advanced network virtualization methods are extremely 

important to move towards a flexible and rapidly deployable communication model for 4G-LTE 

networks.  

In the context of ABSOLUTE Architecture, the specific requirements of the Aerial-eNB (AeNB) in 

terms of deployment, physical characteristics and functionalities influence the design of EPC. Since 

the ABSOLUTE network does not need several EPC functionalities, i.e. billing, or it was not designed 

for serving millions of users, then the EPC can be simplified to a Light-EPC version.  Thus, in the 

context of ABSOLUTE architecture, several challenging deployment scenarios can benefit from 

resource virtualization [6]. We present the idea of EPC entities virtualization (which we term as virtual 

EPC) that entails the deployment of customized services and resource management solutions within 

eNBs, thus reducing or eliminating in certain cases, the need of complete physical EPC entities. Here, 

we propose an innovative functional architecture for the ABSOLUTE networks, able to leverage new 

business models. We argue that distributed architectures for 4G-LTE networks are capable of 

effectively supporting the future needs of new business models with local processing taking advantage 

of the EPC entities virtualization, allowing easy and fast 4G-LTE network deployments. We believe 

that discussing how to embed the most fundamental EPC operations at the AeNB side using the 

concepts of virtual LTE-EPC entities is the fundamental step towards shaping high-performing EPC 

platforms, as discussed in [7]. 

 Problem Definition and Motivations  

EPC is defined by 3GPP [5] where the goal is to provide simplified all-IP core network architecture 

to efficiently give access to various services. Using the user and control plane mechanisms, EPC 

supports a set of specialized functions such as to enforce access control, perform user authentication, 

implement a number of application services, just to name a few. Consequently, if a single EPC entity 

fails, then the whole network operations are affected. In order to avoid failures as much as possible, 

EPC entities employ complex techniques to provide the highest levels of reliability needed in cellular 

communications for serving hundreds or thousands of users. Complex hardware and software entities 

are employed on the EPC side. Typically, multi-blade server setups with two-way redundant 

components and complex and accurate system monitoring are deployed. Due to these factors, the 

installations of hardware entities require careful planning over large timescales and the intervention of 

trained staff. Consequently, installing and operating such entities may lead to significantly increased 

Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operating Expenses (OPEX). On the other hand, deploying 4G 
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networks for temporary or commercial use does not justify the cost and effort of EPC entities 

installation and maintenance.  

 In this chapter, we present the FME (Flexible Management Entity), a distributed element which is 

designed to enable virtual EPC support for 4G-LTE cellular networks. Our main goal is to design 

software architecture able to provide higher flexibility for faster and easier 4G-LTE network 

deployments while ensuring the levels of reliability similar to currently deployed core network 

infrastructures. In order to achieve our goal, we propose: 

i. A distributed 4G-LTE network architecture able to support ABSOLUTE dynamic cellular 

deployment scenarios, 

ii. To embed the most fundamental EPC operations at the eNB, or in other words virtualizing 

EPC functionalities,  

 Our flexible 4G-LTE architectural model is based on an embedded eNB-EPC (e.g., a mobile 

access network connected to a service delivery network through virtual backhaul), which can be fully 

standalone and operated with the support of virtual end-to-end physical core infrastructures.  

3.1 Problem Formulation and Network Model  

The following paragraph outlines the requirements and design considerations for EPC virtualization 

basically as a primer for enabling flexible 4G network deployments.  

3.1.1 LTE Architecture Background  

The goal of the 4G-LTE standard is to increase the capacity and speed of wireless data networks 

using a new DSP (digital signal processing) techniques and modulation formats that were developed 

around the turn of the millennium. A further goal is the simplification of the network architecture to an 

IP-based system with significantly reduced transfer latency compared to 3G networks. 

 Evolved Node B (eNB):  eNB interfaces with the UE and hosts the Physical (PHY), 

Medium Access Control (MAC), Radio Link Control (RLC), and Packet Data Control 

Protocol (PDCP) layers. It also hosts Radio Resource Control (RRC) functionality 

corresponding to the control plane. It performs many functions including radio resource 

management, admission control, scheduling, enforcement of negotiated UL/DL quality of 

service, cell information broadcast, ciphering/deciphering of the user and control plane data, 

and compression/decompression of user plane packet headers.  

 Mobility Management Entity (MME): MME manages and stores UE contexts (for idle 

state: UE identities and mobility state, user security parameters). It generates temporary 

identities, allocates identities to UEs, and authenticates the users.  

 Serving Gateway (SGW): The SGW routes and forwards user data packets, while also 

acting as the mobility anchor for the user plane during inter-eNB handovers and as the 

anchor for mobility between 4G-LTE and other 3GPP technologies.  

 Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN GW): The PDN GW provides UE connectivity to 

the external packet data network by acting as the point of exit and entry for the traffic of the 

UEs. The PDN GW performs policy enforcement, packet filtering for each user, charging 

support, lawful interception and packet screening.  
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3.1.2 Mapping the Light-EPC requirements 

 In this section, ABSOLUTE functional and non-functional requirements to be considered for the 

light-EPC design are highlighted. Firstly, the functional and non-functional requirements are grouped 

and then implications in the Light-EPC design are commented. Details about functional and non-

functional requirements are available in D2.4.2 "System Requirements Delivery". 

 Functional requirements: 

 SYS_F_19020: ABSOLUTE AeNB and PLMU shall be able to use KA-satellite 

communications for broadband backhauling with state of the art performances. 

o Standard LTE: In ABSOLUTE Architecture the Ethernet backhauling is replaced by 

KA-satellite backhauling or inter-cell backhauling using WiFi or LTE technologies  

o Distributed Light-EPC will be required  

 

 SYS_F_19030: ABSOLUTE AeNB and PLMU shall be able to interface to Internet, and 

private VPN 

 SYS_F_19370: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user to access remote private database 

o IP level routing (Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway (P-GW) and serving gateway 

(S-GW) functionalities are required in Light-EPC. 

 

 SYS_F_19040: ABSOLUTE shall be able to coexist with survival PLMN (2G/3G/4G 

infrastructure) thanks to cognitive sensing. 

o The Light-EPC should consider this coexistence. 

 

 SYS_F_19060: ABSOLUTE shall be able to perform handovers between two AeNBs 

(Mandatory in the demo) 

 SYS_F_19070: ABSOLUTE shall be able to perform handovers between an AeNB and 

PLMU eNodeB 

 SYS_F_19080: ABSOLUTE shall be able to perform handovers between a PLMU eNodeB 

and another PLMU eNodeB 

o IP level routing (due to multiple AeNB and PLMU will be in the network) in Light-

EPC. 

o MME (Mobility Management Entity) functionalities will be required in Light-EPC 

o Home Subscriber Server functionalities will be required in Light-EPC. 

 

 SYS_F_19120: ABSOLUTE shall be modular so as to be capable of independent deployment 

of its components (AeNB, PLMU, MMUE) 

 SYS_F_19130: ABSOLUTE AeNB and PLMU shall be able to work in standalone mode (i-e 

with no Ka backhauling)  

o The Light-EPC should be deployed close to the AeNB (distributed in the network) 

o Control and user plane should be as close as possible to the Users 

o Intra-cell communications are supported with no Ka-backhauling. 
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 SYS_F_19190: ABSOLUTE shall allow communications between different users across 

multiple different agencies being equipped with ABSOLUTE MMUE or another device 

interoperable with ABSOLUTE 

 SYS_F_19310: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user at an incident or event scene to initiate or join 

a telephony conversation using standard commercially available mobile telephones with 

another user elsewhere at the scene or at a remote location, and join a similar conversation 

with another user elsewhere at the scene or at a remote location (Note: an ABSOLUTE SIM 

Card may be required) 

 SYS_F_19310: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user at an incident or event scene to initiate or join 

a telephony conversation using standard commercially available mobile telephones with 

multiple users elsewhere at the scene or at a remote location, and join a similar conversation 

with other users elsewhere at the scene or at remote locations (Conference call) 

o Roaming capabilities will be included to guarantee interoperability. 

o Light-EPC will be able to host public safety and commercial users (see Figure  3.1). 

o Light-EPC will be able to make a distinction between public safety and commercial 

users. 

 

 SYS_F_19200: ABSOLUTE shall provide voice and data communications including voice, 

short text messaging (SMS/MMS), data transfer, still image sending, live video 

communications, personnel location data sending, remote control of devices, access to 

environmental data from portable sensors. 

 SYS_F_19280: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user to initiate a voice communication with their 

remote control room or Headquarters 

 SYS_F_19290: ABSOLUTE shall provide a user with pre-emption means to override the 

voice communication of other members of the talk group for a priority communication 

 SYS_F_19330: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user at an incident or event scene calling 112 or 

another designated emergency number to pre-empt other calls so that their call achieves 

priority over all other network traffic or to a priority level determined by the administrator 

 SYS_F_19510: ABSOLUTE shall provide means of prioritising services across the network. 

This shall include the ability to use system administration to apply different priorities or QoS 

at different times by categories such as voice radio or telephony, 112 calls, radio emergency 

activation, types of data e.g. streaming video, file transfer, text messages, and by organisation 

including the public 

o Quality of Services should be applied, so Light-EPC should support QoS. 

o The PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules Function) functionalities will be required, 

specially the Policy part and not the charging part. 

 

 SYS_F_19350: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user to send and receive text messages including 

image attachments 

 SYS_F_19360: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user to send and receive live video or a static image 

 SYS_F_19380: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user to access the World Wide Web to browse 

websites, download files and use smartphone Apps that require such access 

 SYS_F_19390: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user to access their remote corporate network to 

send and receive emails (and attachments), access and download files and access local 

Intranets 
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 SYS_F_19400: ABSOLUTE shall allow a user to access social media including updating sites 

and uploading images 

 SYS_F_19410: ABSOLUTE shall allow users to send and receive facsimile (fax) documents 

o Application should be supported at the LTE standard level. Fax is surely a user 

requirement but this is not a priority for the demo. 

 

 SYS_F_19500: ABSOLUTE shall provide system's administration capability to manage the 

communications through the network once deployed 

 SYS_F_19520: ABSOLUTE shall provide means to monitor dynamically ABSOLUTEs in 

terms of capacities used, organizations present at any given time in order to manage 

prioritization accordingly 

o The Light-EPC should have easy and clear Architecture allowing modifications. 

o Light-EPC databases should be distributed over all the AeNB/PLMUs, underlying 

need to replicate data. 

o Monitoring must work with either standalone or multiple AeNB/PLMUs. 

 

 SYS_F_19550: ABSOLUTE shall provide security through encryption or other means to 

protect information passing through the network 

o Security levels are required: Authentication and encryption. 

 

 Non-Functional requirements: 

 SYS_NF_20010: ABSOLUTE shall provide a minimum downlink data rate of 6-10Mbps for 

at least 10 responder organizations simultaneously 

 SYS_NF_20020: ABSOLUTE shall provide a minimum uplink data rate of 6-10Mbps for at 

least 10 responder organizations simultaneously 

o The Light-EPC should be designed to support a minimum of 10 responders 

communicating at the same time. 

 

 SYS_NF_20040: ABSOLUTE mobile network shall be compatible with commercially 

available mobile phones 

o The Light-EPC is transparent for the Users: Commercial and MM-UE are able to use 

the ABSOLUTE network. 

 

 SYS_NF_20080: ABSOLUTE at a linear or moving event shall be extensive or agile enough 

to be capable of servicing the organizers’ staff along the route of a mobile event such as a 

150km cycle race 

 SYS_NF_20090: ABSOLUTE shall be deployable, ready for operational use, within a 

maximum timescale of 4 hours from its arrival at the scene of a disaster or other major 

incident 

 SYS_NF_20100: ABSOLUTE shall be deployable, ready for operational use, within a 

maximum timescale of 24 hours from a request for an unexpected event. 

 SYS_NF_20110: ABSOLUTE shall be deployable from a vehicle of less than 3.5 tonnes 

 SYS_NF_20140: Each individual component of ABSOLUTE apart from the LAP shall be 

capable of carriage by one human being (within standard manual handling safety limits) 
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o Hardware of Light-EPC should be easy-deploy, low weight and embed in a single box 

(see Figure  3.1).  

 

 SYS_NF_20150: ABSOLUTE shall be suitable for deployment and use by technically aware 

end-users but trained end-users 

 SYS_NF_20170: ABSOLUTE shall provide means of configurations for administrator users 

o Software of Light-EPC should be easy-use and flexible to allow modifications. 

 

In Figure  3.1, the AeNB architecture and interaction with the network components is shown. As it can 

be seen from the figure, the Light-EPC must interact with several network elements. 

 

Figure  3.1. AeNB architecture and interaction with the network components. 

3.1.3 Proposed Flexible 4G-LTE Architecture  

A flexible 4G-LTE architecture embedding the most fundamental EPC functions inside the eNB is 

proposed and is called ABSOLUTE–eNB. Figure  3.2 outlines the typical and flexible 4G-LTE 

architectures. The ABSOLUTE-eNB is designed to work totally isolated (if needed) from the physical 

EPC. Furthermore, the ABSOLUTE-eNB supports particular functionalities of physical EPC to enable 

an autonomous behaviour for the provision of connectivity and services to the users. As an example, 

such ABSOLUTE-eNB can be hosted and can operate from standalone mobile platforms (e.g., in 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or Low Altitude Platforms (LAPs)). In such case, it has to be self-

powered (battery, solar panels,…).  
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Figure  3.2. Standard and Flexible 4G-LTE Network Architectures. 

Since physical EPC involves complex user and control plane mechanisms, it is unrealistic to assume 

the virtualization of all the EPC functionalities. Nevertheless, even if we virtualize most of the 

fundamental EPC operations, allowing the AeNB to provide connectivity and services to the users, the 

communication between ABSOLUTE-eNBs and physical EPC
1
 can still be required for specific 

services or procedures (billing, roaming, etc). Therefore, the ABSOLUTE-eNB has to include wired or 

wireless connectivity (802.11 technologies, WIMAX, Satellite, etc.) for ensuring a link to the others 

ABSOLUTE-eNBs (AeNBs or PLMUs). Thus, the proposed flexible 4G-LTE architecture also 

implies dynamic radio environments, where a subset of ABSOLUTE-eNBs need to be interconnected 

when it is required. The ABSOLUTE architecture is the perfect example of the flexible 4G-LTE 

architecture as shown in Figure  3.3. In fact, ABSOLUTE architecture involves distributed entities that 

support LTE interfaces such as Aerial eNB (AeNB) and Portable Land Mobile Unit (PLMU). 

Additionally, the ABSOLUTE architecture has several phases of roll-out and roll-back, in which the 

Light-EPC has to provide also support. Based on these considerations, the following statements have 

to be taken into account:  

 Having a Light-EPC is not enough for supporting ABSOLUTE architecture due to 

distributed EPC means more than one EPC in the Network if multiples AeNBs are 

presented in the network 

                                                      

 

 

 

1 It is important to note that physical EPC is not part of the ABSOLUTE architecture.  
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 The multiple interfaces in the AeNB required a unit for encapsulating the traffic (Satellite, 

LTE or WiFi) 

 Routing protocols are also required due the multiples ABSOLUTE components in the 

networks (IP level components) 

 Load balancing and topology management are also required  due to the mobile nature of 

ABSOLUTE Architecture (Avoiding interference and distributing load across the 

ABSOLUTE components) 
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Figure  3.3.  ABSOLUTE Architectures. 

3.1.4 Design Trade-offs  

 The nature of the UEs (i.e. smart-phones, tablets and LTE-USB modems) and the continuous 

evolution of radio access technologies are pushing from voice-based services towards data-based 

traffic. Therefore, devising alternative ways of using cellular networks such that the resources can be 

fully exploited in several temporary and commercial scenarios is crucial. The trade-off between a 

physical or virtual EPC depends on several factors that are strongly influenced by network 

virtualization and SDN evolution. The gap between the physical and the virtual element of 

functionality is smaller when they exhibit similar performance characteristics. We are principally 

concerned with drifting away from the centralized cellular architectures in order to move towards a 

vision empowered with virtualized entities orchestrated in a distributed fashion. The main advantage 

of having a virtual EPC consists in lowering both CAPEX and OPEX, which is more suitable for 

dynamic deployment scenarios. However, in cases where there is a clear requirement of system 

scalability serving thousands of users, a physical EPC is clearly required for smooth network 

operations and for ensuring adequate network management (OSS/BSS) support. Accordingly, the 

deployment scenarios for the virtual EPC generally consider areas with lower user density, compared 

to those for large scale cellular deployments.  

 The structure of cellular networks and the standards that govern the conventional models are 

influenced by commercial requirements against innovation and exploration of new business models. 

We are now moving from a highly centralized system to one in which the combination of physical and 
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virtual network entities coexist enabling distributed operations. In order to allow the coexistence of 

virtual EPCs in dynamic scenarios where the mobility of AeNB is possible, specific routing and 

topology management mechanisms are required. In fact, the effective use of these solutions will 

greatly affect the performance of the system.  

3.2 Related Works 

In this section, we survey the most relevant works in virtualization approaches for cellular 

networks. In [6], a discussion of alternative modes for network ownership is provided. The authors 

introduce the concept of virtual operators arguing that this allows the creation of more flexible cellular 

network environments while ensuring more efficient architectures. The authors introduce the concept 

of Cellular Network Cloud and Utility Cellular Networking as means to explore the possibilities for 

enhancing the way cellular networks are owned and operated. Several concepts are discussed in the 

chapter such as exclusive sharing in cellular networks, extreme virtualization of infrastructures, the 

radio network, the backhaul network and finally spectrum reused challenges. Similar concepts are also 

investigated in [8], where the authors propose a new reconfigurable mobile network architecture 

designed for flexibility and re-configurability. The main features of the evolved network sharing 

mechanisms using virtualization techniques are also discussed. In particular, the techniques for 

combined radio access control, core network infrastructure, isolation between coexisting networks and 

the support of customized networks are clearly explained. A unified control plane to oversee the 

sharing among multiple operators is proposed and open issues and challenges to realize such large 

scalable network architectures are also discussed. 3GPP has also recognized the importance of 

supporting network sharing by means of virtualization through the different Releases 6-12 [5], and 

defined a set of technical specifications [9] and architectural requirements [10] targeting five main use 

cases. In terms of radio access network (RAN) Sharing Enhancements (RSE), 3GPP is focused on 

investigating RSE monitoring, RSE dynamic capacity, RSE on-demand automated capacity brokering 

and RSE load balancing.  

The design and implementation of network virtualization substrate (NVS) for effective 

virtualization of wireless resources in cellular networks is introduced in [11]. The authors remark that 

virtualization allows realizing several interesting deployment scenarios like to customize virtual 

networks, virtual services, and wide area corporate networks with diverse performance objectives. The 

virtualization of base station UL/DL resources into slices is discussed based on key requirements like 

isolation, customization, and efficient resource utilization. Two novel features are discussed in detail i) 

a provably optimal slice scheduler that allows the existence of slices with bandwidth-based and 

resource-based reservations simultaneously, and ii) a generic framework for efficiently enabling 

customized flow scheduling inside the base station on a per-slice basis. The efficacy of NVS is 

demonstrated through a prototype implementation and evaluation using a WiMAX testbed. The same 

concept is extended to RAN virtualization for future mobile carrier networks in [12]. The authors 

analyze the 3GPP ongoing efforts in RAN sharing enhancements and introduce a concrete 

implementation of a RAN sharing base station virtualization solution in LTE system. NVS 

performance is evaluated through simulations, showing that it can meet the needs of future virtualized 

mobile carrier networks in terms of isolation, utilization, and customization.  

In [13], authors introduce the Distributed Mobility Management Entity (DMME), that implements 

mobility management for next-generation cellular systems using the virtualization of LTE Mobility 

Management Entity (MME). DMME is a scalable and cost-effective drop-in replacement for the LTE-
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MME. In the chapter, the DMME scheme is evaluated via analysis and simulations and preliminary 

results of DMME prototype are also presented. The results confirm that distributed architectures are a 

viable choice to reliably deliver high-throughput and latency-sensitive control plane functions. In  [14] 

authors argue that carrier networks can benefit from advances in computer science and pertinent 

technology trends. The paper introduces a virtual network management framework for implementing 

network architectures based on a software-defined networking (SDN) approach. This concept is 

validated in wireless network testbed in order to demonstrate the programmability and flexibility of 

the proposed architecture.  

 In [7] a unified platform for applications, control, and packet processing is presented. 

Consolidating these functions on a single architecture enables a virtualized packet core (EPC), where 

different workloads can be deployed flexibly on a common set of hardware. What’s more, the use of a 

consistent architecture simplifies software development. As a result, carriers can quickly scale and 

enhance their wireless infrastructure to meet customer demand. While, in [15] a new architecture for 

supporting the virtualization scheme called NFV (Network Function Virtualization) is presented. In 

the proposed architecture, the user plane of EPC is decoupled from the control-plane and uses routing 

information to forward packets of mobile nodes.  Although the EPC control plane will run on 

hypervisor, the proposal does not modify the signaling of the EPC control plane. The benefits of the 

proposed architecture are 1) scalability, 2) flexibility and 3) Manageability.   

In [6, 8-12] the isolation properties of the virtualization techniques are used to expand the scope of 

network sharing, increase the operators savings in terms of total ownership cost, and address the 

requirements of future sharing solutions. Basically, these chapters investigate the way of exploiting 

virtualization for sharing physical resources and entities in order to decrease CAPEX and OPEX. In 

[6, 8-10] the focus is on sharing the core network, whereas the focus of [11, 12] is on wireless resource 

sharing. On the contrary, our focus is to investigate how EPC virtualization allows replacing real 

physical resources and entities for virtual ones. This highlights several conceptual and engineering 

trade-offs in realizing the system for the migration from a real-centralized to virtual-distributed mobile 

cellular network architecture. Therefore, our work is complementary to the concepts addressed in [7, 

13-15] but extends the idea of virtualization and decentralization to all EPC entities.  

3.3 Flexible Management Entity Design 

Here the design of the FME is fully detailed. The main objective of FME is embedding the most 

fundamental EPC operations at the eNB side (in other words the virtualization of EPC). The FME 

software elements and interfaces are shown in Figure  3.4. In the figure, we can observe the 

architecture the eNB according to the LTE standard plus the additional unit and entities that are 

needed for allowing the ABSOLUTE architecture deployment. The complete architecture of the eNB 

and FME are namely ABSOLUTE-eNB and it can be deployed inside PLMU or AeNB. In this section, 

we analyze the main features that FME supports in order to provide a good quality of service (QoS) to 

the users in heterogeneous cellular networks with virtual EPCs. 
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Figure  3.4. FME software elements and interfaces inside the ABSOLUTE-eNB. 

3.3.1 Virtual EPC (vEPC) 

 The Virtual EPC supports specific EPC functionalities that give the ABSOLUTE-eNB the 

freedom to operate autonomously by providing connectivity and other services to the users. 

Specifically, the virtual EPC functionalities are supported with autonomic functions, namely Gateway-

Agent (GW-A), Mobility Management Entity-Agent (MME-A) and Device to Device Agent (D2D-A).  

3.3.1.1 Gateway-Agent (GW-A) 

It manages all the mechanisms implemented for supporting the basic functionalities of EPC from 

the user plane point of view. This agent is responsible for guaranteeing the proper operation of the 

ABSOLUTE-eNB when the physical EPC does not exist. The GW-A essentially consists of a dynamic 

code repository, which is used as a protected code execution environment for the virtual EPC entities. 

This technique guarantees that if a specific server located in the physical EPC is temporarily 

unavailable (e.g. SGW or PDN GW), GW-A runs a function able to act as a surrogate server. 

Consequently, the GW-A is responsible for:  
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 Deciding which functions have to be activated to guarantee the integrity of operation of the 

ABSOLUTE-eNB. Prioritizing the functionalities that run over the GW-A according to the 

scenario and the available resources in the ABSOLUTE-eNB.  

 Routing and forwarding the user data packets using the Routing Management Unit (RMU) 

information (see next subsection) and synchronizing periodically with the others virtual EPC 

the UE control plane contexts.  

It is worth noting that the complexity of GW-A is dependent on the number of EPC functionalities that 

it executes. Specific QoS techniques developed for the GW-A are investigated in Task 4.2, specifically 

refers to deliverable “D.4.2.2:  QoS Optimization Techniques”. 

3.3.1.2 Mobility Management Entity-Agent (MME-A) 

The mechanisms implemented for supporting control plane functionalities are supported by the 

MME-A. It manages and stores UE information regarding their identities, mobility state and security 

parameters. In fact, the MME-A interacts with LMU (see Chapter 4) for supporting the creation of 

virtual X2 (vX2) interfaces for interconnecting ABSOLUTE-eNBs. In general, the MME-A is 

responsible for interacting with external MME-A and RMU for performing the handover procedures 

between virtual EPCs and synchronizing periodically with the others virtual EPC the UE user plane 

contexts.  

 Due to the distributed nature of the ABSOLUTE architecture deployments, the EPC databases 

are distributed over all the AeNB/PLMUs, therefore it needs to replicate data. In fact, since the HHS is 

the master user database that supports IMS network entities that handle calls and sessions, it will be 

replicated in each ABSOLUTE-eNB for allowing the authentication of the users. A detailed 

description of MME-A and mobility management aspects are investigated in Task 4.4, specifically 

refers to deliverable “D.4.4.1: Mobility Management”. 

3.3.1.3 Device to Device Agent (D2D-A) 

 It is worth pointing out that the D2D-A is responsible for managing all the mechanisms 

implemented for D2D and clustering communication mode as well as storing the D2D and cluster 

context information. Furthermore, notice that the D2D-A is meant to provide the necessary functions 

for allowing D2D mode communications amongst the UEs inside the ABSOLUTE-eNB coverage 

area. Details of the D2D communication mode are provided in deliverable of Task 3.4. 

3.3.2 Link Management Unit (LMU)  

This unit manages the MAC and PHY of the new wireless interfaces supported by the ABSOLUTE-

eNB in order to communicate with the virtual EPC. This unit is also responsible for encapsulation/de-

encapsulation of all the messages exchanged between ABSOLUTE-eNBs regardless of the available 

technology supported by ABSOLUTE-eNBs (i.e, satellite or WiFi). This procedure mainly creates a 

tunnel between the ABSOLUTE-eNBs. Therefore, this unit is responsible for:  

 Maintaining the direct or multi-hop link between the ABSOLUTE-eNBs in order to 1) create a 

virtual-S1 (vS1) interface as well as tunneling S1 into vS1 interface, and 2) create vX2 

interfaces for interconnecting ABSOLUTE-eNBs when the MME-A performs UEs handover.  
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 Interacting periodically with RMU and TMU (see next subsection) for updating vS1 interface 

according to the network topology variations.  

 Supporting DTN (Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks) and autonomic computing 

mechanisms through the Disruption Management Agent (DMA).  

Due to the highly challenging hypothesis on ABSOLUTE-eNB mobility patterns and unpredictable 

changes of the wireless channel conditions (between ABSOLUTE-eNBs), the probability of frequent 

link disruption between ABSOLUTE-eNBs or external networks can be quite high in certain 

scenarios. Consequently, the FME supports adapted and autonomic mechanisms in order to avoid 

information loss, thus reducing the probability of service interruptions. To this purpose, the disruption 

management agent (DMA) is used. Specific QoS techniques developed for the TMU will be 

investigated in Task 4.2. 

3.3.2.1 Disruption Management Agent (DMA) 

The DMA manages all the mechanisms for supporting asynchronous systems. The DMA is 

responsible for interacting with the LMU for guaranteeing proper network operation even if temporary 

disruptions occur with the virtual EPC or external networks (i.e. the Internet). To summarize, DMA is 

responsible for:  

 Interacting with the LMU for classifying the incoming packets according to some policy (for 

example time-to-live (TTL), delay tolerance of each packet) and the packet type (for example 

video services, signalling, routing packets) in order to decide whether the packet should be 

stored inside a specific buffer or immediately discarded.  

 Controlling the time status of the packets inside different buffers for discarding them if the 

TTL expired or when they carry obsolete information.  

 Sending or Re-sending the packets according to some priority policies over the vS1 virtual 

interface as soon as the connection with the virtual EPC or external network is restored.  

Specific techniques of disruption tolerant operation developed for the DMA are investigated in Task 

4.3. 

3.3.3 Routing Management Unit (RMU)  

 RMU is responsible for routing packets in the network and maintaining active routes between 

ABSOLUTE-eNBs. The RMU will support the GW-A and MME-A for routing the information 

through the network (vS1 and vX2). This unit will be the repository for the Routing techniques 

investigated for ABSOLUTE architecture. Specific routing techniques developed for the RMU are 

investigated in Task 4.2, specifically refers to deliverable “D.4.2.2:  QoS Optimization Techniques”. 

3.3.4 Topology Management Unit (TMU)  

 The Topology Management Unit (TMU) is instead responsible for topology optimization of the 

ABSOLUTE-eNBs and controls the separation in terms of geographical distance between 

ABSOLUTE-eNBs to avoid intra-cell interference. This unit will be the repository for the topology 

management and load balancing techniques investigated for ABSOLUTE architecture. Specific 

topology management techniques developed for the TMU are investigated in Task 4.1 and are covered 
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in the next Chapters of this deliverable and Task 4.2 in deliverable “D.4.2.2:  QoS Optimization 

Techniques”. 

3.3.4.1 Cognitive Dynamic Spectrum Access Agent (CDSA-A) 

 The CDSA-A manages all the mechanisms for supporting cognitive aspects. This agent received 

the information for implementing the cognitive dynamic spectrum access techniques from the 

Cognitive Dynamic Spectrum Access Collector (CDSA-C). The CDSA-C is physically located at the 

eNB site and it has the role of sensing and sending the information needed by the CDSA-A. Detailed 

description of CDSA-A and CDSA-C are investigated in Task 3.1 and Task 3.2. 

            

a) Physical EPC is not present in the network infrastructure. 

Figure  3.5. Flexible 4G-LTE applications overview. 

Figure  3.5 shows the 4G-LTE application overview outlining the role of the FME.  Thus, the FME 

allows ABSOLUTE-eNB to maintain all the services and standard network procedures in a transparent 

manner, as highlighted by Figure  3.5. 

3.4 Conclusion  

 In this chapter, we described the FME, a novel solution to realize a simplified and virtualized EPC 

which enables the deployment of resilient AeNBs, which are capable of standalone and autonomous 

operation (also capable of coexisting with commercial networks). This reduces the capital and 

operational costs, time and effort in deploying a multi-service, multi-band, inter-operable and 

integrated network infrastructure for specific applications, including emergency communications and 

for temporary events. The FME is an example of a software-based solution for running the virtual EPC 

inside the AeNBs for the provisioning of services even when the physical EPC fails or is unavailable. 

In this chapter, we showed how routing and topology management algorithms can be incorporated into 

the FME capabilities and are a suitable solution for Hybrid Aerial-Terrestrial Network Architectures. 

Additionally, the FME can be also used in other scenarios where the deployment of the complete EPC 

is not needed which are the use cases of the ABSOLUTE architecture. 
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4 Flexible Management Entity: Units and Agent Interactions  

In this chapter, the interactions of the Units and Agents of the FME, which were explained in the 

previous sections, are described. Across the different tasks of the ABSOLUTE project, several topics 

have been investigated as shown in Figure 4.1. The main goal of this chapter is to provide a general 

overview regarding how QoS techniques, topology management, load balancing, mobility 

management, D2D communications and other networking algorithms are going to work together in 

ABSOLUTE architecture. 

 
Figure  4.1. Mapping of the topics investigated in FME per Task. 

In order to explain the interaction between Units and Agents of the FME, the generalities of the 

interaction protocol are explained bellow. 

4.1 Interactions of the FME Units and FME Agents  

Due to the distributed architecture of ABSOLUTE network, where the network elements dynamically 

communicate with each other, the Agents and Units of the FME use Application Programming 

Interfaces (APIs) for communicating between each other. In the following the FME API are explained. 

4.1.1 FME API 

An API is a set of protocols for building the interactions of the FME’s Units and Agents. The FME 

APIs express a Unit or Agent component in terms of its operations, inputs, outputs, and underlying 

types. The FME API defines functionalities that are independent of their respective implementations, 

which allows definitions and implementations to vary without compromising each other.  
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The FME APIs can facilitate integration of new features into existing applications, for example 

dedicated applications for public safety such as localization, messaging and others.  The FME API can 

also assist otherwise distinct applications with sharing data, which can help to integrate and enhance 

the functionalities of the applications such as D2D context information, frequency allocations for 

AeNB or PLMU between others. 

4.1.2 FME API protocols 

The FME API protocols use well-defined formats for exchanging messages between the Units and 

Agents of the FME. Each message has an exact meaning intended to elicit a response from a range of 

possible responses pre-determined for that particular situation (messaging exchanged). As an example, 

if the Topology Management Unit needs information about the MM-UEs in D2D communication 

mode, there is specific set of messages to be executed for obtaining this information. Thus, FME API 

protocols must define the syntax, semantics, and synchronization of communication; the specified 

behaviour is independent of how it is to be implemented. A FME API protocols can therefore be 

implemented as hardware, software, or both. Notice that the FME API protocols have to be agreed 

upon by the Units and Agents involved in the different interactions.
 
The FME APIs are showed in 

Figure  4.2 and listed in the bellow: 

 
Figure  4.2. FME application programming interfaces. 

 RMU API: It allows the communications between i) RMU and the rest of the Units of the 

FME and ii) between the RMUs in the ABSOLUTE network. 

 TMU API: It allows the communications between i) TMU and the rest of the Units of the 

FME and ii) between the TMUs in the ABSOLUTE network. 

 LMU API: It allows the communications between i) TMU and the rest of the Units of the 

FME and ii) between the TMUs in the ABSOLUTE network. 

o DMA API: It allows the communications between DMA and LMU. 
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 Virtual-EPC API: It allows the communications between i) vEPC and the rest of the Units of 

the FME and ii) between the vEPCs in the ABSOLUTE network. Notice that the 

communications between the internal Agents of vEPC and between vEPCs in the ABSOLUTE 

network are implemented using the 3GPP standard interfaces.  

o D2D API: Since D2D-A is a new Agent defined for managing the D2D and cluster 

connection (D2D-A is not defined in 3GPP standard), It allows the communications 

between D2D-A and vEPC. 

4.1.3 Requirements of FME API protocols 

In order to establish communications between Units and Agents, several messages are sent and 

received across the FME APIs. Therefore, the FME API protocols specify the rules for governing the 

transmission. In general, much of the following aspects should be addressed: 

 Data formats for data exchange: Digital messages are exchanged, it is divided in fields and 

each field carries information relevant to the FME API protocol. Conceptually, the message is 

divided into two parts called the header area and the data area. The actual message is stored in 

the data area, so the header area contains the fields with more relevance to the FME API 

protocol. Messages longer than the maximum transmission unit (MTU) are divided in pieces 

of appropriate size. Notice that in the case of system components the MTU will depend of the 

MAC and physical layer of the communication links. 

 Address formats for data exchange: Addresses are used to identify both the sender and the 

intended receiver(s). In the case of cross-Unit/Agents messages, the receiver(s) is an Unit(s) or 

Agent(s) inside the FME while in the case or cross-FME messages the receiver(s) is an Unit(s) 

or Agent(s) of another the FME. In both cases, the addresses are stored in the header area of 

the message, allowing the receivers to determine whether the messages are intended for 

themselves and should be processed or should be ignored. The addressing scheme used in 

ABSOLUTE architecture is the 3GPP standard. 

 Address mapping: Address mapping need to map addresses of one scheme on addresses of 

another scheme. For instance to translate a logical IP address specified by the application to a 

satellite hardware address. 

 Routing: For allowing internetworking capabilities in ABSOLUTE network, the intermediary 

ABSOLUTE components along the route to the intended receiver(s) need to forward messages 

on behalf of the sender. Therefore the route from sender to receiver is needed in the packet. 

 ACK: Acknowledgements of correct reception of packets is required for connection-oriented 

communication. Acknowledgements are sent from receivers back to their respective senders.  

 Loss of information - timeouts and retries: Due to the combined nature of the Terrestrial-

Aerial-Satellite ABSOLUTE architecture, packets may be lost on the network or suffer from 

long delays. To cope with this, a sender may expect an acknowledgement of correct reception 

from the receiver within a certain amount of time. On timeouts, the sender must assume the 

packet was not received and retransmit it. In case of a permanently broken link, the 

retransmission has no effect so the number of retransmissions is limited. Exceeding the retry 

limit is considered an error.  

 Sequence control: As explained before long messages are divided in pieces, and then sent on 

the network individually. The pieces may get lost or delayed or take different routes to their 

destination since ABSOLUTE network is a combination of several networks components that 

support several communication links. As a result pieces may arrive out of sequence. 
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Retransmissions can result in duplicate pieces. By marking the pieces with sequence 

information at the sender, the receiver can determine what was lost or duplicated, ask for 

necessary retransmissions and reassemble the original message.  

Getting the data across a network is only part of the FME API protocol. The data received has to be 

evaluated in the context of the applications or process, so FME API protocol specifies the rules 

describing the context. These rules are said to express the syntax of the communications and are 

explained in details in the next subsection.  

4.2 Specific Interaction of the FME  

The Units and Agents of the FME communicate with each other in order to allow the QoS techniques, 

topology management, load balancing, mobility management, routing protocols and other working 

together on the top of ABSOLUTE Architecture. The main interactions inside FME and between 

FMEs in the ABSOLUTE network are explained below. 

4.2.1 Routing Management Unit  

Since the ABSOLUTE network components are not always directly connected, intermediary nodes 

along the route to the intended node receiver(s) need to forward messages on behalf of the sender. The 

RMU contains the routing entities performing different routing functionalities (i.e. acquiring 

information about the network and user traffic state, and link cost calculation; distributing the acquired 

information and computing routes according to the traffic state information and chosen optimization 

criteria; and  calculation and distribution of routing tables) developed for internetworking the packets 

across the heterogeneous ABSOLUTE Network. The Figure  4.3 shows the scenarios of RMU 

interactions with the rest of the Units and Agents. 

 
Figure  4.3. Scenarios of RMU interactions with the rest of the Units and Agents. 
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4.2.1.1 RMU Messaging 

The TMU or vEPC can obtain the route, for reach to the specify destination, from the RMU with a 

specify set of cross-FME messages namely Route Messaging, which are listed below: 

1. Route request message (r_req_mess): The role of this message is to request a route to the 

RMU for a specify destination. This message waits for a reply message with a specify TTL. 

2. Route reply message (r_rep_mess): The role of this message is to reply the r_req_mess with 

the route to a specify destination. 

3. Error message (error_mess): The role of this message is to reply the r_req_mess reporting 

that a route for the requested destination is not available.  

The second set of messages used by the RMU is the Routing Algorithm Messaging, which is needed 

for performing the core routing functions and successful routing table calculation. In addition, it is 

used also for communication between RMUs as in the ABSOLUTE network RMUs  communicate 

with each other using the routing algorithm messages, which depend on the algorithm implemented in 

the RMU (e.g. Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol). The general overview 

about the messaging exchange between RMU and others Units are showed in Figure  4.3. 

 

Figure  4.4. Messaging exchange between RMU and others Units. 

4.2.2 Topology Management Unit and Mobility Management Entity-Agent  

Since the ABSOLUTE network is characterized by flexible and dynamic deployment of network 

elements in order to provide coverage and sufficient capacity, the ABSOLUTE architecture 

deployment is rolled out and rolled back in multiple phases (see Chapter 2 for details regarding roll-

out and roll-back phases of ABSOLUTE Architecture). Therefore several algorithms and techniques 

have been proposed in the ABSOLUTE Project in order to optimize QoS and capacity in the dynamic 

network architecture using topology management protocols. The TMU is the FME unit that stores and 

executes the techniques developed for network topology management. 
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Figure  4.5. Scenarios of TMU and vEPC interactions. 

On the other hand, the mobility management techniques for allowing efficient mobility of the users 

(MM-UEs) across the ABSOLUTE network components have been also studied such as handover 

techniques and Mobility Robustness Optimisation (MRO) schemes. These techniques are stored and 

executed in MME-A, which is the FME Agent responsible for those techniques.  

Summarizing the mobility management functionalities and load/topology management functionalities 

are managed by two different entities inside the FME, the MME-A and the TMU, respectively. The 

Figure  4.5 shows the scenarios of TMU and vEPC (MME-A) interactions. The different functionalities 

taken into account by the techniques are listed in the following table: 

Load/Topology Management Mobility Management 
 Geographical placement and re-placement of PLMUs 

and AeNBs such that coverage and capacity of the 

network are maximized and interference is minimized  

 Cluster UEs to a limited number of AeNBs and PLMUs 

to improve energy efficiency (load unbalancing) 

 Distribute UEs to certain AeNBs or PLMUs to preserve 

QoS (load balancing) 

 Adjust certain AeNBs and PLMUs between restricted 

and accessible state 

 Activate/Deactivate certain AeNBs and PLMUs to trade 

off traffic load, capacity, QoS, energy, etc. 

 HO parameter optimization to 

reduce Radio Link Failures 

 MM-UE tracking 

 MM-UE context update 

Therefore, three different set of messages for the interaction between TMU and vEPC are defined. The 

set of messages are i) topology management messaging, ii) MRO and handover messaging, and iii) 

coordination messaging. The general overview about the messaging exchange between TMU and 

vEPC are showed in Figure  4.6 and explained below. 
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Figure  4.6. Messaging exchange between TMU and vEPC. 

4.2.2.1 Topology Management Messaging 

As explained before the ABSOLUTE network is rolled-out and rolled-back in phases so topology 

management algorithms are required in order to keep QoS for the users. The TMU stores and executes 

the topology management algorithms development for managing the dynamic architecture of the 

ABSOLUTE Network. Thus, TMUs in the ABSOLUTE network communicate with each other using 

the Topology Management Messages, which depend of the algorithm implemented in the TMU. 

Specific techniques are explained in the next chapters (Dynamic Network Topology Management, 

Evolutionary Algorithm for Topology Management). 

4.2.2.2 MRO and Handover Messaging 

As mentioned in [TS 136 902] a MRO scheme aims to detecting and enabling correction of the 

following problems: 

 Detect and minimize occurrences of too late handovers; 

 Detect and minimize occurrences of too early handovers; 

 Detect and minimize occurrences of handovers to a wrong cell; 

 Detect unnecessary handovers, which can cause “ping pong” effect. 

In order to perform these actions MRO schemes exchange several messages. In other hand, message 

exchanges are also required for example when AeNB or PLMU (based on: MM-UE reported RRC 

downlink signal quality measurements and Uplink signal quality measured at the AeNB or PLMU) 

decides to initiate an X2 handover. Thus, MRO and handover procedures are constantly exchanging 

several messages for coordinating different actions. These sets of messages are called MRO and 

Handover Messaging and they will be described in detail in D4.4.2. 

4.2.2.3 Coordination Messaging 

Clearly, the load/topology and mobility management actions need to be coordinated in order to work 

together. The coordination of those actions is performed using the coordination messaging. These 

actions are performed taking into account MM-UEs working in two states: 
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 IDLE state: The MM-UE is attached to the network without bearers (without traffic flows). 

 CONNECTED state: The MM-UE is attached to the network with bearers. 

The TMU or vEPC coordinate their actions using a specific set of cross-FME messages, which are 

listed and explained below: 

 

1. Cell status check message (Cell_status_check_mess): The role of this message is to check 

the cell (AeNB or PLM) status.  

2. Cell activation confirmation message (Cell_activation_confirmation_mess): The role of 

this message is to inform the own MME-A that the cell (AeNB or PLMU) is in active mode. 

3. Cell deactivation confirmation message (Cell_deactivation_confirmation_mess): The role 

of this message is to communicate the own MME-A that the cell (AeNB or PLM) is going to 

be switched off. 

4. Cell activation message (Cell_activation_mess): The role of this message is to inform a 

remote cell (AeNB or PLMU) that it is going to be switched on. 

5. Cell deactivation message (Cell_deactivation_mess): The role of this message is to inform 

the TMU of a remote cell (AeNB or PLMU) that it is going to be switched off. 

6. Cell empty confirmation message (Cell_empty_confirmation_mess): The role is this 

message is to inform the TMU that there are no MM-UEs in CONNECTED state in the cell.  

 

Handover preemption and restriction procedure: When TMU decides to deactivate a cell (AeNB 

or PLMU) then i) the incoming handovers from other cells (AeNBs or PLMUs) should be restricted 

and ii) the MM-UEs in connected state should be handover to another active cells (AeNBs or 

PLMUs).  

 

In the following, the procedures for exchanging the messages are explained. During the TMU 

algorithm decisions, the following cases are considered:  

 

 Local decision: If the TMU decides to switch off its own cell, or receives a cell 

deactivation message from remote cells (Cell_deactivation_mess), then the TMU sends a 

cell deactivation confirmation messages (Cell_deactivation_confirmation_mess) to the 

MME-A. Thus, if an incoming handover procedure arrives to the MME-A, it is interrupted 

returning a “Preparation_failure” message instead of the “Handover_reply” message. 

Additionally, the MME-A modifies the handover parameters in order to force the MM-UEs 

to perform a handover towards a target active cell. 

 Remote decision: If the TMU decides to switch off a remote cell then the TMU sends a 

cell deactivation messages (Cell_deactivation_mess) to the TMU of the remote cell. Then 

the remote TMU informs to the MME-A about the cell deactivation using the cell 

deactivation confirmation message (Cell_deactivation_confirmation_mess). 

 

The role of TMU in load management is to make decisions on whether to balance or unbalance traffic 

load between cells. In the roll out phases, TMU allows the cell (AeNB or PLMU) to carry out standard 

LTE load balancing in order to improve resource utilization. In the roll back phases, TMU will carry 

out load unbalancing to restrict incoming access request and handovers, in order to switch off cells. 

Such decisions will be controlled by the topology management mechanism detailed in Section 5. 

Furthermore, the practical load management operation is carried out through cell selection/reselection 

when the MM-UE is in IDLE mode, or handover when the MM-UE is in CONNECTED mode. Thus 
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the interaction between TMU and vEPC for the load unbalancing and the cell deactivation operation is 

illustrated in diagram 1 below.  

 

 

 

During an incoming handover procedure, if a cell activation/deactivation confirmation message was 

not received before then the cell status is checked by the MME-A. Thus, the MME-A sends a cell 

status check message (Cell_status_check_mess) to the TMU. If the TMU replies with a cell activation 

confirmation message (Cell_activation_confirmation_mess), the incoming handover procedure is 

completed using the standard procedure. Otherwise, if the TMU replies with a cell deactivation 

confirmation message (Cell_deactivation_confirmation_mess), the incoming handover procedure is 

interrupted and the connected MM_UEs are forced to handover towards target active cells. Notice that 

interactions between TMU and MME-A are needed only in case the TMU takes an action at the cell 

level. When the TMU takes an action at the user level only users in IDLE state are considering so 

handovers are not needed. 
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Diagram 1: TMU and vEPC interaction flowchart. 
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4.2.3 Link Management Unit and Disruption Management Agent  

Since the ABSOLUTE network components have several communications links, the LMU manages 

the techniques for accessing those links. The Figure  4.7 shows the scenarios of LMU and DMA 

interactions with the rest of the Units and Agents. 

 

Figure  4.7. Scenarios of LMU and DMA interactions. 

4.2.3.1 LMU and DMA Messaging 

The LMU or DMA interact with each other with a set of messages namely Operation Messaging, 

which are listed below: 

1. Activation request message (act_req_mess): The role of this message is to activate the 

DMA mechanism permanently or on-demand. When the DMA receives this messages all the 

disruption management mechanism are activated until a deactivated messages are received. 

2. Deactivation request message (deact_req_mess): The role of this message is to deactivate 

the DMA mechanism. When the DMA receives this messages all the disruption management 

mechanism are partially deactivated. This means that the DMA stops the packets storage. 

However, if communication link conditions allow it, the DMA, even in its deactivated state, 

will try to send the buffered packets. This message will be used when the DMA will work on-

demand, in other words only when the DMA mechanism is required in order to optimize 

energy, memory and computing capabilities.  

3. Disruption notification message (despruption_not_mess): The role of this message is to 

inform the DMA about the communication link disruption detected by the LMU. The cases 

considered for link disruption are i) broken link due to the wireless characteristic of the link 

and ii) saturated link due to the maximum capacity of the link is reached (measured in bit/s). 

This message also specifies the ID of the disrupted communication link when multiple 

communication links are supported by the system. 
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4. End-disruption notification message (end_despruption_not_mess): The role of this 

message is to inform the DMA that the communication link disruption disappeared. Thus 

when the TMU detects that the specify communication link is available again, TMU sends 

end-disruption notification message is sending to the DMA. Similar to disruption notification 

message, this message also specifies the ID of the disrupted communication link when 

multiple communication links are supported by the system. 

The second set of messages used for LMU is the Satellite Framework Messaging. The LMUs in the 

ABSOLUTE network communicate with each other using the satellite framework messaging. The 

DMA and the Satellite Framework description are provided in the D4.3.2. The general overview about 

the messaging exchange between LMU-DMA and other Units are shown in Figure  4.8. 

 

Figure  4.8. Messaging exchange between LMU and DMA. 

4.2.4 Device to Device Agent Interactions 

The D2D-A is responsible for managing all the mechanisms implemented for D2D communication 

mode as well as clustering communications.  Therefore, the interactions of D2D-A are required under 

the following scenarios:  

1. In Coverage D2D Networks: In this scenario all the D2D communications are created inside 

the coverage area of the cell (AeNB or PLMU). Thus the role of the MM-UE that is acting as 

b-EU (for the D2D protocol refers to D3.4.2 or D4.2.2) is to exchange information with the 

D2D-A in order to create and maintain the D2D network. 

2. D2D Networks for Relay Applications: In this scenario the D2D communications are 

created inside and outside the coverage area of the cell (AeNB or PLMU). Thus the role of the 

MM-UE is to act as relay node and to exchange information with the D2D-A in order to create 

and maintain the D2D network for relaying packets. 

3. Clustering Applications: In this scenario the MM-UE, acting as cluster head, is in the 

coverage area of the cell (AeNB or PLMU). Thus the role of the MM-UE that is acting as 

relay and cluster head node is to exchange information with the D2D-A in order to allow the 

creation of clusters. Notice that the cluster network is created using a WiFi ad hoc network. 
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The Figure  4.9 shows the three scenarios of D2D and clustering communications interactions with the 

D2D-A.  

 
Figure  4.9. Scenarios of D2D-A and MM-UEs interactions. 

4.2.4.1 D2D-A Messaging 

The D2D-A exchange two set of messages i) D2D messaging and ii) cluster messaging. The messages 

are exchanged following the format and rules defined by the D2D-A API. The D2D-A stores also a 

table regarding the MM-UE information that is in D2D or cluster communications. The Figure  4.10 

depicts the messaging exchange between D2D-A and MM-UEs. Notice that the complete messaging 

exchange between the D2D-A and MM-UE for D2D networks are provided in deliverable D3.4.3 and 

the messaging protocol for clustering technique is described in Section 7.5 of this deliverable D4.1.4. 

 
Figure  4.10. Messaging exchange between D2D-A and MM-UEs. 

4.2.5 Information exchange in the FME 

As explained before each Unit and Agent of the FME are responsible for performing different 

networking actions in the ABSOLUTE network. Those actions are based on decisions taken based on 

information collected at cell or network level, which are stored and organized on different tables. The 

Units and Agents of the FME can obtain the information from the other Units and Agents using a 
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specific set of cross-Units and Agents messages namely Information Exchange Messaging, which 

are listed below: 

1. Information request message (info_req_mess): The role of this message is to request 

information from the specify table. This message waits for a reply message with a specify 

TTL. 

2. Information reply message (info_rep_mess): The role of this message is to reply the 

info_req_mess with the information requested from the specific table. 

 

Figure  4.11. Information tables across the FME. 

4.3 Conclusion  

 In this chapter, we described the interactions of the Units and Agents of the FME. In order to 

define how the QoS techniques, topology management, load balancing, mobility management, D2D 

communications algorithms are going to work together in ABSOLUTE architecture, the FME APIs 

and FME APIs protocols are defined. The FME APIs express a Unit or Agent component of the FME 

in terms of its operations, inputs, outputs, and underlying types. The FME API defines functionalities 

that are independent of their respective implementations, which allows definitions and 

implementations to vary without compromising each other. The objective of building the ABSOLUTE 

protocol architectures using the APIs is to allow the users of ABSOLUTE architecture to build any 

application on the top of it. Additionally, we have defined the most relevant set of messages that are 

exchanged between the different Units or Agents of the FME for allowing the QoS techniques, 

topology management, load balancing, mobility management, D2D and clustering communications to 

work together. 
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5 Dynamic Network Topology and Load Management  

5.1 Introduction 

The ABSOLUTE network is characterized by flexible and dynamic deployment of network elements, 

notably Aerial eNBs and PLMUs, to provide ubiquitous coverage and sufficient capacity. In the 

disaster relief scenario, the ABSOLUTE architecture is rolled out and rolled back in multiple phases. 

A consistent and reliable QoS is desired in the varying architecture. In the temporary event scenario, 

the ABSOLUTE network is expected to be energy and cost effective while also providing high 

capacity density. In order to optimize QoS and capacity in the dynamic network architecture, topology 

management is important to provide information on the number, time and location of eNBs required in 

the disaster or temporary event area.  

In this section, the role of topology management in the ABSOLUTE post-disaster network will be 

discussed, including the motivation of the roll out, roll back and energy efficiency of the architecture. 

The dynamic topology management mechanism is then investigated. This includes two major aspects: 

1) the dynamic network planning mechanism manages when and where to deploy AeNBs/PLMUs in 

different phases of the scenario; 2) the dynamic load management mechanim associates UEs with 

appropriate AeNBs/PLMUs, in order to enhance resoruce utlization and system capacity. Furthermore, 

a novel reinforcement learning algorithm has been developed for intelligent cell seleciton/reslection. 

These are followed by protocol primitives for implementing the algorithms in a practical system. 

System level simulations are carried out to assess the network topology and radio resource 

management algorithms and provides the result of deployment cost, energy efficiency, QoS, capacity. 

The scenario investigated in this chapter demonstrates several disaster relief and temporary event use 

cases defined in D2.1.1 [2] as follows: 

ABS.UC.01 – Unitary call and data transfer; 

ABS.UC.17 – Rolling out an AeNB in the context of a disaster; 

ABS.UC.18 – Rolling back an AeNB in the context of a disaster; 

ABS.UC.19 – Rolling out an AeNB in the context of temporary event; 

ABS.UC.20 – Rolling back an AeNB in the context of temporary event; 

Finally, it is assumed for the sake of this study that the rescue teams own a large amount of 

technological resources (PLMU and AeNB) to be deployed over a large disaster area. The main target 

of topology managementt is then to reduce this amount and minimize the scale of the network when 

providing sufficient system capacity.  In a disaster scenario traffic will arise from the first responders, 

and if permitted from consumer UEs.  The ability to serve this latter group of users will be highly 

dependent on the scale of the network and it is ability to deliver a service with an appropriate capacity 

density. 

5.2 Genearal Concepts 

5.2.1 Problem Definition  

A network topology in general is defined as the arrangement of the various elements, including the 

location of nodes and the interconnections between them. The conventional LTE cellular networks 

usually have fixed network topologies, where the locations and coverage of eNBs are permanently 
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fixed in the initial network planning and deployment process. However, the ABSOLUTE network has 

a multi-phase architecture, which is constrained by the rescue teams in the roll-out phases, and the 

restoration of conventional systems in the roll-back phases. The network topologies in different phases 

could have significant impact on the network capacity and QoS, where effective topology management 

is essential. 

The main purpose of topology management in the ABSOLUTE architecture is to provide the 

information on the number, time and location of AeNB/PLMU required following the dynamic 

changes of the volume and density of UEs. In addition, the coverage of AeNB/PLMU and the 

connection between AeNB/PLMU and UEs should be well managed to assist the roll out and roll back 

operation.  

ABSOLUTE’s multi-phase architecture is defined as an evolutionary process of deploying and 

removing AeNB/PLMU based on the time variant environment scenarios and user requirements, 

including the degree of disaster relief and the stages of temporary events. The ABSOLUTE network is 

designed to be a partly overlapped system as demonstrated in Section  2, where the deployment of 

AeNB/PLMU are there not only to provide coverage but also to enhance capacity through providing 

more radio resources and better spectrum efficiency.  

In a disaster relief scenario, the AeNBs and PLMUs should be deployed in the area where accessible 

and feasible, and it is likely that a short list of possible sites in the disaster area will be drawn up. The 

availability of the AeNB and PLMU equipment will be limited so it is important that this is used 

effectively. As a result, when deploying the ABSOLUTE system, the rescue teams will be directed to 

victims position in the first instance, and try to provide local capacity. It is thus realistic to assume that 

the location of AeNBs and PLMUs are influenced by the density of users within the feasible 

deployment area.  

A map of user traffic density can be obtained based on the information of user location provided by 

node discovery and user traffic provided by traffic monitoring: 

 Node discovery. The satellite network random access technique investigated in Section  6 can 

provide the information of user locations in the early phases; 

 Traffic monitoring. The early deployed system such as AeNBs can provide the information 

of user traffic in its coverage area. 

The time of switching on (roll-out) and switching off (roll-back) of the eNBs depends on the capacity 

and QoS in an existing system. During the roll-out phases, an eNB should be switched on when the 

existing eNBs have limited radio resources to provide sufficient capacity or desirable QoS. In the roll-

back phases, an eNB can be switched off when the traffic load drops low and other overlaid eNBs 

provides sufficient capacity. In general, two dimensions of environment dynamics should be 

considered: 

 Dynamic User Traffic. The volume and type of traffic varies in different phases. In the early 

phases, traffic from MM-UE is dramatically increases as the rescue teams arrive. If consumer 

UEs are allowed to access ABSOLUTE network, they are supposed to have an excessive 

amount of traffic from victims who are requesting rescue. In the latter phases, the traffic from 

both types of UEs decreases. This is because the rescue teams are leaving and the ordinary 

users are back to normal life. 

 Dynamic Capacity Requirement. The overlaid system in the disaster scenario is gradually 

recovered by the rescue team, which takes over the traffic connected to the ABSOLUTE 
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system. The coordination between the two systems provides the time for rolling-back the 

ABSOLUTE eNBs.  

The number of eNBs in different phases is based on a trade-off between the size of disaster area, the 

availability of equipments, capacity requirement, energy consumption and practicalities of 

deployment. The AeNBs and PLMU are portable light-weight devices, which have limited battery life. 

The topology management strategy aims at providing sufficient capacity and QoS with minimum 

service time, in order to improve the sustainability of the ABSOLUTE system. An energy model 

including a constrained battery life will be taken into account when rolling out eNBs. 

Roll out and Roll back Technologies 

The roll-out process is designed to be a fast response. The strategies are based on the capacity of 

existing systems and the QoS requirement from UEs. The environmental constraints in the disaster 

scenario should be considered, i.e. obstruction of mountains. The strategies in different phases are 

presented as follows. 

Phase 1: Firstly, first responders will rely on the satellite S-band link to operate prior to any 

ABSOLUTE physical component deployment. At this stage, several assignments should be carried in 

parallel. Some of these are; identifying location/coverage area of survival eNBs if any, perform 

spectrum scan, node discovery, and lunching the AeNB(s). 

Phase 2: The AeNB(s) needs to be deployed as fast as possible due to several reasons, namely; cost 

and bandwidth limitation of the satellite link, and to enable the communication of users who are within 

the disaster area with the exterior. The number of AeNBs to be used depends on the size of the disaster 

area, first responder throughput, and user throughput required for this stage. 

Phase 3: This is a problematic deployment phase as it is required to deploy terrestrial component 

which makes it highly dependent on the terrain conditions and accessibility as follows: 

1- Highly accessible: If there are no obstacles, and the disaster area can be easily entered, PLMU 

are deployed. The number of the PLMUs, depends again on the size of the disaster area, first 

responder optimum throughput, and user optimum throughput.  

2- Semi-accessible: The area is considered semi-accessible if the existence of obstacles and/or 

the condition of the terrain do not allow for rapid PLMUs deployment. At this stage, more 

AeNBs could be deployed at a lower altitude to boost throughput density as a temporal 

solution until the PLMUs are ready to use. 

3- Inaccessible: The area is considered to be inaccessible if it cannot be entered on foot or with 

any type of vehicle or machine. In this case, further AeNBs will be deployed at the edge of the 

disaster area so as to provide large coverage of this area.. 

Nevertheless, the disaster area can consist of several regions with different degrees of accessibility. In 

this case, each region is treated depending on its accessibility conditions as mentioned above. 

In the full deployment of the ABSOLUTE architecture, green topology management can be carried out 

to intelligently switch on/off the AeNBs and PLMUs following the variation of user traffic, in order to 

reduce system energy consumption. In addition, clustering of terrestrial MM-UEs can be operated to 

reduce the energy consumption on aerial-terrestrial communications.  

The roll-back process has more challenges than roll-out, because the removal of an AeNB/PLMU 

should guarantee that the overlaid system(s) have sufficient capacity to serve the handed over UEs.  
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Phase 4: In order to boost the capacity and user throughput, the spectrum used by the PLMUs can be 

transferred to the AeNBs. This will provide better QoS and increase the network capacity once 

PLMUs are removed. This operation is only required for high user density areas, and/or very high user 

throughput requirements. However, this assumes that the AeNBs use different frequency bands from 

the PLMUs. 

The AeNBs and PLMUs are portable light-weight devices with significant battery life (or alternative 

energy storage) constraints. Energy efficient topology management is necessary to keep the network 

sustainable by providing the desired capacity and QoS level. This process is supposed to be 

implemented after full deployment and enables an evolutionary roll back process. 

In ABSOLUTE’s functional architecture, the topology management unit has two major tasks. The 

dynamic network planning mechanism manages the number, location and time of aerial and terrestrial 

eNBs to be deployed in the disaster or temporary event area. The dynamic load management 

mechanism provides connections between AeNB/PLMU and UEs. The aim is to support the system 

with sufficient capacity and optimized QoS, and to improve energy efficiency.  

5.2.2 Dynamic Network Planning  

The ABSOLUTE network has a varying phase architecture, which causes significant changes in the 

network topology. Network planning is conventionally carried out by operators in the deployment 

stage. However, the ABSOLUTE architecture is required to be rapidly deployable after the disasters or 

before the temporary events, which makes conventional network planning ineffective.  

In the disaster relief scenario, the deployment of eNBs has a number of constraints, which includes but 

is not limited to, the availability of the equipment, the progress of the rescue teams, the accessibility of 

the disaster area, etc. The traffic profile of a Japanese earthquake has been investigated in [16] (the 

figures are available in Section 3 of D4.2.2), which demonstrates that the voice and data traffic after 

this typical disaster is up to 12 times and twice higher than the normal traffic level. Moreover, during 

the disaster relief period, the user traffic has different degrees of fluctuations. The data traffic in 

particular has heavy congestion for a number of days. As a result, a dynamic network planning 

mechanism is essential to provide adequate capacity for such significant changes of user traffic, under 

the deployment constraints.  

In the temporary event scenario, it is also vital to dynamically switch on and off the small cell PLMUs, 

for the purpose of reducing energy consumption. It has been reported that power amplifiers and air 

conditioners consumes two thirds of the total energy in a base station, where as the data transmission 

unit consumes only less than 15% [17]. The stadium and city scenarios require a dense deployment of 

terrestrial eNBs in order to provide ultra-high capacity, which consumes significant more energy than 

conventional cellular networks. Green communication thus becomes a hot research area for the design 

of future 5G and beyond communication systems. In particular, traffic aware network planning has 

been motivated as a crucial manner for operating a green network [18, 19]. Energy efficient topology 

management will be studied to dynamically switching on and off PLMUs in the temporary event 

scenario, based on the fluctuations of user traffic in both spatial and time domains. 

The purpose of dynamic network planning in topology management is to provide the location of 

AeNB/PLMU and the scale of the network at different time. Topology management enables the 

network to monitor the dynamically changing user traffic, and to reconstruct the network with targeted 

QoS provision. The main issue is then when and where to roll out (switch on) or roll back (switch off) 
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the eNBs, as well as its impact on the network QoS. [20] investigates several energy efficient topology 

management strategies in a small cell mobile broadband network, by using loading thresholds to 

switch on and off base stations. In the following sections, further research work on the ABSOLUTE 

architecture is presented.  

5.2.3 Dynamic Load Management  

The load management mechanism handles cell selection between UEs and AeNBs or PLMUs. In the 

ABSOLUTE architecture, a UE may have multiple selections of cells. It has been shown in Figure  2.1 

that the UEs in a high density area can connect to at least 1 AeNB or more than 1 PLMUs. The radio 

resource on each AeNB/PLMU is constrained by its allocated spectrum band, as well as interference 

from adjacent AeNB/PLMU. In this case, an AeNB/PLMU with a large number of UEs connected will 

suffer from traffic congestion, which causes excessive blocking probability and increases network 

delay and reduces throughput.  

The roll out and roll back of AeNB/PLMU in the dynamic network planning mechanism have large 

impact on cell selection for UEs. In the roll out phases when user traffic increases, traffic load in the 

disaster area should be distributed to multiple AeNB/PLMU, in order to avoid traffic congestion and 

enhance the network capacity. In the roll back phases when user traffic decreases, so the network 

should hand over UEs to some designated AeNB/PLMU, in order to deactivate other remaining 

AeNB/PLMU. The difference in user traffic and network topology between roll out and roll back 

phases requires dynamic load management across multiple AeNB/PLMU, namely load balancing and 

load unbalancing. 

5.2.3.1 Load Balancing and Load Unbalancing 

Load balancing in a cellular access network is aimed at distributing the user traffic across multiple 

cells in order to enhance the system capacity. In the LTE system, the objective of load balancing is to 

counteract local traffic load imbalance between neighbouring cells [21]. The load balancing is carried 

out by cell reselection/handover procedure between neighbouring cells autonomously upon detection 

of an imbalance. An exchange of cell load information has been defined in LTE, which includes radio 

measurements corresponding to the usage of physical resource blocks; or generic measurements 

representing non-radio-related resource usage. Such procedure is carried out periodically over the X2 

interference using a client-server mechanism between multiple eNBs. 

In the ABSOLUTE architecture, load management can be implemented through standard load 

information exchange defined in LTE. However, the algorithm should be redesigned to comply with 

the ABSOLUTE scenario. The AeNBs are deployed for coverage provision while the PLMUs are used 

for capacity enhancement. In this context, loading on AeNBs should be significant lower than that on 

PLMUs. This is because the PLMUs have effective spectrum reuse because of less interference and 

dense deployment. The capacity on PLMUs is expected to significant higher than AeNBs, thus having 

a balanced load between these two systems is not effective. Moreover, the size of spectrum band 

should be taken into account when managing the load between AeNBs and PLMUs. 

Load unbalancing is a novel technique developed here for energy efficient network planning [19], 

which is aimed at combining the user traffic in a local area to one or more selected base stations, in 

order to switch off others to save energy. It is an essential and challenging function in the ABSOLUTE 

network with dynamic roll out and roll back operation, which has not been defined in other 

conventional cellular systems. In order to roll back an eNB, the traffic load within the cell should be 
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handed over to the neighbours, namely to unbalance the load between several cells. Load unbalancing 

is an evolutionary operation which should not affect the network QoS. To achieve this, the system 

should intelligently adjust the loading on neighbouring or overlapped cells, according to a monitoring 

on the user traffic. The load balancing and load unbalancing operations are expected to be carried out 

concurrently in order to better control the network capacity. 

Figure  5.1 shows two types of load balancing and load unbalancing strategies, either between PLMUs 

or AeNB and PLMUs, in conjunction with the roll out and roll back operations. After the roll out of 

PLMUs, load balancing should be carried out among the 3 PLMUs in order to distribute the traffic and 

reduce traffic congestion. On the other hand, load unbalancing is carried out when user traffic 

decreases. The loading on a PLMUis handed over to neighbouring PLMUs or overlaid AeNB for the 

purpose of rolling back. In a practical scenario, load balancing and load unbalancing may be carried 

out alternatively when user traffic fluctuates periodically. This also prevents PLMUs from switching 

on and off too frequent in the topology management strategy.  

In ABSOLUTE’s aerial and terrestrial architecture, load management can be carried out in an inter-

system or intra-system manner, as shown in Figure  5.1. In the inter-system load management, UEs are 

handed over between AeNBs and PLMUs. Spectrum separation defined in WP3 can avoid interference 

between these two systems. In the intra system load management, neighbouring cells are expected to 

either extend or shrink coverage area, which have significant impact on the interference environment. 

In this case, effective radio resource management strategy should be developed to reduce interference, 

which will be investigated in the following subsections.  

 

Figure  5.1. Load Management with Dynamic Topology 

5.2.3.2 Base Station and User Association 

The load management mechanism effectively handles cell selection between AeNB/PLMUs and UEs. 

An effective way to achieve load management is to allow the UEs intelligently select/reselect 

AeNBs/PLMUs. We propose a reinforcement learning based cell selection strategy to dynamically 

control load balancing and load unbalancing. The main objective is to distribute or combine user 

traffic, in a fully distributed manner. 
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Figure  5.2. Reinforcement Learning based Cell Selection 

The reinforcement learning model is illustrated in Figure  5.2. In the admission control process, a UE 

may receive signalling message from multiple adjacent PLMUs or an overlaid AeNB. A Q value is 

associated with each eNB indicating its priority being selected. In the decision making process, the UE 

selects an AeNB or PLMU with highest Q value. The QoS of data transmission after link selection can 

be used as a reward, which will be employed by the learning function to update the Q values for future 

selection.  

It is anticipated that under this algorithm, a group of UEs in the overlapped coverage area will 

communicate with a selected AeNB/PLMU with highest Q value. The traffic can be combined and the 

load unbalancing is achieved. On the other hand, the Q value may decrease when the increasing user 

traffic causes more blocked calls. In this case other AeNB/PLMUs will be selected and the traffic can 

be distributed, where load balancing is achieved.     

5.2.4 System Integration 

The ABSOLUTE functional architecture demonstrated in Chapter  3 has a topology management unit 

within the Flexible Management Entity (FME), which will accommodate most of the functions in 

topology management. Information exchange between topology management and spectrum 

management is especially important, which will be carried out through a Cognitive RRM Agent 

investigated. The network topology information will be sent to individual eNBs through message 

bearers over S1 interface.  

The dynamic network planning mechanism effectively complies with the energy saving work in 3GPP 

Technical Specification Group (TSG). Proposals and solutions for energy efficient topology 

management, including cell zooming, eNB dormant mode, has been studied in TR 36.927 (Release 11) 

[22] and TR 36.927 (Release 12) [23]. The work on dynamic network planning in this task has strong 

link with the energy saving work in LTE, which is potentially an effective way of standardization. 

Load balancing has been standardized in LTE to distribute the traffic load across multiple cells, which 

is achieved through a client-server mode based load information exchange on the X2 and S1 interface. 

In the ABSOLUTE network, load management has been modified as load balancing and load 

unbalancing in order to assist roll out and roll back. However, this algorithm can be implemented 

through the same load information exchange protocol defined in LTE. 
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In addition to the mobility handover investigated in task 4.4, topology management uses handover to 

manage the traffic load in different eNBs, including load balancing in roll out operation and load 

unbalancing in roll back operation. The load management mechanisms proposed in this work can use 

Mobility Management Entity (MME) in the EPC to perform handover and cell selection.  

5.3 QoS aware Topology and Load Management  

5.3.1 QoS aware Topology Management  

The LTE standard defines a set of QoS Class Identifier (QCI) in order to differentiate QoS 

requirements for various users and services, i.e. packet delay and error loss rate budget for 

conversational voice, video, SMS, etc. The system is expected to meet the QoS requirement when the 

QCI is configured by the operator. In the ABSOLUTE network, the headquarter should be able to 

control the system QoS according to different user and system requirements.   

Dynamic topology management has been studied in [20, 24] in the context of energy saving, which 

dynamically switches on and off the base stations by monitoring the user traffic. Such philosophy can 

be applied to roll out and roll back eNBs in the ABSOLUTE architecture. Loading is conventionally 

used as a parameter to manage the network topology, which gives the network an instantaneous 

measurement of the user traffic. In [20, 24], several schemes have been developed to monitor the 

loading in either distributed or coordinated manner, and switch on/off base stations according to 

predefined loading thresholds. [25] has studied the impact of loading parameters on system QoS and 

energy efficiency using Markov models. However, such schemes have difficulity in controlling the 

QoS within a tolerance range to meet the QoS requirement defiend in QCI. Moreover, the analytical 

results are based on abstract scenarios which cannot represent the practical system, i.e. dynamic 

spectrum environment. 

The QoS aware topology management algorithm proposed in this section will allow the headquarters 

to effectively control the QoS based on system requirements. It is designed to minimize the 

deployment cost and energy consumption, and guarantee the system performance within a 

preconfigured range. This could be the expected level of delay, loss rate, bit rate from QCI. The 

topology management issue is investigated in two major aspects here, to provide the information on 

the location and time to roll out/back AeNB/PLMUs. This includes the flexible placement and 

dynamic deployment strategies, which control the location and number of AeNB/PLMUs, 

respectively. In Section  6, similar placement and deployment strategies will be investigated with 

evolutionary algorithm. 

Flexible Placement Strategy 

In the ABSOLUTE architecture, the AeNBs are employed for mainly providing coverage and the 

PLMUs are used for enhancing local capacity. Under this approach, we consider the PLMUs to be 

deployed in in the hotspot victims areas, with limited coverage size. The AeNBs are rolled out and 

connect to all the UEs before the roll out of PLMUs. The information of user and traffic densities in 

the disaster area during phase 1 and 2 can be obtained from the aerial and satellite systems. 

In the natural disaster area, there are a number of possible locations for deploying terrestrial LTE 

equipment. However, the available number of PLMUs can be highly limited and the accessibility of 

the disaster area can be largely constrained in the early phases. The AeNBs should be rapidly 

deployable after the disaster and provide effective coverage.  
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The placement of PLMUs in the network could have large impact on the system QoS and energy 

efficiency. A flexible placement strategy is designed here to optimize the location of AeNB/PLMUs 

based on user density. However, such flexible placement scheme may be constrained by location 

accessibility and deployment cost in a practical scenario. It is introduced here as an alternative solution 

for QoS optimization and energy saving when the scenario permits. 

The user traffic density can be highly irregular over the entire disaster area, as shown in the Japanese 

earthquake use case [16]. The location of UEs can be obtained from the satellite system in phase 1 and 

the user traffic level can be obtained from the aerial system in phase 2. The system evaluates the user 

density near  each possible deployment location and ranks them in a descending order to obtain a list.  

By defining all the possible locations for rolling out PLMUs as    and the user density in each location 

as     , the dynamic placement strategy obtains a list   
  for the deployment of PLMUs following 

      
       

          
        (5.3.1) 

In the roll out phases, the PLMUs are deployed in the areas following their sequence in   
 , and vice 

versa in the roll back phases. This strategy can effectively use PLMUs with limited coverage to 

support high user traffic density areas. 

Dynamic Deployment Algorithm 

A full deployment of the ABSOLUTE architecture is not always achievable in the disaster relief 

scenario. In the roll out phases, the accessibility of the disaster area constrains the number of 

AeNB/PLMUs that can be deployed. In the roll back phases, the AeNB/PLMUs should be removed 

when the MM-UEs leave the area or are handed back to the restored network. A dynamic deployment 

strategy is essential to provide the number of AeNB/PLMUs required following the dynamic changes 

of user traffic. More importantly, it should be designed to minimize the complexity of the architecture 

and save energy. 

The target of topology management is to provide the network with adequate QoS. In the QoS aware 

dynamic deployment algorithm, we aim at minimizing the required number of AeNB/PLMUs in the 

network while providing QoS within a tolerance range that could meet the QCI standard. This is 

achieved by monitoring the historical network QoS and make decision on switching on/off a 

AeNB/PLMU. In ABSOLUTE 5 phase architecture, the AeNBs are rolled out before, and rolled back 

after, the PLMUs. In order to reduce the amount of control information exchange between the 

headquarter and the FME when carrying out topology management, the AeNBs are proposed to 

regularly collects QoS information from the PLMUs and evaluate the entire network performance.   

The key QoS parameter we focus on at this stage is the probability of retransmissions, though other 

parameters can easily be implemented. In a network with Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) 

capability, the eNB senses the spectrum and selects channels based on a knowledgebase rewarded by 

learning. A data file can be initially blocked when there is no available spectrum, or interrupted during 

transmission as SINR drops below the minimum level for communications. Such blocked and 

interrupted files will be backed off for a random time and retransmitted, which will increase the delay 

and reduce network throughput. The temporal retransmission probability can be used to effectively 

monitor a cell’s load and interference level and predict local performance, which is 

 Pr (t) =
NB(t)+ NI (t)

NG(t)
 (5.3.2)   
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where          are the number of blocked, interrupted and generated files within the past time   ̅. 

By defining    and    as AeNBs and PLMUs, the AeNB regularly collects the level of retransmission 

probability        on all activated PLMUs, and calculate the system level       as follows 

        

   aGtG

araGtrtG

r
bNbN

bPbNbPbN
bP






 
)(

 (5.3.3) 

A range of retransmission tolerance [  
    

 ] is applied to switch PLMUs between active and sleep 

modes. In order to maximize the user traffic that active PLMUs can serve, the sequence of PLMUs 

being switched on/off is based on their loading level in the full deployment scenario. By defining   
  as 

a list of PLMUs to switch on,      as average traffic load in  ̅, we have 

      
        

          
        (5.3.4) 

Similarly, the PLMUs can be switched off in a reverse sequence of   
 . 

Under this algorithm, the probability of retransmissions of the network can be effectively controlled 

within [  
    

 ], which can be the lower and upper bound of expected QoS from system requirements. 

In the LTE standards, different classes of QoS indicators have been defined for different types of 

services, which can be directly used in this algorithm to reduce the scale of network. Other QoS 

parameters such as delay, throughput can also be used to effectively provide QoS and minimize energy 

consumption or deployment complexity. 

5.3.2 QoS aware Load Management 

Cell selection/reselection has been developed in LTE to allow UEs to search for a suitable cell to camp 

on in either idle or connected modes [26]. This is achieved through a signal power (S) criterion which 

mainly considers the received signal level from eNBs on the control channel. However, the best signal 

cell may suffer from overload traffic or interference. In LTE, this is controlled by inter-cell 

coordination. 3GPP defines a LOAD INDICATION control plane primitive in X2 application 

protocol, to allow an overloaded eNBs to handover UEs to adjacent or overlaid cells. This may incur 

excessive information exchange between AeNB and PLMUs. Moreover, in a DSA scenario, the 

capacity of a cell is constrained by its spectrum reuse capability, which is unpredictable due to highly 

dynamic interference levels. It is thus difficult to directly evaluate the impact of traffic load on system 

performance and provide an optimized load balancing. 

The target of using QoS for cell selection is to achieve effective load management in a self-organized 

and simplified manner. The standard S criteria is firstly used to inform the UE a list of AeNB/PLMUs 

that can provide service.  

The UE sends a CELL STATUS REQUEST message on the control channel to surrounding 

AeNB/PLMUs when data file arrives on either uplink or downlink. A response will be sent back to the 

UE that allows it to rank the AeNB/PLMUs in a candidate list    based on the SINR level measured 

on the control channel. For      , when         , we have 

                                      (5.3.5) 

The ranked eNB list    contains AeNBs   
  and TeNBs   

 , which use equally divided spectrum where 

no interference exists between the two system. However, the capacity provided from AeNBs can be 

highly limited because they have lower spectrum reuse capability. The aerial links provide better 
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signal power than the terrestrial links in most of the areas where UEs are far from PLMUs. In this 

context, the S criteria can cause the AeNBs to become overloaded. 

In order to effectively control the traffic load on AeNBs and also the interference between PLMUs, the 

UE compares the retransmission probability on the AeNB   
  with that on all other PLMUs   

  

following their order in   . In a list of PLMUs that have lower     ̅  than all AeNBs, the one with 

highest SINR can be selected. The same criterion applies to the AeNBs. For      , the selected 

  
     or   

     follows 

 
  
           

           
            

          
     

  
           

           
            

          
     

 (5.3.6) 

In most cases, there are more PLMUs than AeNBs in the candidate list   , which thus has higher 

probability to be selected. The traffic load in each cell is expected to match with its reuse capability. 

Moreover, the use of SINR effectively separates the cell and reduces interference when lower 

retransmission probability can be provided. 

5.3.3 Protocol Description 

In the standard LTE system, a UE carries out cell selection to search for an appropriate eNB to camp 

on, and cell reselction to search for better cells. It is achieved through RRC Connection 

Request/Setup/Response messages to turn a UE from IDLE to CONNECTED mode [26] for data 

transmission. Energy efficient network management mechanism has been investigated by 3GPP in 

[27], where Cell Activation Request/Response messages are defiend to switch a eNB from sleep to 

active mode. 

The QoS aware network management algorithms are based on regularly monitoring QoS status in each 

cell. In order to simplify the primitives, we design a pair of CELL STATUS REQUEST/RESPONSE 

message for the support of both Cell Selection (CS) and Topology Management (TM) algorithms. The 

AeNB/PLMU is able to identify these two types of messages by decoding the Information Elements 

(IE). The content of these two messages and the signalling procedure of these two algorithms are 

described as follows. 

CELL STATUS REQUEST 

Purpose 

Achieve cell status information 

CS: search for AeNBs/PLMUs in coverage area 

TM: search for PLMUs in active mode 

Trigger 

CS: when initial cell selection is triggered after PLMN selection; or when cell 

reselection is triggered after camped normally. 

TM: regularly at defined intervals 

Direction 
CS: UE  AeNB/ PLMUs in coverage area 

TM: AeNB  PLMUs in active mode 

Message 

bearers 

CS: System Information Block (SIB) 

TM: X2 Interface 

IE Name Type Semantics description 

UE ID CS Identifier of the UE that sends this message  

eNB ID TM Identifier of the AeNB that sends this message 

     CS/TM Indicates minimum SINR level for data transmission 

CELL STATUS RESPONSE 
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Purpose Report cell local performance 

Trigger When receiving CELL STATUS REQUEST and        

Direction 
CS: AeNB/TeNB  UE 

TM: TeNB  AeNB 

Message 

bearers 

CS: System Information Block (SIB) 

TM: X2 Interface 

IE Name Type Semantics description 

eNB ID CS/TM Identifier of the AeNB/TeNB that sends this message  

QoS INFO CS/TM Report current QoS level in the serving cell 

Load INFO TM Report current loading level in the serving cell 

 

Algorithm 1. QoS aware Cell Selection 

 

When a new file arrives on uplink or downlink 

1. UE sends CELL STATUS REQUEST to adjacent eNBs. 
2. eNBs sends CELL STATUS RESPONSE back to UE with average retransmission probability 

    ̅ . 
3. UE measures SINR on each CELL STATUS RESPONSE message, achieves a candidate 

AeNB/PLMU list    based on (4.4.5) 

initialize          

while    , do 

if      
           

     ,      
  

then     
    ; 

else if    
       

then     
    ; 

end if 

end while 

4. UE send RRC Connection Request to eNB s 
5. eNB s send RRC Connection Response to UE 
6. UE camp on eNB s 

 

 
Algorithm 2. QoS aware Topology Management 

 
Do regularly at  ̅ 

1. AeNB sends CELL STATUS REQUEST to active PLMUs 
2. PLMU measures SINR on each Cell Selection Request message, sends CELL SELECTION 

RESPONSE to AeNB with the cell average loading level       ̅  , retransmission probability 
    ̅  and number of generated files     ̅  , if        

3. AeNB achieve a candidate TeNB list   
  based on (5.3.4) 

4. AeNB calculates system retransmission probability       based on (5.3.3)  

initialize   |  
 |, evaluate [  

    
 ] 

if         
     

       

then switch   
       to active mode 

else if         
     

     

then switch   
     to sleep mode 

end if 

5. AeNB sends Cell Activation/Deactivation Request 
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6. PLMU replies Cell Activation/Deactivation Response 

 

5.3.4 Performance Evaluation  

In this section, a system level simulation of the ABSOLUTE network is demonstrated, to validate the 

QoS aware topology management and cell selection algorithms discussed before. The scenario and 

parameters proposed in D2.6.1 is used here, which will be revised according to the system simulation 

study in Task 2.6 in future. The LTE access network in the ABSOLUTE architecture is considered, 

where AeNB/PLMUs are interspaced at intervals in suitable locations. Here, an example system model 

is demonstrated in Figure  5.3, which models a 2.4     rectangular urban area. This scenario shows a 

scaled down disaster or temporary event area. The purpose of this simulation is to validate the 

topology management techniques in a scenario, which would then scale to a larger area and more 

generalised node layout. 

 

Figure  5.3. Example Aerial-Terrestrial Broadband Access Network with Regular Placement 

The area is divided into grids in the simulation for convenience and ease of interpretation of results. 

There are 300 UEs randomly placed in the area which have access to both AeNBs and PLMUs. An 

example number of 2 AeNBs and 23 PLMUs is assumed in the full deployment architecture, though it 

should be far less after using topology management techniques to serve normal user traffic. In 

Figure  5.3, the PLMUs are placed in accessible area immediately during the disaster or temporary 

event. The locations of PLMUs is thus not related to the user traffic density. The number of PLMUs 

will scale with the traffic requirement and will depend on what type of services and the nature of the 

disaater. The generic topology management technique is scalable and can cope with this wide range of 

different type of deployments. A PLMU has nearly 100m coverage because of the non-line-of-sight 

constraint in the geographical model. 

The free space path loss propagation model with 8dB log-normal shadowing is used on aerial links, 

based on the aerial platform study in D2.3 [28]. The WINNER II C1 urban microcell model is used on 

terrestrial links. 

The entire system is allocated with 20 MHz spectrum, which is equally divided into 2 bands for 

AeNBs and TeNBs. A Dynamic Spectrum Access technique is applied within each band, which allows 

eNBs to share the 10 MHz spectrum. The reinforcement learning algorithm developed in [29] is used 

on eNBs to achieve cognitive radio resource management. 

 

 

AeNB

Service area

PLMU

UE
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Using a data link level simulation in MATLAB, this chapter examines the likely system level 

performance which could be obtained from the cell selection and topology management algorithms 

developed. This will be used to inform the detailed protocol architecture of the aerial-terrestrial 

network which is still being investigated within the project. 

Data traffic is modelled on both downlinks and uplinks, with other traffic types likely to have similar 

relative performance. This is modelled using a file transfer traffic model, which simulates a succession 

of packets delivered in the network [30]. The inter-arrival time and file size follow long-tailed Pareto 

distribution. 

The transmission time of a file is affected by the link data rate, which is determined by the bandwidth 

efficiency at a given SINR level. The SINR at a receiver is given by 

 







N

TxTxTx

RxTx

TxRx

In

S

',0'

'


 (5.3.7) 

where       is the signal power at the receiver Rx, 
RxTxI '

 denotes the interference power from 

transmitter Tx’ to receiver Rx, N is the number of links in the network. n is the thermal noise power.  

The truncated Shannon model [31] is then used to evaluate the data rate on an individual link: 

   {

 
           

              
,  

      

           

      

 (5.3.8) 

where W is the channel bandwidth. According to [31],        is the implementation loss of 

Shannon bound,  
   

        is the minimum SINR requirement of a communication link and 

 
   

       denotes the SINR that contributes to the maximum data rate. 

The key simulation parameters are listed in Table  5.1. 

Table  5.1. Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Values 

Transmit Power 

AeNB 27 dBm 

PLMU 27 dBm 

UE 23 dBm 

Thermal Noise -174 dBm/Hz 

File Transfer  

Traffic Model 

Inter-arrival time Pareto distribution 

Mean file size 1 Mb 

Antennas Omni-directional 

Bandwidth 
AeNB  Downlink: 5MHz, Uplink: 5 MHz 

PLMU Downlink: 5MHz, Uplink: 5 MHz 

Number of Channels 
AeNB  Downlink: 10, Uplink: 10 

PLMU Downlink: 10, Uplink: 10 

Carrier Frequency 2.6 GHz 

Propagation 
Aerial Free space path loss + 8 dB log-normal shadowing  

Terrestrial WINNER II C1 (Urban Microcell) 

Antenna height 

AeNB 300m 

PLMU 25m 

UE 1.5m 

QoS tolerance range   : [5%, 10%] 
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The AeNBs and TeNBs are light-weight equipment each of which has 5W transmit power. The 

microcell energy model from the FP7 EARTH project [32] is used to evaluate their power 

consumption. The total power consumed by all eNBs in the network is 
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 (5.3.8) 

where      denotes the RF output power at maximum load,    is the linear model parameter to 

represent power consumption at zero RF output power and    is the slope of the load dependent 

power consumption.    is the power consumption at sleep mode.      is the number of transceiver 

chains.    ,    ,    and    are time of eNBs in transmit, receive, idle and sleep modes. The parameters 

based on the 2010 state-of-art estimation are summarized in Table  5.2. 

Table  5.2. Energy Parameters 

Parameters Values 

Number of Transceiver Chains      2 

Load dependent slope    2.6 

Maximum output power      5 W 

Power consumption at sleep mode    39 W 

Power consumption without RF    56 W 

Firstly we demonstrate the result of the flexible placement algorithm in Figure  5.4. The AeNBs are 

deployed at fixed locations providing coverage to the entire disaster area. The PLMUs are deployed at 

selected areas with high user and traffic density, based on the result from equation (4.1). This strategy 

provides an alternative solution to improve system performance by using the PLMUs to serve more 

user traffic from MM-UEs, provided that there is no deployment constraints in all the identified grid 

areas. Otherwise the regular placement in Figure  5.3 should be used. The performance of these two 

placement startegies will be compared in the following figures. 

 

Figure  5.4. Flexible Placement Case 

Dynamic deployment of AeNB/PLMUs is a major aspect of topology management, which effectively 

supports the roll out and roll back of the architecture and reduces deployment cost and energy 

consumption. The topology management algorithm used in this simulation has been illustrated in 

Algorithm 2, and the QoS parameters used for rolling out/back (switching on/off) PLMUs has been 

detailed in Table  5.1. 

Flexible Placement
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Figure  5.5 demonstrates the deployment result of the dynamic deployment strategy. In the disaster 

relief scenario, the user traffic density has significant varience according to the use case. This figure 

thus provides the information on the percentage of deployment required in different period of the 

disaster, where the location for placing AeNB/PLMUs can be obtained from Figure  5.3 and Figure  5.4.  

It is demonstrated that during the early and late phases when the user traffic density is low, the system 

requires 2 AeNBs and 3 to 8 PLMUs to serve the area. This number increases together with the user 

traffic as the network becomes more congested. By comparing the two Cell Selection (CS) algorithms, 

it is shown that the signal based algorithm requires significant more PLMUs to be deployed than the 

QoS aware algorithm. In the low user traffic levels below 55 Mb/s, the two algoirthms require similar 

number of PLMUs. However, this number quickly increases on the Signal based CS algorithm and 

finally reaches full deployment after around 70 Mb/s, where this number on QoS aware CS algorithm 

achieves smooth increase. It can be concluded from here that the traffic congestion on AeNBs is 

largely mitigated by the QoS aware CS algorithm, which effectively reduces the cost and time in 

network deployment. 

Figure  5.5 also shows that the dynamic placement strategy requies slightly less number of PLMUs to 

be deployed than the regular placement strategy, because it optimizes the radio resource utilizaiton by 

using PLMUs to serve high user and traffic density areas at a higher priority, which thus effectively 

reduces the number of PLMUs required.  

The information provided from the topology management mechanism including the location of 

AeNB/PLMUs in Figure  5.3 and Figure  5.4, the number of AeNB/PLMUs in Figure  5.5 and the order 

of AeNB/PLMUs for deployment in equation (4.1) effectively guarantee sufficient system capacity 

during the roll out and roll back of the ABSOLUTE network. The first responders will have fewer 

constraints on the accessibility of the disaster areas in the roll out phases, and will be able to 

effectively roll back the architecture after the restoration of commercial network.  

   

Figure  5.5. Network Deployment Process 

The percentage of AeNB/PLMUs in deactive mode when applying the dynamic deployemtn algorithm 

is demonstrated in Figure  5.6, which presents the proportion of AeNB/PLMUs that is not required for 

service compared to the full deployment architecture shown in Figure  5.3. It can be observed that in 

low traffic levels, around 80% of the AeNB/PLMUs can be switched off, namely the 2 AeNBs can 

effectively support the network. The conventional signal based CS algorithm activates more PLMUs 
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as traffic increases, and reaches full deployment at 85Mb/s. The QoS aware CS algorithm reduces the 

scale of the network by up to 30%, which is achieved by effectively managing the traffic load between 

AeNBs and PLMUs. The reduced number of AeNB/PLMUs not only simplifies the network 

architecture, but also saves a significant amount of energy used for keeping the base station working. 

This also improves the battery life on some light-weight AeNB/PLMUs and increases the network 

serving time. 

 

Figure  5.6. Percentage of Deactive AeNB/PLMUs 

The system power consumption is demonstrated in Figure  5.7, which is evaluated through the energy 

model presented in Table  5.2. It can be seen that in both fixed and flexible placement scenarios, the 

dynamic deployment algorithm significantly reduces system power consumption by up to 700W at 

low traffic levels. The QoS aware CS algorithm achieves 200W more energy saving than signal based 

CS algorithm at high traffic levels, because it provides better resource utilization from effective load 

management. It can be concluded that the QoS aware CS algorithm effectively assists the dynamic 

deployment algorithm to deploy less PLMUs, which thus save more energy. 

 

Figure  5.7. System Power Consumption 

Figure  5.8 demonstrates the percentage of time that the AeNBs and PLMUs spent in idle mode, where 

the base stations are not either transmitting or receiving data packets. It can be observed that in the full 

deployment scenario, the AeNBs and PLMUs spent 60% to 80% of time in idle mode, which waste a 

large amount of energy for keeping the base stations active. The dynamic deployment algoriths 
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reduces this time down to 20% at low traffic levels by deactivating 70% of PLMUs. Furthermore, the 

QoS aware CS algorithm achieves significant less idle mode time than Signal based CS algorithm in 

high traffic levels. This is because of enhanced network capacity achieved by effective load 

management in the cell selection algorithm, which also reduces the deployment cost and energy 

consumption. It can be concluded that the idle mode on AeNB/PLMUs consumes a large amount of 

energy, and the topology management mechanism effectively reduces idle time by deploying fewer 

AeNB/PLMUs in the network. 

 

Figure  5.8. Percentage of AeNB/PLMU in idle mode 

QoS and capacity are two major concerns in topology management, particularly when the network is 

semi-deployed or several AeNB/PLMUs are in sleep mode. In the QoS based topology management 

algorithm, we are targeting at delivering QoS that satisfies the standard or user/operator requirement. 

An upper and a lower bound of retransmission probability of the network has been setup to achieve 

such goals. 

Figure  5.9 demonstrates the probability of retransmissions in the aerial eNBs. The dynamic 

deployment and cell selection algorithms have been evaluated, in both regular and flexible placement 

scenarios. The convetional full deployment and signal based CS algorithm are used for comparison. 

In the fixed placement scenario, the dynamic deployment algorithm achieves system retransmission 

probability at a range of [      ] in low traffic levels before all AeNBs and PLMUs are deployed. 

This is effectively controlled by the QoS tolerance range for rolling out/back (switching on/off) 

AeNB/PLMUs. The QoS aware CS algorithm also achieves this range at high traffic levels where the 

signal based CS algorithm has a higher level, and is the same as the full deployment. In the flexible 

deployment scenario, these two CS algorithms have similar retransmission probability levels within 

the tolerance range at low traffic levels. This is because the PLMUs are placed in high user density 

areas which follow the spatial traffic distribution. However, the signal based CS algorithm has higher 

retransmission probability when user traffic increases higher than 65 Mb/s. Moreover, Figure  5.6 and 

Figure  5.7  show that he QoS aware CS algorithm requires significantly fewer PLMUs and less energy 

to provide this QoS performance. We conclude that the energy efficient topology management 

algorithm provides effective system QoS within the tolerance range. The QoS aware CS algorithm 

improves the QoS in regular placement scenario and energy efficiency in flexible placement scenario. 

By comparing the two PLMU placement strategies with signal based CS algorithm in both full and 

dyanmci deployment scenario, we can see that the flexible placement strategy achieves retransmission 

probability at between 5% to 10%, where as the regular placement strategy has up to 15% and 20% at 
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high traffic level. This is because the strategy place PLMUs in high traffic density areas, which 

effective reduces traffic congestions at AeNBs. Moreover, the QoS aware CS algorithm is shown to 

significantly improves the performance of regular placement strategy, achieveing the same level as the 

flexible placement strategy, namely 5% to 10% dynamic deployment and below 5% in full 

deployment. This is particularly important for the disaster relief scenario where the locations of 

AeMB/PLMUs are constrained by the geographical conditions. The cell selection algorithm can 

effectively reduce the traffic congestion in hotspot areas when the PLMUs are not available.  

The QoS bounds are set as retransmission probability to validate topology management in this 

simulation. However, it can be dynamically adjusted following different types of user requirements in 

the QoS Class Identifier in LTE standard. Other QoS parameters such as loss rate and latency can also 

be used to manage the topology with the same algorithm. Thus further research will be investigated in 

collaboration with QoS work in Task 4.2.   

  

Figure  5.9. Probability of Retransmissions 

Figure  5.10 demonstrates the QoS of the system average delay per file transmission. Such delay is 

composed by both transmission delay and random backoff delay if retransmission occurs. The delay 

level of the dynamic deployment algorithms falls within [          ] at a wide range of traffic levels 

by switching off PLMUs. The QoS aware CS algorithm largely improves the delay performance in the 

regular placement scenario. In the flexible placement scenario they achieve a similar delay level but 

the QoS aware CS algorithm is more energy efficient. This result complies with the retransmission 

probability presented before. The delay performance is significantly improved by the flexible 

placement strategy when using signal based CS algorithm, and by the QoS aware CS algorithm when 

using regular placement strategy. 
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Figure  5.10. System Average Delay 

5.3.5 Summary 

This section presents a QoS aware topology management algorithm, which allows the system to and 

manage the number and location of AeNBs and PLMUs within the accessible placement area base on 

monitoring the QoS. An upper and a lower QoS bound from user requirement has been used to 

dynamically roll out (activate) or roll back (deactivate) the PLMUs. Traffic density measurement has 

been used to arrange the sequence and location of PLMUs in the disaster area. In cell selection, the 

retransmission probability and SINR level have been used to effectively control traffic load in 

macrocells and interference between small cells. In topology management, a tolerance range of system 

QoS has been used to dynamically switch eNBs between active and sleep modes to save energy. A cell 

status control plane primitive has been proposed to support the energy efficient algorithms. It has been 

demonstrated in the system level simulation of the disaster relief scenario that a dynamic deployment 

strategy in topology management effectively reduces the number of eNBs required in the network and 

power consumption, with expected QoS provided within the upper and lower bounds. Moreover, the 

QoS aware cell selection algorithm switches 30% more eNBs into sleep mode than the conventional 

signal based scheme, which contributes to effective energy saving at high traffic levels. 

5.4 Transfer learning for Joint Spectrum and Load Management 

5.4.1 Introduction 

In this section, we investigate the use of a novel transfer learning approach applied to joint spectrum 

and load management in a heterogeneous aerial-terrestrial broadband access network, to reduce 

deployment cost and energy consumption, and improve capacity and QoS for the ABSOLUTE system. 

A cognitive engine has been implemented at the base stations, with reinforcement learning algorithms 

applied at the link level for spectrum management, and at the network level for load management. 

A novel transfer learning algorithm is developed to transfer the expertise knowledge learnt from 

dynamic spectrum management to formulate a knoweldgbase for load management. 

A novel clustered Q learning approach has been proposed for cognitive spectrum and load/topology 

management, to improve the accuracy of knowledgebase in conventional single state Q learning. The 

algorithm subdivides the Q table to characterize different environments during the observe-action-

reward process. This is accompanied by the k-means algorithm that clusters the users with similar 
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characterics (i.e. SINR level) onto the same Q table. The base station is able to learn and provide 

dedicated decisions for users in different scenario, or having different QoS requirement. 

Furthermore, the topology management algorithm is optimized for both QoS on users and resource 

utilization on base stations. This is aimed at improving the spectrum efficiency of AeNBs/PLMUs in 

addition to the control of QoS, which in turns significantly enhace the system capacity. 

The work in this section demonstrates a strong connection between topology management, load 

management and cognitive dynamic spectrum mechanisms developed in Task 3.3.  

5.4.2 Transfer learning algorithm 

In the previous section, we have studied the effect of load management on network topology and 

energy efficiency. A QoS aware load management algorithm has been validated to provide 

performance improvement to conventional signal based cell selection. However, it only monitors short 

term or instant QoS performance (including traffic load, delay, blocking probability). In practice the 

user behaviour and radio environment is highly dynamic, which causes excessive variations on these 

parameters. Under this effect, the system is likely to make a number of interim and inaccurate 

decisions, which will affect the stability of the performance. 

Cognitive radio technology has been widely studied as an emerging and promising approach to 

improve system stability. One common approach is to use reinforcement learning algorithm [33] 

which intelligently adjust the system parameters based on the outcome of numerous trials, by 

rewarding successful decisions and penalizing failed decisions. As a result, we apply the cognitive 

radio engines at the base stations to learn the radio environment and user behaviour. 

In radio resource management, spectrum and load management are two major and highly related 

domains, which are both affected by similar factors, including interfenrece and spectrum usage. In this 

context, the knowledge learnt from one domain can potentially be used on the other. Therefore, we can 

deal with this issue by employing the conceptual idea of transfer learning. Transfer learning was 

originally proposed by the computer science community [34, 35] as a method of improving learning in 

the target task by transferring knowledge from the related source tasks. This technology is thus highly 

suitable for solving both spectrum and load management issues in a single cognitive radio agent. 

In this scenario, we introduce cognitive engines at the AeNB/PLMU to enable intelligent load and 

spectrum management using reinforcement learning. As described in the system model, two spectrum 

bands are shared by all AeNBs and TeNBs, respectively. We hereby apply a single state Q learning 

algorithm developed in our previous work [29] for cognitive spectrum assignment. Specifically, the 

eNBs are implemented with a knowledgebase that stores a set of channel-associated Q values. A 

learning iteration is triggered by a file arrival on either the uplink or downlink. The eNB makes 

decision on channel selection according to a defined decision making policy: 

                     (5.4.1) 

where the channel    with maximum Q value in the spectrum pool a is selected at iteration t.  A 

successfully selected channel is then assigned to the file for data transmission. In the event of a failure 

selection, this process will be carried out iteratively until no channel is available. A learning function 

is then used to update the Q array in the event a file is either delivered or rescheduled for transmission: 

                    ,         (5.4.2) 
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where λ is the learning rate controlling the convergence speed. R is the reward that reinforces the Q 

array based on the outcome of decision making: 

    {
                                              

                                              
 (5.4.3) 

The algorithm has been validated in [29] where effective spectrum partitioning and QoS are delivered. 

Spectrum and load management are two highly related domains with extensive similarities. They can 

be triggered in the same iteration when a data file arrives, affected by success or failure decisions, and 

determine the QoS. We thus develop a transfer learning function that transfers the expert knowledge 

learnt from the source domain (spectrum management) to the target domain (load management). 

The Q values in spectrum assignment contain the information of success or failure file transmission on 

each channel. By aggregating a Q array appropriately, we can have a new Q value that provides the 

QoS information of the whole cell. 

In the spectrum management domain, the Q values in an array contain different amounts of learnt 

information, depending on the number of iterations that their associated channels have been selected. 

However, this cannot be identified in the single state Q learning where the Q values fluctuate between 

the reward values. Therefore in transfer learning, we normalize the Q values and aggregate them 

proportionally based on their number of iterations, which is expected to differentiate the learnt 

information. By defining the number of iterations as N, a Q value in the load management domain, 

associated with eNB     , can be calculated from: 
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 (5.4.4) 

On the arrival of a file, the UE collects     from multiple eNBs with RSRP satisfying the SINR 

threshold, and makes decisions on eNB selection based on the newly formulated Q array. Q learning is 

then carried out for spectrum assignment. This algorithm uses one cognitive engine to solve two 

different learning tasks, which effectively reduces system complexity. 

Figure  5.11 below illustrates the radio resource management process with transfer learning applied to 

an example 4 base stations and 5 channels scenario. Before turning into connected mode, a UE will 

select a base station according to the Q table in the load management domain. After that it will be 

assigned a resource block based on the Q table in the spectrum management domain. These two Q 

tables are learnt by a single cognitive engine in the base station, and produced by reinforcement 

learning and transfer learning algorithms. 
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Figure  5.11. Example Transfer Learning Model 

5.4.3 Clustered Q learning Algorithm 

Q learning has been widely used across the ABSOLUTE project as the fundamental approach to 

enable most of the intelligent spectrum, topology and load management algorithms developed in task 

3.3 and 4.1. The standard Q learning algorithm applies a knowledgebase (Q table) on the learning 

agent to store and update the environment information and the rewards from action space. In this 

context, the learning agent cannot differentiate the knowledge learnt from different historical actions, 

as they are recursively used to reward the knowedgebase.  

In Figure  5.11 we can see that, a set of Q values is assigned to each base station (AeNB/PLMU) to 

represent different resource blocks over the spectrum. They will be used for spectrum and load 

management for all the users within the cell. However, the users in different spatial locations of the 

cell can suffer from significant different environment impacts. For example, the users at the cell centre 

suffer less interference than those at the cell edge. In this context, a single knowledgebase cannot 

effectively provide optimized solution for dedicated groups of users. 

LTE Fractional Frequency Reuse 

Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) is an enhance inter-cell interference coordination scheme proposed 

by 3GPP for LTE deployment. The motivation of FFR is to provide different spectrum allocation 

scheme for the UEs in cell center and edge area, to improve spectrum reuse and reduce interference 

between neighbouring cells. It is designed as omni-directional and sectorized schemes based on the 

antenna patterns on eNBs, which is illustrated in Figure  5.12. 

In a cell with omni-directional antennas, FFR divides a cell into inner and outer zones with different 

spectrum bands allocated to each. The users in the inner zones of adjacent cells can reuse the spectrum 

band. The cell edge users in the outer zones receive interference from neighbour cells, where 

spectrated spectrum is allocated. On the other hand, a sectorized FFR scheme has been designed to 

include all frequencies in a cellular area. In this scheme, three sectorized antennas further divide the 

outer zone into three sector zones, with separate bands allocated to each. The inner zone can use all 
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frequencies as proposed in omni-directional FFR. The total bandwidth of a cell is maximized to the 

size of the spectrum pool. The sectorized FFR allows a macrocell to use the entire spectrum pool with 

mitigated inter-cell interference. The scheme significantly improves system capacity because the inner 

zone has fewer constraints from spectrum division.  

 

Figure  5.12. Fractional Frequency Reuse 

Dynamic Clustering of User Groups 

The ABSOLUTE system uses a fully dynamic spectrum allocation mechanism to maximize the 

spectrum efficiency, because the location of base stations and spectrum environment can be highly 

random and unpredictable. In this context, the cognitive Q learning algorithm has been used to provide 

a dynamic solution on spectrum and load management. In order to enhance the spectrum utilization 

and system capacity, it is necessary to maximize spatial spectrum reuse and load balancing in the Q 

learning algorithm.  

In the dynamic spectrum and topology management scenario, it is difficult to achieve an ideal 

fractional spectrum reuse shown in Figure  5.12, because the location and service area of base stations 

are dynamically controlled by load and topology management algorithms. However, it is still crucial to 

enable an effective spatial cell division to improve resource utilization. As a result, the base stations 

are required to dynamically identify the spectrum environment of different users and cluster them into 

groups. K-means clustering has been proven by the computer science society as an effective approach 

to partition an N-dimensional population into k sets on the basis of a sample [27]. Such partitions are 

reasonably efficient in the sense of within-class variance. This method can be effectively applied to 

cluster users in similar spectrum environment, provided that the measurement of user characteristics is 

carefully designed.  

The Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) is the parameter used in LTE to measure signal and 

interference level on a user, particularly during handover process. It is calculated from the Reference 

Signal Received Power (RSRP) and the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). RSRQ is a 

signal/interference type measurement over the entire bandwidth, which can be directly obtained from 

UEs and eNBs either in idle or connected mode. As a result, it provides the general interference 

environment information of a user in a specific time, regardless of the resource blocks that it is using.  

Here we develop a dynamic clustering algorithm that uses the K-means algorithm and RSRQ to cluster 

users in differet areas. The eNB captures a sufficient large sample of RSRQ levels, according to its 

periodic measurement which is already used in LTE. We then apply the K-means clustering algorithm  

to the RSRQ data. A predefined cluster size is used to firstly equally divides the RSRQ array into a 

number of data groups, depending on the level of targeted spatial partitioning. The mean value of each 
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group is used as a reference data point. The algorithm then calculates the mean square distance from 

RSRQ in the entire array to the reference data points. The partitioned data group is then adjusted to 

achieve the minimum mean square value for all the RSRQ within the group. Such a process will be 

recurisively carried out until all the data groups stabilize. Finally, the new users accessing the cell will 

be assigned a dedicated Q table depending on its RSRQ level in the historically captured RSRQ array 

stored at the base station. Figure  5.13 below illustrates the intelligent load and spectrum management 

process using integrated clustering, transfer learning and Q learning algorithms.  

 

Figure  5.13. Integrated Clustering, Transfer Learning and Q Learning 

 

Algorithm 1. Clustered Q learning 

 

When a new file arrives on uplink or downlink 

1. UE send CELL STATUS REQUEST to adjacent eNBs. 
2. eNB carry out RSRQ measurement and update RSRQ array 
3. K-means algorithm:  

Initialization: equally divide n users into k groups, with reference RSRQ           
While            , do 

Calculate mean square of the RSRQ array to the reference RSRQ:          
Search for minimum mean square values and update user group:           
Update reference RSRQ:           

End 
Assign UE to user group   

4. Carry out transfer learning on Q array      and send to UE 
5. Select a cell with maximum Q values received from all eNBs 
6. Assign resource blocks with maximum Q value in the array      
7. Update array      in the Q table using Q learning function 

 

With this algorithm, dedicated Q array, decision making and value update process will be conducted 

on the users in the same clustered group. This is particularly crucial for the users outside the best 
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signal coverage area, which is able to intelligently learn the best base station and resource block for 

their dedicated spectrum environment. 

5.4.4 Topology Optimization for Spectrum Efficiency 

In this section, we have optimized the base station location in the QoS aware topology management 

algorithm by controlling the spectrum utilization level in the base stations. 

Resource Utilization (RU) is a parameter defined in LTE [36], as the number of resource blocks per 

cell used by traffic during observation time over totoal number of resource blocks per cell available for 

traffic. The eNB is able to observe the user density, file arrival rate, transmission time, and the 

spectrum useage level from periodic measurement of RU. Since the spectrum reuse factor in LTE is 1, 

the maximum RU level in a cell is difficult to predict, which can affected by dynamic interference 

variation. However, the relative RU level in different cells indicates their remaining capacity for 

offloading data traffic, which can be effectively used to optimize the location of placing base stations 

in topology management. To evaluate a cell’s RU level precisely, we have defined a weighted mean 

function that calculates mean RU weighted by their transmission time. The observation time of RU is 

dynamically controlled according to the networks historical decision of switching on/off base stations, 

which aims at reducing the frequency of switching operation. In summary, the improved topology 

management algorithm with QoS and RU optimizaiton is as follows (where       is the defined QoS 

indicator, and        is the boundary allowed for QoS flucturation): 

 
Algorithm 2. Topology Management optimized for QoS and Resource Utilization 

 
On observation time t 

1. Network Controller sends Cell Status Request to active AeNBs and PLMUs 

2. AeNBs and PLMUs measures Resource Utilization level:    ∑     
        

∑     
,       

3. Network Controller measures defined average QoS parameter during t:      
4. if                   

5. Switch on eNB k, where             ; 
6.      ; 
7. else if                   

8. Switch off eNB k, where             ; 
9.      ; 
10. else 
11.      ; 
12. end 

 

5.4.5 Simulation Results 

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the Transfer Learning (TL) algorithm on the same 

scenario used in Section 5.3.4. The clustered based Q learning algorithm is not demonstrated here but 

will be validated in Section 5.5. 

The percentage of network deployment scale is shown in Figure  5.14 below. A comparison between 

three cell selection algorithms shows that the load management performance has large impact on 

network scale and energy efficiency. 
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Figure  5.14. Percentage of Network Deployment Scale 

It can be observed that at low traffic levels, around 80% of the eNBs are switched off, namely the 2 

AeNBs can effectively support the network traffic. The conventional signal based cell selection 

algorithm requires significantly more PLMUs to serve the network as user traffic increases, and 

reaches full deployment at 85Mb/s. On the other hand, the QoS aware cell selection algorithm largely 

reduces the scale of the network by up to 40%, which is achieved through effective load management 

between AeNBs and PLMUs. Transfer learning algorithm is demonstrated to further reduce the 

number of active eNBs, by up to 30% than QoS aware cell selection and 60% than signal based cell 

selection. It can be concluded from here that the historical learnt knowledge from spectrum 

management can effectively improve decision making on load management compared to interim QoS 

information. 

The average power consumption per eNB is demonstrated in Figure  5.15, which is evaluated through 

the energy model presented in Section 5.3.4. It is demonstrated that the QoS aware topology 

management algorithm significantly reduce energy consumption on all cell selection algorithms by up 

to 30w at low traffic level. The QoS aware cell selection algorithm achieves energy saving at 15W 

compared to the signal based UA at 80 Mb/s traffic, and the transfer learning algorithm further saves 

15W at 95 Mb/s. Compared with Figure  5.14 we can conclude that significant energy saving can be 

achieved by using effective sleep mode operation on the base stations. Furthermore, it can be seen 

from the same figure that in the full network scenario, the signal based cell selection algorithm has 

slightly lower power consumption than QoS aware cell selection and transfer learning. This is because 

the aerial link has higher path loss and lower data rate, which increases the average transmission time 

when more PLMUS are turned off. However, the transmission energy is significant lower than 

baseband energy as seen in the figure. 
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Figure  5.15. Power Consumption per Base Station 

Figure  5.16 presents the probability of retransmissions, which is used as a reference QoS parameter for 

load and topology management. Firstly, by comparing the performance of three cell selection 

algorithms in the full network scenario, we can see that the QoS aware and transfer learning based cell 

selection algorithms largely reduce the retransmission probability compared to the signal based 

algorithm. This contributes to energy saving in Figure  5.14 and Figure  5.15, as the level of 

retransmissions provide the benchmark for switching on/off base stations in topology management. 

Moreover, transfer learning further reduces retransmission by 5% at high traffic levels, but with 

significant more energy saving achieved compared with the gain from QoS aware cell selection. 

The system delay performance is demonstrated in Figure  5.17. Similarly the delay level of topology 

management algorithms falls within [         ] at a wide range of traffic levels by switching off 

PLMUs. At low traffic levels the delay is slightly higher because of the low data rate on aerial link. 

The QoS aware and transfer learning based cell selection algorithm largely improves the delay 

performance at high traffic levels from effective load management. Further delay reduction is also 

achieved by transfer learning at high traffic levels but with significant energy saving. 

 

Figure  5.16. Probability of Retransmissions 
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Figure  5.17. Mean delay per file 

5.4.6 Summary 

In this section, a transfer learning algorithm has been proposed to transfer the information learnt from 

spectrum management to improve load and topology management. Firstly, a cognitive engine has been 

applied to the eNB for resource allocation using distributed Q learning algorithm. A transfer learning 

algorithm has been developed to effectively convert historically learnt knowledge from Q learning and 

transfer to UEs for the decisions of cell selection. Moreover, a clustered Q learning algorithm has been 

developed to cluster the UEs in similar radio environment into groups, and provide dedicated solutions 

by learning independently through the spectrum and load management process. Furthermore, the base 

station location is optimized in the QoS aware topology management algorithm by controlling the 

spectrum utilization level in the base stations.  

System level simulation of the transfer learning algorithm demonstrates that it places 30% to 60% 

more PLMUs into sleep mode with significant power savings compared to QoS and signal based 

algorithms, respectively. A significant QoS improvement is achieved by effective load management 

from the transfer learning based cell selection. 

5.5 Integration of Intelligent Topology Management Algorithms 

This section presents an integration work of multiple intelligent topology algorithms developed in this 

task, including transfer learning (section 5.4) and evolutionary algorithm (section 6.3). The motivation 

is to show the system performance of a set of on-line dynamic learning algorithms (Chapter 5) based 

upon the off-line topology optimization from the evolutionary algorithm (Chapter 6). The on-line 

algorithms learns the dynamic variation of the radio environment based on recursive updates from 

various actions taken by the system, where the off-line algorithms provide optimized solutions based 

on preliminary inspections of the global radio environment. As a result, the off-line algorithms 

optimized the initial set up for the on-line algorithms, and the on-line algorithms further improve the 

initial solutions and quickly response to the environment changes. 

5.5.1 System Scenario 

The simulation is based on the Ljubljana city scenario described in Section 6.3. The terrain profile of 

the city is shown in Figure  5.18 (a) below. The Hata-DEM [37] propagation model is used to calculate 
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the path loss between transceivers, which is an extended Okumura-Hata model taking into account the 

terrain profile and land use. 

The simulator presented in Section 5 is used to evaluate the system performance in the radio access 

network, under the dynamic variation of the user traffic and the dynamic utilization of the radio 

spectrum. It presents the detailed user experience by capturing the data files transmitted on both 

downlinks and uplinks. In the original Ljubljana model presented in section 6, a set of indicative 

bandwidth units has been defined in Table  6.4, which models the user/traffic distribution according to 

the terrain profile. This simulator models different levels of global traffic in the area, where the local 

user traffic is generated according to the bandwidth unit distribution. A preliminary placement of the 

AeNBs and PLMUs optimized by the evolutionary algorithm has been employed as a baseline setup, 

which is presented in Figure  5.18 (b). There are a total number of 4 AeNBs and 30 PLMUs in the 12 

km by 9 km area, which share 2 separated 10 MHz spectrum, respectively.  

  

Figure  5.18. Ljubljana city scenario 

The simulation parameters are setup from those defined in both section 5 and 6. Note that the 

maximum transmit power is equally divided across the spectrum, thus on the downlinks the transmit 

power assigned by the base station for each connected user is            . 

Table  5.3. Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Values 

Carrier Frequency 900 MHz 

Spectrum Bandwidth  AeNB: 10 MHz; TeNB: 10 MHz 

Number of  Channels    AeNB: 20; TeNB: 20 

Maximum Transmit Power      AeNB/PLMU: 47 dBm; UE: 33 dBm 

Thermal Noise -174 dBm/Hz 

Traffic Model 
Inter-arrival time Pareto distribution:     

File size 100 kB 

Antenna profile Omni-directional 

Antenna height  AeNB: 250 m; PLMU: 15 m; UE: 1.5 m 

Effective SINR [         ] [1.8, 21] dB 

Effective link capacity [0.86, 4.54] bits/s/Hz 

Channel Bandwidth 0.5 MHz 

Power Consumption without RF 84 w 

Load dependent slope 2.8 

Maximum output power 50 w 

Number of transceiver chains 6 

(a) Elevation of Ljublijana
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5.5.2 Dynamic Topology Management 

The dynamic topology management mechanism is aimed at scaling the network with user traffic and 

provides adequate QoS, to support subsequent roll out and roll back in the ABSOLUTE system 

deployment. In this section, the performance of initial base station placement conducted by the 

evolutionary algorithm is compared with that optimized by the dynamic topology management 

algorithm described in Section 5.4.4. The 5% retransmission probability is used as the QoS reference 

level to switch on/off base stations. 

The average SINR level on all the UEs in the area is illustrated below, which is measured at an offered 

traffic of 12 Mb/s. Figure  5.19 (a) presents the result under original full deployment optimized by the 

evolutionary algorithm. It can be observed that most of the UEs have SINR from 20 to 70 dB. 

However, according to the truncated Shannon model, the SINR above 21 dB does not give additional 

improvement on user throughput because of the constraints of modulation and coding techniques, thus 

on the other hand some base stations are not necessary in such low traffic scenario. Figure  5.19 (b) 

presents the results optimized by the QoS and controlled dynamic topology management algorithm, as 

detailed in Section 5.3.2. The algorithm deploys only 2 AeNBs in the area, which are placed above the 

location of the highest elevation in the area. This will allow the base station to cover most of the UEs, 

and guarantee adequate SINR at above 1.8 dB for most of the users.  

  

Figure  5.19. SINR distribution 

Fig. 3 below shows the average throughput on UEs in the scaled network optimized by the topology 

management algorithm. It can be observed from Figure  5.20 (a)  that the SINR in the network with 2 

AeNBs is around 15 dB lower than that in the full network. This reduces the link throughput on 60% 

of users, as shown in Figure  5.20 (b). However, according to the truncated Shannon bounds, the other 

40% of users have the same 4.5 bit/s data rate when the SINR is above 21 dB. Figure  5.20 (c) presents 

the perceived user throughput, which includes the protocol overhead (queueing and retransmission 

delay). It can be seen that the difference between full and scaled network is less obvious, where both 

scenarios achieve 2 to 5 Mb/s throughput. This indicates that the topology management scheme 

effectively reduces the number of base stations according to the user and traffic density condeition, 

while still providing adequate system capacity. 
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Figure  5.20. CDF of SINR and Throughput 

The results below demonstrate the system performance scaled in various offered traffic levels. Two 

Topology Management (TM) schemes have been evaluated and compared, including the basic 

switching operation controlled by QoS, and the placement location optimized by base station 

Resource Utilization (RU) as detailed in Section 5.4.4 The retransmission and perceived throughput 

performance is presented in Figure  5.21. The objective of dynamic topology management is to 

minimize the network scale by controlling the QoS deduction to an acceptable level. In this 

simulation, the 5% retransmission probability has been used as the lower bound of system QoS 

provision. 

The file retransmission performance is demonstrated in Figure  5.21 (a). It can be seen that at the low 

traffic levels where the topology management algorithm scales down the network, the retransmission 

probability is kept at below the 5% threshold as set by the system. The performance of the 3 schemes 

converges at the offered traffic above 150 Mb/s, which is the maximum traffic that the full network 

can support at this QoS level. The increment of file retransmissions results in longer backoff delay, 

which reduces the user throughput as shown in Figure  5.21 (b). The user throughput in the scaled 

network fluctuates between 0.5 and 1 Mb/s, which is at the similar level to the performance of the full 
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network at high traffic levels. It can be seen that the topology management schemes have higher 

performance deduction in perceived throughput than retransmissions. This is because the effect of 

higher path loss increases the propagation delay in addition to retransmission delay. However, it shows 

that location optimization, the topology management scheme provides better performance at low 

traffic levels. This is because the algorithm dynamically learns the resource utilization level of the 

base stations and prioritizes the order of the switching operation, which preserves the delay on most of 

the users. Furthermore, the algorithm also allows the operators to choose which type of QoS should be 

guaranteed at a higher priority. 

  

 Figure  5.21. Average QoS and throughput   

The main purpose for employing these approaches is to save energy at low loads, whilst maintaining 

QoS.  The energy performance is demonstrated in Figure  5.22 below. The topology management 

schemes provide significant power saving of up to 300W for base stations at all traffic levels below 

150 Mb/s, as presented in Figure  5.22 (a). This is achieved by significantly reducing the number of 

base stations while keeping the retransmission probability below 5%. The power increases up to the 

same level as the full network at high traffic levels where the QoS (shown in Figure  5.21) also 

converges. Moreover, the topology management scheme considering resource utilization shows 

effective power saving at medium traffic levels, which further minimizes the network scale. 

Figure  5.22 (b) shows that a significant energy reduction can be achieved on the full network when 

averaging the metrics on every data bits. This is because of the increasing resource utilization on the 

base stations as the offered traffic increases. However, the topology management mechanism also 

shows effective energy saving particularly at the low traffic levels. The performance improvement 

from utilization optimized algorithm is not obvious because the offered traffic dominates the entire 

network resource utilization.  
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Figure  5.22. Power and Energy Consumption 

5.5.3 Dynamic Load Management 

In Section 5.4, a set of Transfer Learning (TL) algorithms have been proposed for radio resource 

management, including both spectrum assignment and base station user association. The objective of 

these approaches is to achieve effective dynamic load management in the network, in order to improve 

the system capacity, QoS and resource utilization, which is also expected to reduce the energy when 

assisted by topology management mechanism. 

In this section, we have evaluated the performance of the developed load management approaches on 

the Ljubljana scenario and the base station placement optimization results, as descripted in section 

5.5.1. The standard LTE load balancing scheme is evaluated for comparison, which only handover the 

users to neighbouring cells when the base station is fully loaded (in addition to mobility). Moreover, 

the topology management scheme optimized by resource utilization is used in later energy results.  

In section 5.4.3, a clustered Q learning algorithm has been proposed to improve the conventional 

single state Q learning, by subdividing the Q table to characterize different environmental rewards. In 

this scenario, the base station clusters the users into 2 groups using k-means method , based on their 

SINR level across the entire spectrum. This is measured by RSRQ before the user turning into 

connected mode. Each group of connected user is given a dedicated Q table for the decision of 

spectrum assignment and cell selection. Note that the cluster members on a base station could 

dynamically change, according to the result of cell selection. This algorithm separates the users in 

different interference environment and provides dedicated optimization to each. 

Figure  5.23 (a) presents the entropy of spectrum prioritization. It is measured by ranking the resource 

usage probability on each base station as  , where                . For an m base stations n 

channels network, the overall usage probability on channel i is defined as 
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 (5.5.1) 

The entropy is calculated from the resource usage probability at different traffic levels. According to 

the definition, a lower entropy indicates that the spectrum on each base station is better prioritized. It 

can be observed that for the clustered Q learning, the spectrum for the outer group of users is better 

prioritized than the inner group. This is because the inner user group is able to use larger proportion of 

the spectrum as the inter-cell interference is low, where the outer user group should avoid interference 
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from other cells especially when they are not connected to the best signal one. Moreover, the clustered 

Q learning achieves better spectrum prioritization than the single-Q learning. This is particularly 

presented in the mean Q value (weighted by number of iterations), as shown in Figure  5.23. In the 

high traffic levels, the improvement from clustered Q learning is more obvious as the outer group 

users suffer heavier interference as shown in the Q value. The probability of selecting a non best signal 

cell can be well reduced using the transfer learning based cell selection algorithm. 

  

Figure  5.23. Performance of learning algorithms 

The QoS performance of the load management algorithms is presented in Figure  5.24. The transfer 

learning algorithm achieves significant lower file retransmissions and delay especially at high traffic 

levels, compared to the standard LTE load balancing scheme. This is because in transfer learning, the 

users are clustered on the base stations with higher Q values. The Q table is updated from the outcome 

state of spectrum allocation, which then represents spectrum utilization and interference level in a cell. 

Moreover, the learning algorithm is able to balance the historical and instantaneous measurement of 

system performance, which avoids interim decision caused by traffic load fluctuation. The clustered Q 

learning algorithm presents higher QoS than the single-Q learning, as it provides more precise 

environment information to the users. The system perceived throughput shows similar performance as 

the file retransmissions and delay, although the improvement of transfer learning is less obvious 

because the increasing number of data files compensates the deduction of file backoff delay.     
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Figure  5.24. System Quality of Service 

Figure  5.25 presents the performance of load management algorithms in the scaled network optimized 

by the dynamic topology management mechanism. In Figure  5.25 (a), the number of base stations 

required for providing defined QoS level in different offered traffic is presented. The transfer learning 

algorithms significantly improves the performance at high traffic levels above 100 Mb/s, because the 

system capacity is largely enhanced by reducing the loading overheads and interference levels, as 

detailed before. Moreover, with transfer learning the base station is able to cluster more users when it 

is able to effectively allocate the radio resources, as analysed in section 5.4. The “load unbalancing” 

can be achieved in this manner to allow more base stations to be switched off. The reduction on the 

network scale also provides significant energy saving as presented in Figure  5.25 (b). It can be 

observed that at low traffic levels, the standard LTE load balancing scheme performs slightly better 

than the transfer learning algorithms. This is because it minimizes the inter-cell interference by 

preventing the users selecting non best signal cell unless it is fully loaded, which in turns slightly 

improves the QoS when the blocking probability is very low. However, the clustered Q learning 

algorithm is shown to compensate impact of interference, by better partitioning the spectrum for the 

users in the outer group.   
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Figure  5.25. Network scale and energy performance 

5.5.4 Summary 

In this subsection, we have evaluated the performance of a set of topology management and load 

management algorithms proposed in section 5, based on the base station placement optimization from 

evolutionary algorithms developed in section 6. A 12 by 9 km Ljubljana city scenario is used for the 

simulation of an integrated urban, rural, industrial, forest area. The dynamic topology management 

mechanism is demonstrated to effectively scaling the network with the variation of user data traffic 

and preserves the required QoS from operators. In particular, it minimizes the required number of base 

stations and energy consumption, which is important to support dynamic roll out and roll back of the 

ABSOLUTE system, and reduces the battery constraints on light weight base stations. The dynamic 

load management mechanism is shown to effectively improve the system QoS particularly at high 

traffic levels, which is achieved through transfer learning that collects the spectrum utilization and 

interference information. The novel clustered Q learning is demonstrated to effectively improve the 

performance of transfer learning by providing more precise information. Furthermore, the proposed 

load management schemes show effective network scaling and energy saving when topology 

management mechanism is applied. 

5.6 Hierachical Learning based Topology Management Algorithm 

5.6.1 Introduction 

This section introduces a novel hierarchical learning approach which facilitates the interpretation of 

past experience into two set of useful information that can be used by multiple entities of the network 

as well as the UEs to optimally perform different tasks at different layers of the protocol stack 

enabling cross-layer optimisation. The outcome of this algorithm is used to develop an adaptive 

intelligent Radio Resource Control (iRRC) algorithm to control the cell selection and reselection 

procedure of UEs while in the idle mode. In addition, an intelligent Topology Management (iTM) 

scheme is proposed which restricts the access of UEs to certain eNBs in order to maximise the time 

spent in the idle mode while ensuring the required level of QoS. 

5.6.2 Hierarchical learning algorithm 

A distributed reinforcement learning, Q-based learning precisely, is used to collect useful information 

from users’ interactions with the network and their experience. The information provided is used to 
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derive and choose an optimal Cell Association Policy (CAP) between UEs and eNBs. This policy is 

used by the UEs to select which cell to camp on while in, or returning to the idle mode. The UE 

interacts with the environment and learns the optimal policy which maximises the Q-value function. 

This Q-value is a result from an action a taken by the UE while in state s. The task is to learn a policy 

      without having a prior knowledge of the transition probability from a state   to another 

target state    and the goodness of these actions, where   is a set of actions that can be taken while in 

the state      . This is achieved by learning the policy that maximises the discounted cumulative 

expected reward value  (      ): 

             
      

   (      ) (5.5.1) 

Q-learning is an agent choosing among actions not among states based on the Q-value         so 

the information regarding the system states is not needed which makes the Q-learning suitable for the 

purpose of the work presented here. In this algorithm,        is defined as [33] 

                                      
  

      
      (5.5.2) 

where   is the learning rate,            is a discount factor, and         is the immediate reward 

received for performing action         while in state   at time  . 

Each    (agent) maintains a Q-table which is used to rank accessible cells                 where 

    is the set of accessible cells for the     UE and    is the Q-table of the     UE. The Q-values of all 

accessible cells are initialised to zero                          where    is the set of UEs. A 

tailored-fit reward function is developed for this algorithm specifically. This is done for the purpose of 

differentiating between serving cells by the QoS provided. The standard reward function returns +1 to 

reward and -1 to punish. The reward function introduced here returns a value depending on the QoS 

provided by the serving cell as follows: 

   {

                                                                  
                                                         
                                                           

 (5.5.3) 

During the exploration phase, all UEs perform the cell selection/ reselection procedure based on a 

randomised list of available cells                 . These cells are tested periodically based on 

the list order until the steady state is reached i.e.,                  . Each    will result with a 

ranked list of accessible cells and their degree of goodness described by the weight value of the Q-

table       This table is called the Personal Cell Association Policy table (    ). At this stage, 

    report their resulting      tables to their serving cells which in turn reports it to a local Mobility 

Management Entity      . The     combines all Q-tables by performing a basic arithmetic 

aggregation to form one table as 

      ∑      
   
    (5.5.4) 

Where     is the number of     in the region of the local    . The result of this addition is a 

weighted list of all serving cells in the region which is called the Global Cell Utility Policy table 

(    ). The process is described in Figure  5.26. 
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Figure  5.26. Flowchart of the learning mechanism 

This process results in two crucial pieces of information that can be used by a range of cognitive 

mechanisms and applications to obtain optimal performance by basing their decisions on optimal 

information about the access network. The first piece is the      table which is different from one 

   to another. Hence this table is considered as personal localised information regarding the network 

used by the    in decisions such as selecting a cell. The second is the      table which is globalised 

information that gives an insight into the global degree of goodness of various cells in the access 

network in terms of QoS provided and their contribution in serving the offered traffic. The      can 

be used by the network to take smart decisions and to support cognitive mechanism such as green 

topology management as well as by the UEs to reinforce their decision when it concerns the access 

network. An explanatory example is the use of      in the cell selection process. In this case, the Q-

value of each cell in the      table represents its probability of being selected by users. The higher 

the Q-value of a cell in the      table, the greater its probability of being selected as a serving cell. 

The local     is an entity in future networks that is envisioned to be responsible for a smaller area 

than current      as future networks are being designed to be highly distributed [38]. In fact, 

ABSOLUTE FP7 project is taking an initiative in developing distributed      which they call 

Flexible Management Entity (   ). This entity is designed to be incorporated along with other     

entities and functionalities. The     is a distributed element which is designed to enable virtual     

(    ) support for 4G-LTE cellular networks and beyond. The     enables      to perform most 

tasks independently from the core network (   ) by embedding fundamental     functionalities so 

as to reduce signalling overhead and make the network less centralised and vulnerable to a single point 

of failure. Even though this is developed in the context of emergency and disaster relief rapidly 

deployable networks, it is nonetheless in line with highly distributed features intended for 5G 

networks and beyond. For current deployments, given the fact that the complexity of the proposed 

learning process is low, a cluster-head     (    ) can easily process the information and distribute 

it to neighbouring cells. 

5.6.3 Intelligent Cell Selection and     in Idle Mode (    ) 

Due to the high density deployment of next generation access networks, it is certain that at low traffic 

loads, when the interference level is at its minimum, a UE can have a number of accessible cells that 
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can guarantee the required QoS. Traditionally, these UEs are spread throughout the access network for 

load balancing which in turn will maintain a large number of cells active unnecessarily. The algorithm 

proposed here, the     , differs from the aforementioned techniques in the following: 

1- The      tries to suitably cluster users at low traffic load onto a minimum number of cells and still 
meeting the QoS demanded.  

2- As the traffic load increases, the degree of clusterisation decreases and the      starts to balance 
the load appropriately to match the load increment.  

3- At high traffic load, the      completely de-clusters the users and tries to balance the load in order 
to enhance the spectral efficiency and system performance.  

 
This is achieved with the help of the learning algorithm introduced in the previous section which 

provides both the global (    ) and local (    ) pieces of information. Fig. 3 illustrates an example 

of a cell selection/ reselection procedure using assumed values for      and      tables at different 

traffic loads. 

 

Figure  5.27. Cell selection/reselection procedure using the Q-tables (     and      ) 

Cells that can perfectly serve a certain     will have equal Q-values in the       table. Hence, the 

      table alone cannot be used to make a holistically optimum decision, so the      table is used 

concurrently. When a cell selection/ reselection procedure is triggered,     checks their       table 

for cell candidates (cells having the highest Q-value). These cells are considered to be the ones that 

can perfectly serve     and deliver the best QoS possible. Afterwards, the      table is used to 

select the one that is considered to be the most beneficial from the network energy and spectrum 

efficiency point of view. 

5.6.4 Intelligent Energy-Aware Topology Management (   ) 

The TM algorithm uses loading status as the main policy to control the topology. For example, the 

absence of UEs is a good indicator as when an eNB needs to switch to the dormant mode. 

5.6.4.1 Topology Management Policy 

      switch to the restricted state only when these are underutilised. An       is said to be 

underutilised when            where      is the instantaneous load and       is the threshold to 

switch to the restriction state which is a percentage       of the maximum capacity   of the eNB as 

            [             ] (5.5.5) 
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At this point, the restricted state can be exploited by the sleep mode algorithm. The concerned eNB 

needs to inform all peer eNBs about the action taken over the X2 interface by using the eNB 

Configuration Update procedure. If the eNB is switched to the dormant mode, all neighbouring eNBs 

need to maintain the configuration data of the dormant eNB such as neighbour relationship 

configuration for quicker reconfiguration and synchronisation. The switch to the restricted state of an 

eNB is not immediate. If the aforementioned conditions are met, the eNB enters a transitional period 

to the restricted state in which it does not admit any new customers. It will finally switch to the 

restricted state when the last user in service departs. If a UE is updating their      table, eNBs in the 

restricted state are rewarded according to Eq. 11 as “              ”. 

The on-demand services of       is triggered by accessible eNBs (      or      ) when the 

traffic load increases resulting in           where       is a percentage      of the maximum 

capacity   of the eNB as 

           [            ] (5.5.6) 

      and      are, as mentioned, a percentage of the maximum capacity   in terms of number of 

resource blocks. Both the      as well as       are responsible for triggering the reactivation of 

restricted       by using the    interface by means of the Cell Activation procedure [39]. The      

to be reactivated is chosen by using the global information gathered by the learning algorithm (i.e., the 

    ) in the case of the    , whereas in the case of the    in [40] this      is chosen randomly 

from the neighbouring set of restricted eNBs. 

5.6.4.2 Topology Management Operation 

The topology management best fits heterogeneous deployment as mentioned earlier as it highly 

depends on macro-level coverage of macro-eNBs (MeNB) to provide basic coverage and small-cell 

eNBs (SeNB) as capacity-density boosters which can be switched to the accessible state on a need 

basis. An eNB checks its loading status whenever a UE demands for service (the arrival block in Fig. 

4) or finishes service (departure block in Figure  5.28). In other words, eNBs having any UE in the 

             mode do not switch to the restricted mode until all UEs terminate their activity or, 

as expressed in Figure  5.28, depart from service, hence no               handover is 

performed. However, UEs that are idle and camped on an eNB that is restricting its access are forced 

to perform a reselection procedure and camp on an accessible eNB. A sleep mode algorithm is 

implemented on top of both     so as to make use of the time spent by the eNBs in the restricted 

state to save energy. This is described in Figure  5.28. 

 

Figure  5.28. Topology Management Algorithm 
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Since the proposed scheme is based on load derived policies, an updated neighbouring list needs to be 

available at the time of the decision making for the algorithms to be feasible. The neighbouring list is 

provided and kept up to date by the Automatic Neighbour Relation (ANR) management function 

which deals with automatic Neighbour Relation (NR) removals or additions. ANR function is essential 

to Hand Over (HO) operations and to the X2 interface setup which enables information exchange 

between nodes. Loading statuses are made available by using the Load Reporting function which 

supports the mobility load balancing function. The Load Reporting function enables the exchange of 

cell specific load information between neighbouring eNBs. This function is run over the X2 and S1 

interface depending on the RAT of the neighbouring node. X2 interface is used for intra-LTE and S1 

is necessary for inter-RAT communications. 

5.6.4.3 Load Monitoring Mechanism (   ) 

Given the load derived policy of the   , the main aim of the Load Monitoring Mechanism (   ) is 

to prevent unnecessary reactivations of eNBs and minimise the Ping-Pong effect. In this context, the 

Ping-Pong effect is the consequence of eNBs alternating between the restricted and the accessible 

states. This phenomenon can have negative effects on the stability of the network as well as its energy 

consumption. More specifically, the     works on preventing that the condition for switching an 

eNB to the accessible state is met unless necessary (i.e., keeping          ). The     is 

embedded onto the operation of the      by re-prioritising the      table depending on the loading 

status of each eNB, see Figure  5.29. This is done to avoid additional reselections. The     divides 

the      table into two groups, the High Loaded and the Light Loaded groups. The High Loaded 

(  ) group consists of eNBs that are close to reach the required loading status to switch a neighbour 

eNB to the accessible state (i.e.,           ). The Light Loaded (  ) group consists of eNBs 

whose load is far from reaching      (i.e.,          ). UEs try to camp on eNBs from the    group 

if possible. If unsuccessful, the UE moves back to the    group for selection. To better determine 

each eNB placement into these two groups, the    parameter is introduced: 

 (        |                        )         (5.5.7) 

 

Figure  5.29.      cell reselection procedure using     

As Figure  5.29 describes, at low loads,     is camped on       even though       has a higher      

value due to the fact that       is in the    group as well as the ability of     to camp on       and 

receive the expected QoS. At higher loads however, Figure  5.29 (b),     is allowed to camp on a    

cell as all accessible cells for     are in the    group. The     is made possible by using the Load 
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Reporting function which supports the mobility load balancing function. As described earlier, the 

Load Reporting function enables the exchange of cell specific load information between neighbouring 

eNBs. This information is then passed to the UEs via the serving cell. 

5.6.5 Resutls and Discussion 

The network considered here is is a heterogeneous network of one AeNB and 19 underlay PLMUs, 

representing a small scale urban disaster or temporary event area, as illustrated in Figure  5.30. The 

learning algorithm presented here, as well as its application in the Radio Resource Control and 

Topology Management, aim to minimise the energy consumption by setting the appropriate degree of 

clusterisation of     onto different      as well as determining the number and service time of 

these      based on the local traffic variation. 

  

Figure  5.30. Example ABSOLUTE Architecture Model 

The power model used here is adopted from the EARTH project [41]. The model and parameters are 

based on anticipated improvements in 2014-eNB’s components which can be expressed as: 

          {
                                            

                                                    
} (5.5.7) 

Where      is the maximum transmit power,    and    are the idle- and dormant-mode power 

consumption of the     respectively,     is the instantaneous transmit power, and   is the load 

dependency constant. Since micro      are considered in this work, the results from [42] are also 

taken into consideration to set the values of the power model parameters. The simulation parameters 

are the same as those listed in Table  5.1 with extensions in Table  5.4. 

Table  5.4. Simulation Parameters 

Learning algorithm  

Learning rate ( ) 0.01 

Power model [41, 42] 

Load-dependency constant ( ) 1.25  

Power in idle mode (  ) 60 [W] 

Power in dormant mode (  ) 20 [W] 

Topology Management 
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     90% 

      10% , (      )% 

Convergence analysis has been carried out to illustrate the convergence speed as well as system 

stability before, during and after convergence was reached. This is done for both ends of traffic 

intensity. For the lower end, at low traffic loads, energy efficiency has been chosen as the parameter to 

show convergence in terms of average number of idle eNBs. At low loads, users using the      with 

the Staged Action Selection (   ) rule require up to a maximum of 30 file trials per eNB to identify 

each eNB’s position in the table. The scheme is file-based rather than sessions-based to increase its 

efficiency and convergence speed. In any case, since the scheme has no negative effects on the QoS at 

low and medium traffic loads, convergence speed is not of paramount importance. 

 

Figure  5.31. System convergence at low and medium traffic loads 

To keep the convergence time to its minimum, one transmission session, for example an internet 

browsing session, can be performed over different eNBs, hence multiple eNBs are assessed. The 

figure also compares the performance of the     to the performance when the Ɛ–greedy is used 

instead as an action selection rule. The Ɛ–greedy performance is almost identical to the RSRP and the 

SINR based schemes. This is due to the nature of the Ɛ–greedy action selection rule. A user using the 

Ɛ–greedy action selection strategy initially chooses an action randomly as all values in the Q-table are 

initialised to zero (i.e., there is no prior information stored). If the randomly chosen action is rewarded 

positively, then there is a very high probability that this action will be used repeatedly with probability 

    . Hence, the Ɛ–greedy based scheme tends to spread users semi-randomly across the access 

network and give the      no chance to cluster users. In the case of the     strategy, it first forces 

users to test all accessible eNBs equally before deciding to use the Q-table. This way, a user has a 

better insight into which eNBs they want to choose or if there are multiple equally valued actions that 

they can choose from. 

At the higher end, at high traffic loads, blocking probability was chosen instead, see Fig. 10. 

Convergence is reached quickly with only 8 trials per eNB. Although the initial performance of the 

     is the poorest, it convergences to a better solution than the other schemes. The difference in 

post-convergence performance is more than 20% compared to RSRP and Ɛ–greedy based schemes and 

more the 50% compared to the SINR-based approach. Also, at these traffic intensity levels, 8 trials can 
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be performed in a matter of seconds. For this reason, the poor initial performance of the      is 

traded-off by it long term benefits. 

 

Figure  5.32. System convergence at high traffic loads 

The hierarchical processing of the output of the     action selection strategy and its usage by the 

     can be appreciated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. These figures stress the importance of converging to an 

impartially derived policy. This policy has multiple optimal actions, if more than one exists and it 

optimally ranks all sub-optimal actions. This results not only in one single optimal action, as in the 

case of the Ɛ–greedy rule, but in an optimal ranked list of possible actions depending on their 

goodness. This way, the      is capable of using the knowledge base more efficiently in terms of 

QoS as well as energy efficiency. The Ɛ–greedy is omitted from the results from here on as proven to 

be outperformed by the     scheme. 

Figure  5.33 shows the network idle state probability which reflects the potential energy savings that 

can be gained by exploiting the idle state of the eNBs. It clearly proves that the proposed intelligent 

Radio Resource Control (    ) outperforms the scheme based on Signal-to Interference and Noise 

Ratio (    ) as well as the Reference Signal Received Power (    ) based scheme in terms of the 

idle state probabilities of the eNBs. Even though the difference is around 10% at very low loads, the 

     is capable of doubling the number of eNBs in the idle mode at medium traffic loads compared to 

the      and      based schemes, hence doubling the amount of potential energy savings. Figure 

(8) also shows the benefit of using the restricted mode imposed by the topology management on top of 

the radio resource management. As shown, the topology management scheme is compatible with all 

radio resource control and it has a great potential in enhancing the system energy efficiency. The 

figure compares the performance of the normal topology management (  ), the intelligent topology 

management (   ) as well as the combination of the     with the     . 
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Figure  5.33. Network Idle State Probability 

The performance of the    enhances by around 10% when using the information gathered by the 

learning algorithm to optimise the decision of which eNB to make available and which to restrict its 

service. This is further enhanced by combining both intelligent schemes together which results in 

extending the operational region of the    to higher offered traffic as well as enhancing its 

performance at lower traffic loads. Figure  5.34 shows the network power requirements which give an 

indication about the potential of the proposed schemes to enhance the network energy efficiency by 

applying a sleep-mode algorithm. The sleep mode scheme is used in order to exploit the idle state of 

the eNBs. Clearly, the topology management is capable of reducing the network energy consumption 

by up to 50% at low traffic loads. As Figure  5.33 suggested, better identification of which eNB to 

switch to the dormant mode allows for further increase in energy gains. Also, by adequately clustering 

the users using the     , the sleep-mode algorithm is capable of keeping more eNBs in the sleep 

mode and for longer periods which further enhances the network energy efficiency. 

 

Figure  5.34. Network Power Requirements 

Figure  5.35 and Figure  5.36, on the other hand, show the system QoS and give an insight into the 

spectral efficiency in terms of blocking probability and end-to-end delay respectively. Both figures 

concord that the topology management has no or little impact on the system QoS having the     

performing slightly better than the normal    at low traffic loads. 
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Figure  5.35. Probability of Retransmission 

They also show that the      not only has the ability to obtain energy gains at low and medium traffic 

loads but it also has the potential of increasing the system spectral efficiency at high traffic loads by 

reducing the blocking probability by up to 50% and 20% in comparison with the      and      

based schemes respectively. The peaks in delay at low traffic loads for   -     and    -     is 

due to the load dependency policy of the topology management  as well as the fact that users use the 

     to decide which eNB to camp on. Users selfishly choose the eNB which is predicted to provide 

best data rates which increases the level of interference hence affecting the connectivity of other users 

and reducing spectrum reusability. Even though the     tries to mitigate the poor performance of the 

    -based scheme, the selfish choice of eNB made by the users forces the     to restrict the access 

of users to eNBs considered as optimal from the network point of view, and make poorer eNBs 

accessible. 

 

Figure  5.36. System End-to-End Delay 

Figure  5.37 provides a more detailed view of the efforts done by each scheme in order to enhance the 

system energy as well as spectral efficiency. Starting from the far end of the traffic load, it is 

interesting to point out the fact that the      achieves better performance in terms of both energy 

efficiency as well as QoS by making less or equal efforts when compared with the      and      

based schemes. At low and medium traffic loads, however, the      effectively associates and 
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dissociates users  with and from different cells in the access network as appropriate in order to cope 

with traffic fluctuations, lower the interference, as well as enhancing the network energy efficiency. 

The use of the topology management introduces an additional dimension to the dynamics of the 

system as it switches the state of the eNBs from accessible to restricted and vice-versa to deal with 

temporal and spatial traffic fluctuation; hence users change their serving cell more frequently. Given 

that the      based scheme is making no efforts to try to mitigate the energy efficiency problem, it 

has the lowest cell reselection frequency among the presented schemes. 

 

Figure  5.37. Cell Reselection Frequency 

Figure  5.38 reveals an important aspect of the application of sleep modes in current and future 

networks that being the cell reactivation frequency. Cell reactivation occurs when a cell in the dormant 

mode is reactivated due to traffic increase. It is important that the network is stable and cells do not 

change their status frequently. It is clear from Figure  5.38 that the network is much more stable when 

using intelligence to optimise different decisions. First, the decision of which cell needs to be kept 

accessible and which need to be switched to the restricted state is optimised by the     which shows a 

tremendous decrease in the number of times cells are called back to the accessible state. Specifically, 

the     decreases the frequency of cell reactivation by half at almost all traffic loads. This figure is 

further enhanced to reach a total reduction of 50 to 90 percent when using the      in combination 

with the     due to the capacity monitoring capabilities of the      algorithm when clustering users 

onto eNBs so to avoid overloading the eNBs which in turn avoids triggering the reactivation of 

restricted cells unnecessarily. 

 

Figure  5.38. Cell Reactivation Frequency 
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5.6.6 Summary 

This section presents a hierarchical learning based topology management algorithm. The information 

extracted from users’ experience is used to develop two important techniques to enhance energy 

efficiency as well as the system QoS. The first is an intelligent Radio Resource Management (    ) 

which uses the output of the learning algorithm to optimally set the degree of clusterisation of users 

onto eNBs. This optimally balances and unbalances the offered traffic across the access network 

depending on the traffic level. The      is capable of doubling the number of eNBs in the idle mode, 

which in turn doubles the energy gains that can be achieved when exploiting the idle mode of the 

eNBs. Also, by appropriately balancing the traffic at high traffic loads, the system QoS is enhanced by 

an average of 20% in comparison with standard techniques. In addition, an intelligent Topology 

Management (   ) is proposed that aims to control the statues of the eNBs (accessible/restricted) in 

order to gain energy savings while delivering the required QoS. The performance of the    enhances 

by around 10% when using the information gathered by the learning algorithm to optimise the 

decision of which eNB to make available and which to restrict its service.  The performance is further 

enhanced by combining both intelligent schemes the     and the     . The      extends the 

operational region of the     to higher offered traffic as well as enhances its performance at lower 

traffic loads by an average of 40%. 

5.7 Cluster based Topology Management Algorithm  

5.7.1 Introduction 

This algorithm uses load as the main policy to control the topology. For example, the absence of first 

responders and/or conventional UEs is a good indicator as when the roll-back process should begin 

and in what fashion. In this section, a Cluster-Based Topology Management is presented, which is 

based on load-derived policies. Thus, an updated neighbouring list as well as the loading status of each 

node needs to be available at the time of the decision making for the algorithms to be feasible. The 

neighbouring list is provided and kept up to date by the Automatic Neighbour Relation (ANR) 

management function which deals with automatic Neighbour Relation (NR) removals or additions. 

ANR function is essential to Hand Over (HO) operations and X2 interface setup which enables 

information exchange between nodes. Loading statues are made available by using the Load Reporting 

function which supports the mobility load balancing function. The Load Reporting function enables 

the exchange of cell specific load information between neighbouring eNBs. This function is run over 

the X2 and S1 interface depending on the RAT of the neighbouring node. X2 interface is used for 

intra-LTE and S1 is necessary for inter-RAT communication. Also, topology management algorithms 

are developed taking into consideration the type of information delivered by the Load Reporting 

function for compatibility. 

5.7.2 Temporary Event Scenario 

The BuNGee architecture has been adopted for the temporary event city scenario to alleviate traffic in 

an ordinary commercial or residential area during a temporary event. The BuNGee architecture uses a 

novel dual-hop topology which has a wireless point-to-point backhaul between Hub BSs (HBSs) and 

eNBs. The UEs communicate with the HBSs through the access network formed by the eNBs. Each 

eNB is equipped with two directional antennas, each pointing in opposite directions along the streets. 

eNBs are deployed below rooftops, on street lamp poles for instance, and in this way the interference 
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is minimised by the spatial isolation due to the density of high buildings. The temporary event is 

modelled as a hotspot as illustrated in Figure  2.12. The user density in the hotspot area is defined by 

the HotSpot Density Factor (HSDF) which determines the number of users in the hotspot as follows: 

    
        

                          
                                                        

     
   

      
                                                                             

      
       
       

                                                                         

Where     is the number of users in the hotspot,      and       are the hotspot and out-of-the-

hotspot user density respectively,      is the number of users in the service area (including the 

hotspot),        and         are the hotspot area and normal traffic area respectively, and the 

number of blocks is 9 as illustrated in Figure  2.12. 

5.7.3 Topology Management Algorithm 

Energy-aware topology management aims to dynamically control the predesigned topology of the 

system in order to achieve energy savings while meeting the required QoS. This is achieved by fine-

tuning the status of the eNBs (active/ dormant) depending on the traffic demands.  

 

Figure  5.39. Clusters formed in the presence of a hotspot 

of members being in the active-mode. This can be expressed as follows: 

     {          [   ]  

                       

                 

                             {       

Where      is the set of eNBs in the      cluster,       is the number of channels at each eNB, 

       is the number of eNBs being in the active-mode,    is the actual cluster capacity, and 

finally      is the eNB which has the maximum Q-value among the ones in the dormant-mode to 

wake up. Similarly, the witch-off procedure can be described as follow:  
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     {          [   ]  

                           

                  

                            {       

However, in this case,      is the eNB which has the minimum Q-value among the ones in the active-

mode to switch-off.        and         are the capacity thresholds to switch to the active- and 

dormant-mode respectively and can be calculated as follows: 

                                                                                         

                                                                                          

Where     and      are percentage values to set the switching-on and switching-off thresholds 

respectively, and       is the maximum capacity of the cluster which is dependent on the number of 

active eNBs as: 

                                                                                         

Where N is the number of eNBs in the active-mode which can still admit new users, and   is the 

number of channels of an eNB. Switching to the dormant-mode is not immediate. If an eNB is chosen 

to transit to the dormant-state, the eNB enters a transitional state in which it does not admit any new 

customers and will finally switch to the dormant-mode when the last customer in service departs. Due 

to the spatial coverage isolation provided by the high building blocks and the use of below-roof top 

directional antennas, the system is split into 28 isolated service areas forming 28 clusters each 

providing service to a different street. Here, we use an analytical model to analyse two clusters 

separately each cluster containing 4 cluster members representing a street. One hotspot cluster and one 

none-hotspot cluster. Hotspot clusters are involved in serving the traffic at the hotspot. We use 

Markov analysis to analyse each cluster separately and expand the results to predict system behaviour 

of a larger network of similar characteristics having a combination of hotspot and none-hotspot 

clusters. 

5.7.4 System Analysis 

A. Markov Analytical model 

The proposed Markov chain model is four-dimensional as each street is covered by 4 eNBs. Thus, an 

incoming user has up to four choices of eNBs in the access network depending on how many eNBs are 

in the active-mode within the cluster. 

Equilibrium Analysis 

The state of the system is described as (j1, j2, j3, j4) where jx, denote the number of occupied channels 

in eNBx, and x=1, 2, 3, 4. Given that eNBs are of equal capacity m, the system has (m+1)
2
 number of 

states. An example of a system state model is illustrated in Figure  5.40. 
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(j1, j2, j3,j4)
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(j1 , j2-1, j3, j4)
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λ1

λ2

λ3
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(j1 , j2, j3, j4)µ2 λ2

λ3

λ4(j1 , j2, j3, j4)µ4

(j1 , j2, j3, j4)µ3

λ1

(j1, j2, j3, j4)µ1

 

Figure  5.40. System state-transition-rate diagram 

Where λ and µ are the system coefficients and specifically, λx and µx are the users' arrival and 

departure rate into and from eNBx respectively. These can be described as: 

   {
 

 
                        

                                        
                                                              

                                                                                        

Where x is the cluster member index (         ) and n is the number of users being served by the 

    eNB. To assure ergodicity, the sequence {
  

  
} must remain below unity. It is the ergodic behaviour 

that gives rise to the equilibrium probabilities and that is of most interest to our study [43]. As we 

cannot have a departure if there are no users in the system, the following coefficients are identically 

equal to zero: 

    =    =                                                                                

   =    =                                                                                 

Also, since it is logical that we cannot have a negative number of users in the system, or more users 

than the system capacity, we can use the condition that: 

                                                                                         

                                                                                  

Now, with the aid of equations (4.6.7-4.6.12) the number of equations needed to describe the system at 

any given time can be reduced to four for all values of j1, j2, j3, and j4 where (0 ≤ j1, j2, j3, j4 ≤ m). Let P 

(j1, j2, j3, j4) be the equilibrium probability that there are jx users being served by eNBx. We can derive 

the corresponding conservation-of-flow equations as follows: 

(λ1+ λ2+ λ3+ λ4+j1µ1+j2µ2+j3µ3+j4µ4)P(j1, j2, j3, j4) = λ1 P (j1-1, j2, j3, j4) +  λ2 P (j1, j2-1, j3, j4) 

+ λ3 P (j1, j2, j3-1, j4) + λ4 P (j1, j2, j3, j4-1) + (j1+1) µ1P (j1+1, j2, j3, j4) + (j2+1) µ2P (j1, j2 +1, 

j3, j4) + (j3+1) µ3P (j1, j2, j3+1, j4) + (j4+1) µ4P (j1, j2, j3, j4+1) 

(4.6.1

3) 
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This equation describes the system when all eNBs are in the active-mode (i.e., ∑   
   x ≥    Con). In 

the case of having three eNBs in the active-mode assuming eNBx is in the dormant-mode or in the 

transition to the dormant-mode and eNBy, eNBz, and eNBf are active: 

(λy+ λz+ λf+jxµx+jyµy+jzµz+jfµf)P (jx, jy, jz, jf) =  λy P (jx, jy-1, jz, jf) + λz P (jx, jy, jz-1, jf) + λf P 

(jx, jy, jz, jf-1) + (jx+1) µ1P (jx+1, jy, jz, jf) + (jy+1) µyP (jx, jy+1, jz, jf) + (jz+1) µzP (jx, jy, jz+1, jf) 

+(jf+1) µfP (jx, jy, jz, jf+1) 

(4.6.

14) 

For two eNBs being in the active-mode, assuming eNBx and eNBy are in the dormant-mode or in the 

transition to the dormant-mode, and eNBz as well as eNBf are active: 

(λz+ λf+jxµx+jyµy+jzµz+jfµf)P (jx, jy, jz, jf) =  λz P (jx, jy, jz-1, jf) + λf P (jx, jy, jz, jf-1) + (jx+1) µ1P 

(jx+1, jy, jz, jf) + (jy+1) µyP (jx, jy+1, jz, jf) + (jz+1) µzP (jx, jy, jz+1, jf) + (jf+1) µfP (jx, jy, jz, jf+1) 

(4.6.

15) 

For one eNB being in the active-mode, assuming it is eNBf : 

(λf+jxµx+jyµy+jzµz+jfµf)P (jx, jy, jz, jf) =  λf P (jx, jy, jz, jf-1) + (jx+1) µ1P (jx+1, jy, jz, jf) + (jy+1)  

µyP (jx, jy+1, jz, jf) +  (jz+1) µzP (jx, jy, jz+1, jf) + (jf+1) µfP (jx, jy, jz, jf+1) 

(4.6.16

) 

As the system must be in one of the states described by conservation-of-flow equations (4.6.13-4.6.16), 

the state probabilities must satisfy the normalization equation: 

∑∑∑∑                                                                        

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

The system state probability vector can be obtained by solving the (m+1)
2
 equations derived from 

equations (4.6.13-4.6.16) in conjunction with the normalization equation. Let A be the (m+1)
2 

× 

(m+1)
2
 coefficient matrix, P the (m+1)

2
 ×1 state probability vector and B the (m+1)

2
 ×1 constant 

vector:  

                                                                                        

We can obtain the state probability vector P by solving the matrix equation as: 

                                                                                        

It is arduous to present a closed form solution for the problem described above, thus we use 

numerically derived results in subsequent sections. Due to space constraints, and as the analytical 

method follows after standard algebraic manipulations, a detailed description of the method used is 

omitted and can be found in [44]. 

Key Performance Indicators  

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) considered here are the average number of eNBs in the dormant-

state, system power requirements, blocking probability, and throughput. KPIs depend entirely on the 

topology management scheme, thus a thorough understanding of the scheme in use is essential. The 

Markov model takes into consideration the knowledge obtained from the Q-learning algorithm 

described in sub-section B above. In our calculations, we assume that eNBs are ranked as eNBx, eNBy, 

and eNBz. eNBx being the most suitable to switch-on and eNBz the least. The cluster head is denoted as 

eNBch. For eNBx, the time spent in the dormant-mode (Tdx) is equivalent to the sum of all state 
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probabilities where the number of channels occupied ( ) is less than         and eNBx is serving no 

users: 

    ∑∑∑  (            )

 

  

 [                   ]                                        

 

  

 

   

 

Similarly, we can calculate the time spent in the dormant-mode for eNBy (Tdy), and eNBz (Tdz) as 

follows:  

    ∑∑∑  (            )

 

  

 [                   ]

 

  

 

   

                                         

    ∑∑∑ (            )
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The system blocking probability (PBs) is the probability of the system being in the          state 

                                                                                    

The system throughput (THs) on the other hand is directly derived from the blocking probability as, by 

definition, it is the portion of the offered traffic (OT) that is not lost 

        [     ]                                                                      

System power requirements (   ) can be also calculated from this model using the steady-state 

probabilities as the power required to operate the system relies directly on the time spent in each state: 

    ∑∑                                                                       

 

   

 

   

 

Where     is the power required to serve u number of users which is calculated using the energy 

model described in sub-section D above,       is the steady-state probability of having u number of 

users being served by the n
th
 eNB, and e is the number of eNBs. 

B. Analytical model scalability  

The analytical model describes the behaviour of a cluster which is a street in the BuNGee architecture. 

Thus, the results from the analytical model can be used to predict an accurate estimation of the 

behaviour of a larger network containing a larger number of streets by making use of the isolation 

provided by the high buildings and the deployment of below roof-top directional antennas. In this 

section, the scaling-up procedure of different KPIs is described. 

Blocking probability 

The system blocking probability of a network composed of    streets, or clusters, can be calculated by 

combining the individual clusters blocking probability by taking into consideration the different 

average inter-arrival times of users into different clusters. This can be expressed as:  

    ∑
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Where      is the blocking probability obtained by using the analytical mode of cluster i, and   is the 

number of clusters.   is the average user arrival rate into the system.     is the average user arrival rate 

into cluster i where ∑       
   .     is calculated from the user density in individual clusters: 

                                                                                    

Where      and       are calculated from equation (4.6.1) and (4.6.2) respectively.         and 

         are the hotspot and none-hotspot areas that cluster i is covering, and     is the average user 

arrival rate into the system which is equal for all users and depends on the offered traffic. 

Power and Average Number of eNBs in the Dormant-Mode 

Unlike the blocking probability, the system power requirements as well as the average number of 

eNBs in the dormant-mode (     ) is a direct summation of the results obtained from the analytical 

model as follows: 

    ∑    

 

   

                                                                                  

      ∑      

 

   

                                                                           

Where     and         are the power requirements and average number of eNBs in the dormant-

mode for cluster i, and   is the number of clusters. The scaled-up results obtained from the analytical 

model are compared with simulation results in the subsequent section. 

5.7.5 Numerical Results and Discussion 

The topology management algorithm is tested and validated under different values of HSDF. A 

network of 20 eNBs is taken into consideration as illustrated in Figure  5.41. This network is extracted 

from the original BuNGee architecture in figure 1. Each street forms a cluster with 4 cluster members 

creating a 5-cluster network. A hotspot is created at the top-left corner of the network as described in 

section II-A.  Values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 for HSDF are used. Users are uniformly distributed along the 

streets with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times. The analytical model assumes that users can 

only connect to the cluster which is covering their street. Also, the state-of-the-art topology 

management scheme for BuNGee is used as a benchmark algorithm for comparison which is described 

in [40]. Table 1 contains detailed simulation parameters. 

 

Figure  5.41. Network Model 
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Table  5.5. Simulation Parameters 

Service and Learning rate (µ,  ) 0.01, 0.001 

Number of channels (m) 4 

Number of eNBs 20 

Load-dependency constant ( ) 1.25 

Power in the idle-mode (  ) 60 [W] 

Power in the dormant-mode (  ) 20 [W] 

Maximum transmit power (   ) 5[W] 

     and     90% 

 

Note that the in all graphs to be presented the scaled-up results obtained from the analytical model are 

labelled by circle markers and no line. Figure  5.42 presents the system-average number of eNBs in the 

dormant-mode for various configurations.  

 

Figure  5.42. Average-number of eNBs in the dormant-mode 

We can notice from the figure that the scaled-up results obtained from the analytical model are 

consistent with the simulation results at all traffic loads and different values of HSDF. Also, it is clear 

that the CBTM outperforms the state-of-the-art topology management scheme as it successfully 

identifies eNBs which could help serve the increase in traffic demand keeping the rest in the dormant-

mode. To have a more realistic comparison with fewer constraints on boundary conditions, users in a 

street are allowed to connect to one cluster member of a neighbouring cluster. This is denoted as “5 

acc” in the legend meaning 5 accessible eNBs instead of only 4. As shown, there is very little 

difference as far as the number of eNBs in the dormant-mode is concerned making our assumptions 

regarding boundary conditions valid. A surprising note however, the CBTM makes use of fewer eNBs 
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at high offered traffic when HSDF is set to 4 in comparison with HSDF=2. Again, this shows the 

effectiveness of the algorithm in responding to localised traffic fluctuation. This behaviour is 

attributed to the shift in traffic towards the hotspot area at high values of HSDF, which can be served 

by a limited number of eNBs. The CBTM makes use of this traffic shift and keeps more eNBs in the 

dormant-mode in clusters which are not involved in serving the hotspot area showing its capability of 

identifying the eNBs which can alleviate the demand from highly loaded eNBs unlike the scheme 

proposed in [40] which switches-on eNBs oblivious to their real contribution in covering the high 

density traffic area. Figure  5.43 illustrates the system power requirements at different traffic loads for 

different system settings.  

 

Figure  5.43. System Power requirements 

This figure gives an insight into the energy reduction capabilities of both schemes when using the 

energy model described in section II-D. The CBTM can reach up to 50% reduction on energy 

consumption at low load conditions. Also, the power consumption scales more uniformly with traffic 

when using the CBTM over the scheme proposed in [40].  

 

Figure  5.44. Blocking probability vs Offered Traffic (HSDF=2) 
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Figure  5.44 on the other hand, compares the system QoS in terms of system blocking probability when 

using the CBTM with the QoS when no topology management is used and with the state-of-the-art 

scheme as well as the results obtained from the analytical model for different system configurations 

and HSDF is set to 2. It is shown in Figure  5.44 that the QoS delivered by the CBTM is no different 

from the QoS delivered when the whole system is kept in the active-mode under the constraint of 

having one cluster accessible per user (4 accessible eNBs). However, if more flexibility is allowed and 

users connect to neighbouring clusters (5, 6, and 7 accessible eNBs), a slight difference in the 

performance is noticed. Also, the CBTM clearly outperforms the scheme proposed in [40] at medium 

and low traffic conditions. Figure 10 gives more localised QoS measurements for different values of 

HSDF in terms of the system offered traffic supported at 0.05 blocking probability of individual 

clusters. When HSDF is set to 1, there is not difference between the system and localised blocking 

probability as traffic is equally distributed between different areas. However, as traffic starts to 

concentrate around the hotspot area with densification factor of HSDF, the localised behaviour 

becomes different from the system behaviour. Hotspot areas reach the 0.05 blocking probability at an 

earlier stage than the none-hotspot areas. This difference increases as HSDF reaches the value of 4. 

System behaviour is more affected by the hotspot than the rest of the service area especially for high 

values of HSDF as more traffic is generated at the hotspot. Again, we can see the close behaviour of 

our results compared with a more flexible system having 5, 6, and 7 accessible eNBs. 

 

Figure  5.45. Offered Traffic Supported at 0.05 Blocking Probability 

5.7.6 Summary 

This subsection presents a cluster based topology management algorithm. A clustering approach has 

been designed to allow a cluster head eNB activate/deactivate other eNBs. Distributed reinforcement 

learning algorithm has been developed to provide the sequence of switching on/off eNBs. An 

analytical model has been developed based on queuing theory together with Monte Carlo simulations 

with different configurations based on the temporary event scenario, which gives a good but rather 

pessimistic estimation of achievable QoS as a lower bound performance indicator. It is proven that 
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topology management maintains up to 75% of PLMUs in the dormant mode which converts into 50% 

power reduction at low loads. 

5.8 Conclusion 

This chapter presents the dynamic topology management unit in the ABSOLUTE architecture, which 

has two major functionalities: dynamic topology and load management. Topology management is 

demonstrated to effectively assist the roll out and roll back of the architecture and reduce network 

energy consumption, in both disaster relief and temporary event scenarios. The dynamic network 

planning mechanism provides the number, location and time of aerial and terrestrial eNBs required in 

the system, following the dynamically changing user traffic density after the natural disaster. The 

dynamic load management mechanism associate the UEs with most appropriate eNBs, in order to 

assist roll out and roll back of eNBs. The objective of topology management has been designed as only 

deploying the infrastructure that could provide augmented network capacity in the required areas and 

preserves the desirable QoS. A set of aritifical intelligent algorithms have been effectively applied to 

topology and load management, including reinforcement learning, transfer learning and k-means 

clustering. The algorithms have been validated through system level simulations in different disaster 

relief and temporary event scenarios. 

An integrated network topology and load solution has been evaluated on the practical Ljubljana city 

scenario presented in Chapter 6. This includes multiple intelligent developed in this task, including 

transfer learning, clustered Q learning (section 5.4) and evolutionary algorithm (section 6.3). It is 

demonstrated that these algorithms together provide an effective solution for this task. 
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6 Evolutionary Algorithm for Topology Management 

6.1 Introduction 

Pioneering solutions for temporary communication services provision were based mainly on the 

satellite communications [45]. Nowadays, the interest in the community is moving towards integrated 

emergency networks, comprising three segments: (i) fast deployable aerial platforms, either at low or 

high altitudes, (ii) ad-hoc portable terrestrial stations for dense bandwidth provision and (iii) 

communication satellites as a solution to cover signal gaps or as an alternative backhaul option. The 

optimal network configuration, consisting of selected communication platforms from the three 

segments, depends on the scenario parameters such as area size, accessibility, communication 

requirements etc.  

The aerial platforms from the first segment have some unique properties which make them especially 

attractive for temporal communications provision. Depending on the altitude, they classify to low 

altitude platforms (LAPs) [46] and high altitude platforms (HAPs) [47]. For emergency 

communications, lower altitudes will likely be a better choice due to the faster and easier deployment 

over high-risk areas. LAPs may cover relatively wide areas in radius of up to 30 km, depending on 

configuration and can easily meet bandwidth demands for first responders. 

The second segment, Portable Land Mobile Unit (PLMU), usually consists of terrestrial RF equipment 

and satellite transceiver for establishing connection via backhaul satellite link to the headquarters. 

Examples of such vehicles are the recently phased out Emergency Communications Response Vehicle 

(ECRV) designed for American Red Cross [48] and Network Emergency Response Vehicle (NERV), 

designed by Cisco [49]. Compared to LAPs, PLMUs transmit at lower heights and consequently cover 

smaller geographical areas but offer denser bandwidth capacities. A typical coverage radius of a 

PLMU is about of an order smaller than of a LAP, up to 3 km.  

The role of the third segment of emergency networks, i.e. satellite communications, is mainly to 

provide basic narrowband services through S-band until the aerial and terrestrial base stations are 

deployed and later to provide broadband backhaul links to stations equipped with advanced 

communication payload, e.g. at Ka-band.  

LAPs and PLMUs are thus the two basic elements to be used for emergency network establishment. 

Due to their complementary advantages, it is strategically important to place them properly in the 

network in order to cover as much of the disaster area as possible, while still providing sufficient 

bandwidth at critical points. This is especially relevant for large-scale disasters such as the Hurricane 

Katrina in 2005, which extended over the geographical area of about 235.000 km
2
 [50]. With proper 

positioning, the number of required base stations can be greatly reduced, thus lowering the required 

time for network establishment and reducing the involved resources.  

The presented problem is an optimization problem, which has been addressed from various 

perspectives. An example of powerful approach to multiobjective optimization of classical 3G/4G 

cellular networks is by using genetic algorithms [51]. A survey of other proposed approaches and their 

parameters can be found in [52]. Approaches with embraced specifics of aerial platforms in 

emergency networks are rare. An example on conceptual level has been described in [53]. 
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Hereafter, methods for terrestrial and aerial base stations positioning are presented, with the goal to 

minimize their number while fully providing the required bandwidth over the disaster area. For this 

purpose, two different approaches have been developed and tested.  

In the first approach, the positioning is done by support of an optimisation algorithm developed in 

.NET environment. The algorithm works for an arbitrary disaster scenario with various geographical 

spans and various bandwidth requirements. It allows also importing existing geographical maps with 

relevant information from the past disasters, which have been properly documented. In this report, we 

present such an example of the Hurricane Katrina disaster, imported from Google maps. The limitation 

of this approach is that the optimisation algorithm is relatively simple, it does not allow paralelization, 

while the used propagation model is simplified, assuming circle-shaped coverage areas of predefined 

radius. The elevation models of the considered terrain are not taken into account. The main motivation 

of this approach was to obtain results quickly, even by making some simplistic assumptions, in order 

to show the necessity of such an optimisation.   

The goal of the first approach has been successfully reached, proving that it is worth to further develop 

the idea by upgrading the simplified methods with more sophisticated procedures. We tried to achieve 

this goal by applying two modifications:  

 by replacing the simplified optimisation algorithm with the state-of-the-art evolutionary 

algorithm, implemented such that it may be run in parallel on several processor cores, 

 by taking into account the terrain information such as elevation and clutter and calculating the 

signal propagation characteristics by using the state-of-the-art propagation models and modern 

radio planning tool.  

The result of these efforts is a specifically designed tool, integrated by putting together functionalities 

of previously developed GRASS-RaPlaT and AMS-DEMO. The tool has undergone several tests and 

improvements and has already been used to analyse ABSOLUTE scenarios. The obtained results 

imply that AeNBs (LAPs) are highly desired in emergency network architectures due to their easily 

adaptable height and consequently their variable coverage span, by which the disaster area may be 

covered in a resource efficient way.   

As in chapter 4, it is assumed for the sake of this study that the rescue teams own an unlimited amount 

of technological resources (PLMU and AeNB) to be deployed over the disaster area, which is 

considered very large. The analysis within this chapter can be seen complementary to the one 

presented in chapter 4. Indeed, whereas chapter 5 is purely based on an evolutionary algorithm 

defining the best position for the base stations so as to provide a full coverage of the disaster area, 

chapter 4 models the whole problem focusing more on the traffic load and delays. 

In this chapter, six use cases defined in D2.1 are relevant: 

- ABS.UC.01 (Unitary call and data transfer), 

- ABS.UC.02 (Unitary call with a terrestrial backhaul), 

- ABS.UC.17 (Rolling-out an AeNB in the context of a disaster), 

- ABS.UC.18 (Rolling-back an AeNB in the context of a disaster), 

- ABS.UC.10 (Communication from MM-UEs to a remote peer through satellite link), 

- ABS.UC.11 (Inter-cell communications via the MM-UE’s Ka-band links). 
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6.2 First approach: simple radio propagation model and random walk 

optimisation algorithm 

6.2.1 Problem definition  

Efficient coverage of an emergency area represents a complex problem, involving various parameters 

and dynamic nature. Our focus is given on optimization of a simplified static scenario, with clear 

presumptions and definitions, in order to obtain exact and repeatable results.  

The considered geographical area of arbitrary size is divided into squares. Each square is further 

evaluated with bandwidth requirements normalized to interval (0, 10), where 0 stands for no 

communication needs within the square, while 10 stands for the highest bandwidth user demands. The 

number of squares is predefined by the user. The map accuracy may be increased by increasing the 

number of squares but for the cost of higher computational complexity. 

For the coverage of the emergency area, two types of base stations are being used, i.e. aerial (LAP) 

and terrestrial (PLMU) stations. Both types are assumed to be equipped with the LTE technology, as a 

future broadband emergency technology, foreseen by the communication committees in USA (FCC) 

[54] and in Europe (ECC) [55]. For the LTE at frequency bands of about 700 MHz – 800 MHz, as 

predicted by the committees, we assume communication ranges for LAP and PLMU stations to be at 

most 30 km and 3 km, respectively. The assumption is idealistic, but may be improved at later stage 

by propagation models, employing actual digital elevation models (DEMs). Given the same amount of 

total bandwidth over the covered area for both stations, this leads to denser bandwidth capacities per 

covered square for PLMUs. We assume that PLMU meets all the requirements over the covered area, 

even in case all the covered squares require maximum available bandwidth (10 units). In contrast, 

LAP covers a much wider area, but may lack the capacity in case of high bandwidth demands in the 

covered area.  

We illustrate the problem by the example in Figure  6.1. The Figure represents a geographical area of 

90 km by 99 km, i.e. 8,910 km
2
, an area size which is comparable to the size of the New Orleans 

metropolitan area, one of the most affected areas by Hurricane Katrina. Each square in the picture 

represents an area of 3x3 km and is considered to be covered if the majority of its area is within the 

coverage circle of a given station. With proper positioning, a PLMU may thus cover up to 4 squares. 

Taking into account the assumption of fully meeting the bandwidth requirements, a PLMU has to be 

capable of providing 40 bandwidth units in total. A LAP station has the same capacity but over a 

wider area, in this example over 314 squares, which results in about 0,13 bandwidth units per covered 

square in average.     

The presented network architecture is based on the idea of heterogeneous LTE networks (HetNets) 

[56], where the overall coverage is generally satisfied with the macro-cells (in our case LAPs), while 

the improvement of capacity in hot zones and coverage of signal holes is achieved by adding the 

micro-cells (in our case, PLMUs). In addition to overlaps of macro- and micro-cells, it is expected that 

in fast deployed emergency scenarios with a few involved LAPs, their overlaps will be more extensive 

than in traditional terrestrial LTE networks, which are planned in advance. In this case, the Inter-Cell 

Interference Coordination (ICIC) methods need to be employed [56]. Nevertheless, it is expected that 

if the overlaps are too extensive, the interference will become too high and consequently the system 

capacity will fall. We experimented with scenarios, which allow up to 3 overlapping LAP cells. In 

Figure  6.1, an example with 2 overlaps (over 1 already present LAP) is shown.  
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The goal of the presented algorithms is to cover the given emergency area with as little base stations as 

possible in such a way as to satisfy all the bandwidth requirements. A crucial point for success is well 

considered placement of the available base stations. 

 

Figure  6.1. Example topology for signal coverage 

6.2.2 Description of the algorithm 

To solve the described problem, we developed a tool in the .NET environment. As an input, the 

program takes disaster map information, applies the algorithm for base stations placement 

optimization and records the results. The covered area is presented also graphically.   

The algorithm operates in five steps: 

(i) Setting the number of base stations, 

(ii) Initial positioning of base stations,  

(iii) Variation of station positions, 

(iv) Coverage calculation and selection, 

(v) Checking if the result is viable. 

 

The steps (iii) and (iv) represent an internal loop, based on the principles of evolutionary computing. 

Their purpose is to maximize the coverage by geographical redistribution of the given stations, 

determined in step (ii). The outer loop, starting at step (i) and ending at step (v), varies the number of 

particular base stations in a given set and checks if the set is acceptable.  

ad (i): Setting the number of base stations 
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The algorithm starts with two sets, each comprising only 1 base station – LAP or PLMU. Based on the 

outcomes of the evolutionary algorithm in steps (iii) and (iv), decision on creating new sets is made. If 

the area has not been fully covered, new stations are added to existing sets. From each old set, two 

new sets are created, one with one more LAP and the other with one more PLMU. Potential duplicate 

sets are automatically discarded. If the area has been fully covered, no more sets are created. In order 

to reduce computational costs, the algorithm always starts with at most 5 sets to produce new sets. The 

5 best sets in terms of coverage are selected, the others are discarded.  

ad (ii): Initial positioning of base stations 

The base stations from each set have to be distributed in the given area. In order for algorithm to 

converge quickly and not to converge in some local optimum, initial positions of base stations are 

selected near to the critical points with highest required bandwidth. Some variation is introduced by an 

offset from critical points with a normal distribution with 0 mean and standard deviation of 5% of map 

size. Distribution of base stations among various critical points is uniform.  

ad (iii): Variation of station positions 

Base stations are optimally distributed, when the utilization of their bandwidth resources is 

maximized. To find this distribution, an evolution algorithm is used. The initial positioning created at 

step (ii) represents the first parent. At each iteration step, the algorithm creates 5 children from each 

parent. A child represents a new distribution of base stations, with slightly different positions 

compared to the parent. New positions are determined as a shift from original position, calculated as a 

random variable with normal distribution with 0 mean and a standard deviation of 5% of map size. In 

case we operate with dynamic LAP altitudes, at this point a new radius on the interval 5-30 km is 

randomly selected for every LAP. If the total coverage of a child is better or equal to the one of a 

parent, child is saved and used as a parent in the next iteration. The maximum number of parents is 20. 

If this number is exceeded, redundant parents with the worst coverage are discarded. The algorithm 

finishes when either full coverage is achieved or when maximum number of 100 iterations is reached.  

ad (iv): Coverage calculation and selection  

The total coverage serves as a metric for evaluation. For each new child, the coverage is determined 

and selection among the generation is performed. The procedure starts with terrestrial base stations. 

The area they cover is considered to be fully covered. Next, the bandwidth provided by aerial stations 

is unitary distributed within their coverage among the remaining squares with bandwidth 

requirements. The process is repeated until all the available bandwidth from the base stations is 

distributed or until all the bandwidth requirements on the map are met.  

ad (v): Checking if the result is viable 

In compliance with problem definition, the maximum number of allowed LAP overlaps is set. For 

each simulation run, a value between 0 and 3 is chosen. After the variation of station positions, the 

algorithm checks if the number of overlapping LAPs exceeds the chosen threshold. If this is the case, 

the configuration is marked as not viable and is removed from further use. 

6.2.3 Analysed scenarios 

We developed two methods for the creation of input disaster maps: 

(i) Randomly generated maps,  
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(ii) Imported maps (e.g. from Google Earth). 

6.2.3.1 Randomly generated maps 

Randomly generated maps are created within the simulation tool. On a predefined map size, the 

program creates a few critical points with highest bandwidth demand (10 units). For the other map 

sections, bandwidth requirement is reduced based on their distance from the nearest critical point. 

More distant sections require lower bandwidth. As a result, a generated map is characterized by 

relatively dynamic bandwidth requirements distribution. 

6.2.3.2 Imported maps (e.g. from Google Earth) 

Authenticity of emergency communications related research may be improved by involving 

knowledge and information from past disasters. For this purpose, we consider geographical maps with 

denoted disaster areas. More specifically, we analyse the Hurricane Katrina scenario, represented in a 

KMZ format, a popular format for visualization in Google Earth. The analysed file is publicly 

available online [57].  

We developed a method to translate information from a general KMZ format, where areas are 

represented by polygons (vector based), to our map representation, divided into squares (raster-based). 

Each polygon in original format represents a sub-area with certain level of damage severity. This is 

translated directly into bandwidth requirements, where the more damaged areas require more 

bandwidth. The KMZ file is first converted to a KML file, containing the information about vertices of 

each polygon, represented in geographic coordinate system (longitude, latitude and altitude). These 

coordinates are then converted to UTM Cartesian coordinate system, expressed in meters (x,y,z) by 

using an online converting tool [58]. The vertices in this format are finally written to a text file, which 

is an input to our tool.  

The program then creates a map of a size which fits the outer most vertices. The map is divided into 

squares with bandwidth requirement values. Square size may be determined by the user. For each 

square, the algorithm checks whether it is inside the boundaries of a given polygon. 

6.2.4 Results 

6.2.4.1 Analysis of randomly generated maps 

For the simulations, we used randomly generated maps of size 50x50 km
2
, divided into 20 rows and 

20 columns, resulting in squares of size 2,5x2,5 km
2
. Two critical points with maximum bandwidth 

requirement (10 units) are created and placed randomly on a map. Around these points, the bandwidth 

requirement drops with distance and reaches the minimum (1 unit) at radius of 25 km. 

We used a scenario with no LAPs (PLMU stations only) as a reference. LAPs are then introduced, 

with the maximum number of coverage overlaps set to be between 0 and 3. The analysis is made 

separately for each of the 5 listed scenarios. The impact of dynamic LAP coverage area is also studied. 

By changing the altitude of each LAP, the radius of its coverage may be adapted. In the simulations, 

we set the radius of LAPs to be between 5 km and 30 km. The study was performed with the same 5 

listed scenarios as for the fixed case.  
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Figure  6.2 depicts an example calculation with maximum allowed 1 LAP overlap and dynamic radius 

of coverage. The squares on the right-hand part of the picture are coloured according to the amount of 

bandwidth units x, which are still required to fully satisfy the requirements.  

The scale is as follows:  

(i) Red: x > 4,     

(ii) Yellow: 0 < x < 4,     

(iii) Green:   x = 0.  

 

Figure  6.2. Example algorithm calculation with maximum 4 overlapping LAPs 

The first subfigure (a) shows the first iteration of station position variation. At this stage, base stations 

are still relatively close to critical points and the total coverage is 46,4 % (b). After 53 iterations, the 

stations are distributed all over the disaster area (c), achieving 100% coverage, as depicted in 

subfigure (d). As expected, terrestrial base stations cover mostly segments with high bandwidth 

requirements in the centre of critical areas, while the aerial base stations provide bandwidth at the 

coverage gaps. 

The algorithm converges fast. The graph in Figure  6.3 shows the average convergence curve and its 

standard deviation for 250 simulation runs, i.e. 50 for each of the 5 simulated scenarios. 

Table  6.1 shows the results in terms of minimum number of base stations, required to fully cover the 

disaster area. The results in each row are based on 50 simulation runs and represent the calculated 

average with standard deviation and the number of used LAPs. In this case, LAP coverage radius was 

set to a fixed value of 30 km.  
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Figure  6.3. Algorithm convergence 

 

No. of allowed 

LAP overlaps 

Average total no. 

of base stations 

Standard 

deviation 

Average no. of 

LAPs 

- 29,92 7,45 0 

0 22,26 7,38 1,88 

1 16,06 5,56 3,20 

2 12,38 3,99 4,16 

3 10,58 2,69 5,26 

 

Table  6.1. Minimum number of stations (fixed LAP altitude) 

 

The results confirm that by introduction of LAPs, less base stations are required to cover the desired 

area. This is achieved because LAPs offer a better distribution and utilization of bandwidth resources, 

especially at the edges of critical areas. By increasing the number of allowed overlaps, even more 

LAPs are introduced, which decreases the total required number of stations even further. However, 

with increasing overlaps, interference also increases, which means that the results at the bottom of the 

table have to be interpreted with caution. 

Table  6.2 shows the results for the case when dynamic LAP coverage radius (5-30 km) is used. The 

results are based on 50 simulation runs for each number of allowed overlaps. The results imply that by 

alternation of LAP altitudes, the number of overlaps may be reduced and even better distribution of 

bandwidth resources may be achieved. More LAPs may thus be involved and even less base stations 

are required to cover the same disaster area.  

For the better comparison of fixed versus dynamic LAP radius, the results are represented also 

graphically in Figure  6.4. The green bars represent the average total number of base stations, while the 

purple bars represent the average number of used LAPs. Solid bars are for the fixed case, transparent 

bars are for the dynamic case. 

It can be observed, that especially in the case of dynamic LAP altitudes, the decrease of total required 

stations is significant already by solely introducing the LAPs, even if they are not allowed to overlap. 

Allowing overlaps further improves the area coverage efficiency but for the cost of interference risk. 
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In the future emergency scenarios, this issue may be addressed by cognitive principles of spectrum 

assignment. 

 

No. of allowed 

LAP overlaps 

Average total no. 

of base stations 

Standard 

deviation 

Average no. of 

LAPs 

- 30,52 7,35 0 

0 18,56 4,10 4,58 

1 11,02 3,18 6,74 

2 9,62 1,77 8,04 

3 8,46 1,61 7,88 

 

Table  6.2. Minimum number of stations (dynamic LAP altitude) 

 

 

Figure  6.4. Number of stations under different conditions 

6.2.4.2 Analysis of imported maps (Hurricane Katrina) 

In this part of the analysis, we used the Hurricane Katrina post disaster map of the New Orleans 

metropolitan area in the size of 106x86 km
2
. The map is divided to 100 rows and 100 columns, 

resulting in 10000 segments with 0,91km
2
 area size. 

As for this particular map, only one type of polygons is available online, the level of bandwidth 

requirement within the disaster area is determined randomly. Figure  6.5 shows the New Orleans 

disaster area, marked with polygons in Google Earth. Figure  6.6 depicts the map imported into our 

simulator and denoted with bandwidth requirements. The algorithm operation and its convergence are 

basically the same as in the case of random maps. 
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Figure  6.5. The New Orleans disaster area marked in Google Earth 

 

Figure  6.6. Imported New Orleans area with denoted bandwidth requirements 

 

Table  6.3 shows the results in terms of minimum number of base stations, required to fully cover the 

New Orleans disaster area. The results in each row are based on 50 simulation runs and represent the 

calculated average with standard deviation. For simulations, dynamic radius of coverage was used. 

 

No. of allowed 

LAP overlaps 

Average total no. 

of base stations 
Standard deviation 

Average 

no. of LAPs 

- 52,40 2,67 0 

0 38,20 2,97 3,00 

1 25,04 2,37 5,40 

2 18,20 3,17 7,92 

3 13,32 1,60 9,32 

 

Table  6.3. Minimum number of stations (imported maps) 

In comparison to the random maps scenario, the standard deviation is generally lower due to the fact 

that the map essentially does not change except for the randomness of bandwidth requirements 

distribution. 
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The results confirm the conclusions made with the random maps. The number of required base stations 

drops significantly when LAPs are involved. With the increasing number of allowed overlaps, 

required number of stations decreases even more. As an example, if interference is assumed to be 

reasonably controllable in case of a single LAP overlap, the number of required base stations in this 

case drops by more than a half in comparison to scenario with no LAPs involved. 

6.2.5 Conclusions 

We presented a method for base stations positioning in wireless temporary networks for disaster relief 

operations. Two basic types of base stations were taken into account, portable terrestrial stations 

(PLMUs) and low altitude platforms (LAPs). The problem statement was clearly defined, such that the 

outcomes can be easily repeated and verified. 

The goal of the presented method is to fully cover the desired area, taking into account bandwidth 

demands, with minimal number of base stations. The core of the algorithm follows the principles of 

evolutionary computing, finding optimal station positions and in case of LAPs, their radius of 

coverage. We used the method on randomly created and on imported disaster maps. The latter were 

obtained from existing Google Earth maps, describing the Hurricane Katrina disaster. 

The algorithm is computationally relatively fast. Its principles may be used in the long-term future by 

emergency communication engineers for real-time planning during disaster relief operations. In short-

term, its outcomes provide some general architectural guidelines which should be followed. For 

example, in a typical scenario, LAPs should represent about 20%-40% of base stations in the network. 

Increasing the LAP proportion out of these limits will inevitably lead to interference while the 

decrease will either significantly increase the number of required terrestrial stations or will lead to 

network congestion. In contrast to PLMUs, LAPs should not be positioned above the centre of critical 

areas but on their boundaries, such that the interference is reduced, while the coverage gaps are 

efficiently covered.  

6.3 Second approach: state-of-the-art statistical radio propagation models 

and multiobjective evolutionary algorithm  

Compared to the first approach, this approach is more sophisticated as it includes better radio 

propagation models, real digital elevation maps and an advanced optimisation algorithm. The aim of 

the proposed solution is to maximize network efficiency, minimize involved resources and in turn, 

reduce operational costs. Based on the terrain profile maps and construction locations, the tool 

calculates path loss by applying state-of-the-art statistical models and determines the optimal base 

station locations and parameters by maximizing defined criteria functions. Provided that criteria 

functions are properly defined, the tool is general and may be used for planning any type of wireless 

mobile networks, not just opportunistic networks.  

Mobile network optimization is a multi-step, iterative process with a goal of maximizing network 

efficiency. One of the key points is to optimize base station (BS) locations, where numerous factors 

must be taken into account. Besides the fact that base station locations are usually limited by the legal 

causes, there may be locations, especially in emergency scenarios, where deployment is not even 

possible in the physical sense (too dangerous, inaccessible etc.). Once these restrictions are 

successfully overcome, the BSs are typically placed in two steps. Firstly, they are set to gain desired 

network coverage with signal above the threshold values. Afterwards, network densification is 
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performed to gain better system capacity in selected areas. Further improvement of system efficiency 

can be then performed by tuning BS settings to achieve optimal radiation pattern and direction.  

Similar optimization algorithms for base-station placement, and improving network coverage and 

capacity have already been presented in the literature [51, 59] However, optimization of LTE and 

LTE-Advanced systems on real terrain profile considering elevation maps and constructions location 

data, using state-of-the-art RF planning tools has received little attention. Moreover, in terms of 

emergency scenarios, co-existence of surviving commercial infrastructure with the opportunistic base 

stations has been completely neglected. Therefore, a new optimization approach based on the open 

source RF planning tool GRASS-RaPlaT [37] and evolutionary algorithm (EA) AMS-DEMO [60] is 

proposed hereafter. 

The developed method has been tested on a selected area in Ljubljana, Slovenia. In the first step, the 

optimization was tested on a real mobile provider commercial network at 900 MHz. The obtained 

results show that the key network characteristics such as signal coverage, carrier-to-interference ratio 

and network capacity can be increased by tuning various base station parameters such as transmission 

power, antenna direction and location. In the second step, ad-hoc aerial base stations were added and 

co-existence of both systems was studied. The results show a great value of AeNBs based on LAP 

platforms, especially for providing wide coverage in the first phases of rescue operations.  

6.3.1 Method description  

The network optimization procedure is split to several steps as shown in Figure  6.7. The tool core 

comprises the RF planning part for network coverage and interference calculations, and the 

evolutionary algorithm part which searches for a set of optimal solutions. 

 

Figure  6.7. Optimization tool block diagram 

6.3.1.1 GRASS-RaPlaT 

RF planning was made using the GRASS-RaPlaT [37] tool, which has been developed as an add-on to 

Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) [61]. GRASS is an open source 

Geographic Information System (GIS) software operating on raster and vector data. It includes 

methods for data management, image processing, graphics production, spatial modelling, and display. 

GRASS core modules and libraries are written in the C programming language. GRASS has well 

defined application programming interfaces (APIs), with more than 350 C library functions available 

for programming new modules. Data processing can be automated using script languages.  
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RaPlaT is an open source modular planning tool for the GRASS environment, developed at Jožef 

Stefan Institute. It is used for radio planning and analysis considering various base-station parameters 

such as coordinates, transmission power, tilt, azimuth, etc. Within RaPlaT, different path loss modules 

for rural and urban environment have been implemented. The whole radio coverage calculation is 

composed of path loss calculation for an isotropic source, calculation of coverage for a particular 

antenna type and installation, and generation of the complete coverage data for the whole radio cell 

network. Individual steps are tied together using a Python script module, r.radcov. 

6.3.1.2 Evolutionary algorithm 

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are stochastic optimization algorithms, operating on principles similar 

to those of biological evolution. Given an objective function, EAs search for the optimal arguments, 

also called solutions, by starting with a random set of solutions, which is then tested and stochastically 

modified. Multiobjective optimization searches for a set of optimal solutions according to multiple 

objectives and compares the results based on Pareto optimality. The outcome of this process is a set of 

Pareto optimal solutions which represent various trade-offs between objectives but are all considered 

equally good. Finally, optimization convergence is tested by calculating a hypervolume bounded by 

one generation Pareto optimal solution and a reference point, which has to be worse than the worst 

possible solution. EAs allow relatively simple parallelization, and AMS-DEMO is an example of an 

efficient parallel EA implementation. 

6.3.1.3 Optimization procedure 

Communication between the multiobjective algorithm AMS-DEMO and the GRASS-RaPlaT tool is 

achieved by Python script. Its pseudo code is given in Algorithm 1. 
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EA is iteratively performing modification of the input data, running the Python script (Algorithm 1) 

and evaluating the processed result called solution. Network parameters, estimated in previous 

iteration, are forwarded to GRASS-RaPlaT and processed with the r.radcov module. Module r.radcov 

performs path loss calculations with the improved Okumura-Hata model (hataDEM) [37], which takes 

into account also the terrain profile, clutter data and shadowing, providing more realistic results for 

urban, suburban and rural areas. Next, it considers transmit power and antenna radiation pattern, to 

calculate the best server signal level as well as the signal levels of interfering signals for each raster 

point. Obtained signal levels are used for determining signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR). 

Low SINR indicates the raster points where frequency reuse factor one is not possible, meaning the 

resource block (RB) is allocated only to one of pixel neighboring cell. Given that RB allocation is 

performed at the system level, an approximation considering full system loading was assumed for each 

raster point, dividing cell capacities according to the mutual maximal power ratio. Further, the 

processed input data is analyzed according to the defined criteria functions, and are sent to the EA for 

evaluation. Based on the previous best results, the evolutionary algorithm generates new input data 

and starts a new iteration. The goal of the described iterative optimization process, shown in 

Figure  6.7, is to maximize all criteria functions. 

6.3.1.4 Criteria functions 

Three criteria functions for mobile network optimization are chosen: (i) coverage, (ii) SINR and (iii) 

quality. In addition, a conditional function named (iv) occupancy is used as a constraint. 

• Coverage (i) is defined as a percentage of raster points where the received signal power is 

above the threshold value of -95 dBm, as it is calculated by the LTE link budget. The selected 

value should represent the edge of the reliable received signal level without connection-drops. 

• SINR (ii) is defined as a percentage of raster points where the received signal to interference 

plus noise ratio is higher than 6 dB, with full system loading assumed. It is used as an 

indicator of critical cell-edge areas, where user equipment (UE) registers poor service as the 

result of low area throughput. Maximizing SINR value indicates less Inter and Intra-cell 

coordination for interference avoidance and consequently higher system capacity values. 

• Quality (iii) is a criteria function defined as an average value of qualities on the raster map, 

used for relative approximation of the real demanded data rate and population density ratio. 

For each raster point, the quality value is defined as the ratio of the Shannon's SISO (Single 

Input - Single Output) theoretical spectral efficiency to the fictive number of users at that 

raster point (25m x 25m), which are determined by the terrain type and are shown in 

Table  6.4. As a reference for the criteria function, the quality of the original network 

placement and settings is calculated.  

• Occupancy (iv) is a constraint defined as the cumulative number of users per cell. It is used to 

keep the cell load balance, and is calculated by summing the number of users while taking into 

account only those raster points where the strongest received signal belongs to the same cell. 

Occupancy aims to approximate BS restrictions, whether based on the number of active users 

or the capacity. Reference occupancy is calculated for the original network settings and is set 

as a maximum allowed value in the process of optimization. 
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Terrain 

type 

Number of 

users 

Urban 26 

Industrial 19 

Roads 13 

Park 7 

Rural 5 

Water 4.9 

Forest 3 

Table  6.4. Number of users classified by terrain type 

6.3.2 Input data 

The optimization tool requires several different input data. The key module for radio planning, 

r.radcov, reads the initial network configuration file, and environmental maps in raster format. A 

raster map is a data layer consisting of a gridded array of cells. It contains a fixed number of columns 

and rows with a data point in each cell. Boundaries of the raster map are described by the north, south, 

west and east fields. In addition to the network configuration file specifying the network configuration 

table in the CSV (Comma-Separated Values) format, two raster maps, namely Digital Elevation Map 

(DEM) and Clutter data map, with 25 m x 25 m resolution are imported.  

DEM is a raster map containing terrain coordinates in the Gauss-Krüger coordinate system, and 

elevation data. Clutter data map contains signal loss values for each raster coordinate, based on the 

terrain type and usage (e.g. fields, forests, urban areas, etc.). Typical loss values were obtained by 

measurements and are assigned accordingly to the terrain types of the selected area. The network 

configuration file contains locations, transmission powers, mechanical vertical tilts and antenna 

heights data along with antenna radiation patterns for the specific network. In addition to the described 

input files, the transmission frequency, propagation model, number of processors for multiprocessing 

and the number of different antenna signals taken in consideration for interference calculations at one 

raster point can be selected in the optimization tool. For BS location optimization, an additional 

building location map is also imported as a raster map. It is directly imported to the GRASS 

environment and can be easily modified.  

The presented optimization scenarios are based on an existing commercial radio network configuration 

in a 122.6 km
2
 area in Ljubljana, Slovenia, with its original antenna azimuth and tilt settings. On each 

BS, the transmit power of individual antenna was set to 46 dBm, mechanical vertical tilts varied 

between -20º and 10º (a positive value means upwards relative to the horizon), while the antenna 

azimuth values were either set to a typical combination of [30º, 150º, 270º] or to some other values 

between 0º and 360º.  

To exploit the possibility of efficient EA parallelization, AMS-DEMO runs on a cluster comprised of 

thirty computers with the Intel Xeon 5220 processor and 6 GB RAM each. Only one simulation at a 

time per computer is performed. Simulation time can be split into the processing time needed for RF 

planning, the result evaluation time, and the time for searching the optimal solutions by AMS-DEMO. 
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Processing time depends on the number of antennas, the size of the analyzed area, the raster data cell 

resolution and the chosen propagation model. In the presented simulation scenarios the run time of the 

iteration is 109 s consisting of 71 s RaPlaT processing time, 35.5 s result evaluation time and 2.5 s 

AMS-DEMO processing time. Therefore, the total optimization time is highly correlated to the 

available computer power and the number of iterations needed to optimize the network to the 

requested performance. 

6.3.3 Results for existing commercial network optimization  

Mobile network optimization was tested on a real sub-GHz mobile network in Ljubljana [62], 

consisting of 325 cells (Figure  6.14). Three optimization scenarios are presented. The first scenario 

includes tuning of the base station settings such as tilt, azimuth and transmission power, while in the 

second scenario optimization was made by changing the BS locations. In the third scenario, network 

densification was performed by adding small cells into the selected area of the original and of the 

location-optimized networks. The results are presented graphically by histograms, showing three 

stages of the optimization process: the initial network settings, which were deliberately set to perform 

badly (first iteration), an improved solution which performs similarly as the original network (after 

some iterations), and one of the optimal results found by the optimizer at the end of the optimization 

process (last iteration). The results are compared in terms of criteria functions and are plotted in a 

relative scale (y-axis), with the original network values having the relative value of 1. 

 

Figure  6.8. Signal coverage with original commercial base station placements 

6.3.3.1 Optimization by tuning antenna tilt, azimuth and transmission power 

The first scenario involving a commercial network of a Slovenian mobile operator implements 

optimization of all criteria functions by changing the tilt, azimuth and transmission power settings. 

The transmission power value determines whether a BS is used as a micro or as a macro-cell and it 

varies between 40 and 46 dBm. Moreover, specific BSs can be shut down by setting their transmission 

power to -30 dBm. Initially, all antenna tilt and azimuth values are set to zero, and the BS transmission 

power values to 46 dBm. The optimization results are presented in Figure  6.9. A considerable number 

of optimization steps (about 9000 iterations) were required to achieve results comparable to those of 

the original network. This implies that the original network settings have already been optimized 

during the years of network operation. Nevertheless, the final optimized results after about 45000 
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iterations show that the network in Ljubljana could be improved even further. Analysis of the antenna 

parameters in the optimal network solutions did not show any particular pattern. Instead, the 

parameters were set to apparently random values, within defined limits, as the result of individual 

antenna propagation conditions. Apparently random parameter values imply that for better overall 

system efficiency each BS has to be set up individually. 

 

Figure  6.9. Optimization by tuning antenna tilt, azimuth and transmission power 

6.3.3.2 Optimization by modifying base station locations 

Considering that optimization by tuning the antenna tilt, azimuth and transmission power has shown 

the possibility of enhancing the network efficiency, the optimization by modifying the already existing 

antenna locations is expected to have even greater impact on the network performance. Analysis of the 

original network has shown that approximately 70% of all BSs are located on buildings, while the rest 

are located in the open field. This scenario optimizes BS locations by keeping the ratio between the 

on-building and the open-field BS locations, while the other BS settings remain the same as in the 

original network. The preferred building location map for BS placement can be set and modified 

manually to approximate legal constraints for mobile network operators. As presented in Figure  6.10, 

significantly fewer steps (only 52 iterations) are required in this scenario in order to achieve network 

performance comparable to that of the original network. The final results of the optimization process 

showed the best performance among the studied scenarios. This outcome was expected and confirms 

that modifying BS locations as opposed to BS tuning gives a better potential to improve the overall 

network efficiency. The optimized BS location placement is presented in Figure  6.11. 

 

Figure  6.10. Optimization by modifying base station locations 
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Figure  6.11. Signal coverage after optimization by modifying base station locations 

6.3.3.3 Optimization by adding small cells 

Daily migration of the population and the constantly increasing number of LTE users requires 

carefully planned network adjustments. One of the possible solutions is mobile network densification, 

with gradual addition of pico and femtocells into the existing network, solving the macro network 

overload problem in a cost-efficient way. The same logic is valid also for opportunistic links offered at 

temporary events, where bandwidth demands suddenly increase, thus in the ABSOLUTE scenario.   

Picocell transmission power varies between 30 and 33 dBm, with coverage radius up to 200 meters. 

Femtocells, on the other hand, cover a region with approximately 10 m radius and up to 20 dBm 

transmission power, and are generally planned for indoor implementation. Small cell additions have to 

be planned both to avoid interference with the macrocell network and to ensure highest possible 

capacity considering the surrounding RF environment. In this scenario both small cell location and 

transmission power were optimized. 

The last phase of the mobile network optimization is network densification in a selected area with high 

capacity demands, considering allowed location placement. The area of 2km x 2km presented in 

Figure  6.12 is selected and additional 100 small cells are integrated in the network. Results in 

Figure  6.13 show the two stages of the optimization process: the initial random small cell placement 

and the optimized small cell placement. Better results in quality with no significant change in coverage 

and SINR values are achieved. Therefore, the system capacity is increased without interfering with the 

macro network layer, which also assures better overall system performance. Also, BS occupancy of 

the macro network is reduced by distributing user demands to the small cells network. Thus, macro 

cell antennas workloads are reduced by 25.5 % on average. 
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Figure  6.12. Signal coverage with optimal small cell addition 

 

Figure  6.13. Optimization by adding small cells 

6.3.4 Results for ABSOLUTE architecture in co-existence with commercial 

mobile network  

6.3.4.1 Scenario 1: gradual network deployment 

In this scenario, we assume a severe disaster which causes a complete failure of the existing mobile 

network. The communications are then re-established gradually, first by a few LAPs (AeNBs), placed 

above the disaster area and then by re-inclusion of the existing commercial base stations. In the study, 

the terrestrial base stations are put back to operation in 5 steps, where each of the steps presents 20% 

of randomly chosen base stations. We tested configurations with either 3 or 6 LAPs, all at the same 

altitude, which we varied to be 150m, 200m and 300m. Taking into account these different 

configurations, we obtain 6 sub-scenarios, which are analysed below. AeNBs’ transmission power is 

set to 48 dBm, while the transmission power of terrestrial BSs is 46 dBm. 

The original signal coverage of Ljubljana region, provided by the existing mobile network is depicted 

in Figure  6.14. In this case, the criteria function ‘coverage’ amounts to 92.4%, while the ‘SINR’ is at 

value 25%.  
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Figure  6.14. Original mobile operator’s base station placement in Ljubljana 

Next, the results are given for the described configurations of gradual emergency communication 

network establishment. Figure  6.15, Figure  6.16 and Figure  6.17 represent the results with 3 

established LAPs. Figure  6.18, Figure  6.19 and Figure  6.20 are the results for 6 used LAPs. The 

positions of LAPs were optimised with the presented optimisation tool.  

           

Figure  6.15. 3 LAPs at 150m 

           

Figure  6.16. 3 LAPs at 200m  
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Figure  6.17. 3 LAPs at 300m 

           

Figure  6.18. 6 LAPs at 150m 

            

Figure  6.19. 6 LAPs at 200m 
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Figure  6.20. 6 LAPs at 300m 

All criteria functions were considered. While the ‘coverage’ and the ‘SINR’ are absolute proportions 

with maximum possible value of 100%, the ‘quality’ holds a relative information about network 

quality in terms of possible achievable transmission bit-rates with respect to a selected reference 

network. The ‘quality’ may thus exceed 100%. For the reference in this study, we chose original 

mobile operators’ network (without LAPs).  

The obtained results show a great potential of AeNBs, to quickly cover relatively large areas and 

temporarily serve as a substitution to a commercial network. The achieved signal coverage varies 

between 80%-90% with 3 used LAPs, and reaches values above 90% with 6 LAPs, depending on the 

altitude. Moreover, percentage of points with satisfactory signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio is 

much better in case only LAPs are used (around 60%). With gradual re-establishment of the ground 

stations, SINR deteriorates and drops down to values around 30%. Thus, at the first glance, putting 

commercial ground network back to operation seems unnecessary or even undesired, as it does not 

improve geographical coverage significantly and increases the intereference. The gained benefits are 

hidden in the last criterion, the ‘quality’, which is a measure of bandwidth capacity, offered by the 

network. As expected, LAPs alone provide lower capacity compared to the original network of mobile 

operator. By gradually putting ground stations back to operation, the increase of ‘quality’ and hence 

capacity is evident in all 6 studied cases. When all the ground stations are re-established, the ‘quality’ 

of the whole network together with AeNBs reaches values up to 120%.  

The number of LAPs and their altitude have an important impact on all three criteria functions, 

especially in the first stage of network establishment. Higher number of LAPs at higher altitudes are 

better. From this perspective, the best results are obtained with 6 LAPs at 300m.  

6.3.4.2 Scenario 2: Establishment of self-sufficient emergency network 

In this scenario, we assume that the resources from the existent operator’s network cannot be restored 

and that a self-sufficient emergency communication network has to be established. For the sake of the 

study, the number of emergency temporary base stations is not limited and we may chose between 

AeNBs and PLMUs. For the optimisation, all the criteria functions have been used and an additional 

one has been included – minimal number of all used stations. The same region in Ljubljana as in 

previous scenario has been considered for simulations, but with an added area, which is completely 

inaccessible. Within that area of a squared shape, no base station may reside, as it is too dangerous, 

however, the area has to be covered in order to provide the first responders to communicate and to 

take actions. Areas of sizes 1x1 km
2
, 2x2 km

2
 and 3x3 km

2
 have been studied. The obtained results 
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have been optimised to the extent, where best possible coverage and SINR have been achieved. In 

average, about 98% of points were covered and somewhat below 60% of the points had a satisfactory 

high SINR.  

The results are depicted in Figure  6.21 and in Figure  6.22. In general, the number of required stations 

to cover the area raises with the size of the inaccessible area, which is an expected result. Less 

expected is the ratio between the AeNBs and the PLMUs. According to the algorithm’s choice, 

AeNBs are far more preferred option, predominantly because of the bigger coverage that they can 

provide. On average approximately 20 LAPs and 1 or 2 PLMUs would be sufficient to cover the 

Ljubljana region. For the purpose of communication with first responders, this would suffice, 

however, to improve the ‘quality’ further, more ground base stations should be included, similarly as 

in the first scenario.  

 

            

Figure  6.21. Left: no inaccessible areas – LAPs: 19, PLMUs: 1, 97.9% coverage, 58.3% SINR 

Right: Inaccessible area of size 1x1 km
2
 – LAPs: 20, PLMUs: 0, 99.9% coverage, 58.5% SINR 

 

             

Figure  6.22. Left: Inaccessible area of size 2x2 km
2
 – LAPs: 19, PLMUs: 2, 98,5% coverage, 57.6% SINR 

Right: Inaccessible area of size 3x3 km
2
 – LAPs: 19, PLMUs: 3, 98.8% coverage, 55.4% SINR 
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6.3.5 Conclusions 

In this part of the study, the topology management techniques have been improved with a special tool  

developed specifically for this purpose, which consists of previously developed GRASS-RaPlaT and 

AMS-DEMO. The presented method involves state-of-the-art propagation models and evolutionary 

optimisation algortihms. The strenght of the tool is that it involves input data form a real geographic 

environment, which increses the practical usability of the results. 

Experiments have been performed for the Ljubljana region of size 122.6 km
2
, taking into account also 

the data from a real Slovenian mobile operator's network of base stations, forming a cellular network 

of 325 cells operating at 900 MHz frequency band. In the first part of the analysis, the focus was given 

on the tool operation and verification, analysing possible modifications of the original mobile network. 

Next, two ABSOLUTE scenarios were tested: (i) co-existence of ABSOLUTE architecture with 

existing commercial mobile network and (ii) topology management of a network of ABSOLUTE base 

stations, consisting solely of AeNBs and PLMUs.  

The results confirm some of the findings from the first part of the chapter, achieved by the simpler 

topology management method. Namely, it has been confirmed that the AeNBs are very efficient in 

terms of quick establishment of signal coverage, even for relatively big geographical areas (e.g. 6 

LAPs is enough for 122.6 km
2
 Ljubljana area). Moreover, provided that AeNBs are placed at proper 

distances, the interference seems not to be an issue. The only drawback observed in the obtained 

results remains in the network capacity, which cannot be increased unless a significant amount of 

smaller ground cells is involved, i.e. either PLMUs or base stations from the existing commercial 

network. This makes AeNBs particularly suitable for providing communications to a limited number 

of users (first responders) in the emergency events, whereas for temporary events with dense groups of 

people, AeNBs alone will not be sufficient.  
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7 Satellite Segment for Topology Management 

When deployed in the immediate aftermath of a disaster or emergency situation, one key preliminary 

goal of the ABSOLUTE system is to rapidly, effectively and seamlessly gather a precise overview of 

the situation by collecting information on users present on the field. In fact, not only may such a node 

discovery procedure be useful to estimate the criticality of the scenario, but also it can later be used to 

both distribute coordination messages to the population and properly set up a communications network 

(e.g., in terms of routing algorithms). 

Within this context, let us consider the reference topology of Figure  7.1. Here, rescue personnel 

equipped with MM-UEs have entered a crisis area where several survival devices (instantiated as 

consumer UEs) are present. Communications among devices on the ground are performed in an 

uncoordinated fashion, using different radio access technologies such as LTE D2D mode or Wi-Fi. 

Conversely no LTE base stations may be present at early deployment phases, and data exchanges 

between MM-UEs and a central headquarters can only take place relying on S-band links via satellite. 

The ground-user to central-unit path can thus be split in two parts: i) a terminal interacts with a MM-

UE which acts as access point for a local network; ii) the MM-UE takes care of forwarding data to a 

final destination.  

Several challenges arise to effectively implement this transmission scheme. First of all, specific 

clustering algorithms and procedures have to be designed, so as to associate each terminal to a MM-

UE. Along this direction, different selection criteria may be employed to provide reliable discovery 

without overloading the collecting unit, also considering the actual radio interface being used. 

Moreover, communications within a cluster will be performed using random access schemes to ease 

the burden of coordination, and the operating point of the shared channel will have to be properly 

tuned to ensure timely delivery of a possibly large number of messages. Secondly, in the scenario 

under consideration discovery packets collected at each MM-UE have to be further sent over a shared 

channel by means of uncoordinated transmissions. Indeed, the return link of the S-band satellite 

connection that characterizes the ABSOLUTE system relies on random access too, so that congestion 

and collision issues may be experienced when multiple members of a rescue team contend for the 

same set of resources to deliver important messages. 

 

 

Figure  7.1: ABSOLUTE architecture for node discovery procedures in early deployment phases 
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The overall communication scheme can thus be abstracted as a two-layer random access, where 

packets generated by a large set of sources have to undergo two hops over shared resources possibly 

being corrupted by collisions. In this perspective, several non-trivial trade-offs affect the overall 

effectiveness of the system. For example, algorithms that construct small clusters on the ground may 

offer quick and reliable delivery to MM-UEs, at the expense of a harsher contention over the satellite 

link. Conversely, the efficiency of the S-band return channel would benefit from the selection of fewer 

clusterheads, which would however have to collect data from a larger UE population.  

 

 

Figure  7.2: Mapping of tasks and elements of FME 

 

Next, we provide a random access based study that is used as a clustering technique for Topology 

management (refer Figure  7.1 from section 7). The study provides a slotted aloha based technique with 

a closed form expression for throughput. The details of the study and the output algorithm (which is 

used in this context) for clustering can be referred in deliverable 4.3.  

 

7.1 Scenario 

MM-UEs normally have limited resources and limited transmission capabilities in terms of power, 

antenna gains etc. and a receiver (called also gateway) that collects the information sent in form of 

packets. One of the main issues in such networks is to define an efficient, flexible and effective access 

to the shared medium, specially in emergency situations, where the fast and reliable access to 

information gathered by the sensors can improve the efficiency of the rescue teams and can give 

access to environmental aware information on the emergency scenario. There are different solutions to 
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solve the sharing of a common medium, i.e. Medium Access (MAC) protocols, e.g.: based on time 

division multiplexing, frequency division multiplexing, code division multiplexing etc. The code 

division approach is particularly efficient, when the resources requested by the transmitters are 

relatively constant along the time and if the transmitter population does not change in size or position. 

Another class of MAC protocols allow interference among the transmitters and is commonly known as 

Random Access (RA). The main advantages of RA are its flexibility to changes in the population size 

or location and in its simplicity from the transmitter perspective. In its simplest version (ALOHA 

[63]), the transmitters are allowed to access the medium whenever they have data to be sent, regardless 

the channel occupation. If another transmitter accesses the medium in the same time interval, a 

collision of the packets is detected at the receiver and none of the packets can be successfully decoded. 

An extension of this protocol allows transmitters to access the medium only in discrete time instants 

which correspond to the beginning of a time slot. A time slot has duration of a data packet and 

transmitters shall wait for the next time slot before starting a transmission. In this way, time is 

discretized in time slots as for TDMA system, but no central control is required in this protocol. Due 

to their simplicity and to their flexibility, RA protocols shall be preferred in sensor networks scenarios 

and therefore this will be the considered MAC for this investigation. In the following we will 

concentrate on showing the benefit of introducing more than one receiver and what capacity gains can 

be expected compared to the classical scenario with only one receiver. The scenario can be composed 

by one or more terrestrial receivers, and/or one or more satellite receivers. 

 

7.2 System Model 

 

Figure 6. 7.3: Reference topology. 

In this section, we focus to develop and analyse a simple yet powerful relay-aided slotted ALOHA 

(SA) scheme which enjoys space diversity. More specifically,   independent observations of a slot are 

supposed to be available. The different observations are associated to   relays, and, for each of them, 

the transmitted packets are subject to independent fading coefficients. Collisions are regarded as 

destructive, while packets received collision-free are always assumed to be perfectly decoded due to a 

powerful enough code that can counteract channel impairments. 

Throughout this chapter, we focus on the topology depicted in Figure 6. 7.3, where an infinite 

population of users want to deliver information in the form of data packets to a collecting gateway 

(GW), which in our case is the MM-UE. The transmission process is divided in two phases, referred to 

as uplink and downlink, respectively. During the former, data are sent in an uncoordinated fashion 

over a shared wireless channel to a set of   receivers or relays, which, in turn, forward collected 
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information to the GW in the downlink. In relation to our specific scenario, the uplink phase is the 

phase that considers the transmission between the sensors and the several gateways.  

As to the uplink, time is divided in successive slots, and transmission parameters in terms of packet 

length, coding and modulation are fixed such that one packet can be sent within one time unit. Users 

are assumed to be slot-synchronized, and SA [63] is employed as medium access policy. Furthermore, 

the number of users accessing the channel in a generic slot is modelled as a Poisson-distributed 

random variable (r.v.)   of intensity  , with: 

  {     
     

  
 

The uplink wireless link connecting user   and receiver   is described by a packet erasure channel with 

erasure probability     , where independent realizations for any       pair as well as for a specific user-

receiver couple across time slots are assumed. For the sake of mathematical tractability, we set 

            . We assume that a packet is either completely shadowed, not bringing any power or 

interference contribution at a receiver, or it arrives unfaded. While, on the one hand, such a model is 

especially useful to develop mathematically tractable approaches to the aim of highlighting the key 

tradeoffs of the considered scenario, it also effectively captures effects like fading and short-term 

receiver unavailability due, for instance, to the presence of obstacles. Throughout our investigation, no 

multi-user detection capabilities are considered at the relays, so that collisions among non-erased data 

units are regarded as destructive and prevent decoding at a receiver. 

Within this framework, the number of non-erased packets that arrive at a relay when   concurrent 

transmissions take place follows a binomial distribution of parameters         over one slot. 

Therefore, a successful reception occurs with probability           , and the average throughput 

experienced at each of the   receivers, in terms of decoded packets per slot, can be computed as: 

    ∑
     

  

 

   

                          

corresponding to the performance of a SA system with erasures. 

 

7.3 Uplink Throughput 

In this section, we focus on the random access channel, and let   be the number of packets collected 

by the relays over one slot.   is a r.v. with outcomes in the set {          , where the maximum 

value occurs when the   receivers decode distinct packets due to different erasure patterns. The 

average uplink throughput can thus be expressed by conditioning on the number of concurrent 

transmissions as: 

         [ [   ]]  ∑
     

  
∑    {          
   

 
    (7.1) 

While Eq. (7.1) formula holds for any  , the computation of the collection probabilities intrinsically 

depends on the number of available relays. In this perspective, we articulate our analysis by first 

considering the two-receiver case, to then extend the results for an arbitrary topology. 
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7.4 Packet loss probability and Simulations 

The aggregate throughput (e.g. average uplink throughput in this scenario) is usually considered a 

metric of interest towards understanding the potential of SA with diversity when aiming at reaping the 

most out of uplink bandwidth. On the other hand, operating an Aloha-based system at the optimal load 

  
  exposes each transmitted packet to a loss probability that may not be negligible. In the classical 

single-receiver case without fading, for instance, the probability for a data unit not to be collected 

evaluates to           . From this standpoint, in fact, several applications may resort to a lightly 

loaded random access uplink, aiming at a higher level of delivery reliability rather than at a high 

throughput. This is the case, for example, of channels used for logon and control signalling in many 

practical wireless networks. In order to investigate how diversity can improve performance in this 

direction, we extend our framework by computing the probability    that a user accessing the channel 

experiences a data loss, i.e., that the information unit it sends is not collected, either due to fading or to 

collisions, by any of the   relays. 

 

To this aim, let   describe the event that the packet of the observed user sent over time slot   is not 

received by any of the receivers. Conditioning on the number of interferers  , i.e., of data units that 

were concurrently present on the uplink channel at  , the sought probability can be written as: 

   ∑   [     ]   [   ]

 

   

 

Here, the conditional probability can easily be determined recalling that each of the   relays 

experiences an independent erasure pattern, obtaining   [     ]  (         )
 

 for an 

individual packet and   relays with independent erasures on all individual links. By resorting to the 

binomial theorem, such an expression can be conveniently reformulated as: 

  [     ]  ∑     (
 
 
)

 

   

(       )
 
 

On the other hand, the number of interferers seen by a user that accesses the channel at time   still 

follows a Poisson distribution of intensity  , so that, after simple calculations we finally get: 

    ∑      (
 
 
) 

                
   (7.2) 
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Figure 6.3: Probability    that a packet sent by a user is not received by any of the relays. Different 

curves indicate different values of  , while the erasure probability has been set to      . 

Figure reports the behavior of    as a function of   when the erasure rate over a single link is set to 

     . Different lines indicate the trend when increasing the number of receivers from 1 to 10. As 

expected, when    , a user accessing the channel is not likely to experience any interference, so that 

failures can only be induced by erasures, leading to an overall loss probability of   . In this 

perspective, the availability of multiple receivers triggers a dramatic improvement, enabling levels of 

reliability that would otherwise not be possible irrespective of the channel configuration. On the other 

hand, equation (7.2)    ∑      (
 
 
) 

                
    turns out to be useful for system 

design, as it allows to determine the load that can be supported on the uplink channel while 

guaranteeing a target loss rate. Also in this case diversity can significantly ameliorate the performance. 

As shown in Figure, for example, a target loss rate          is achieved by a three- and four-

receiver scheme under 6- and 10-fold larger loads compared to the     case, respectively. 

 

7.5 Conclusion 

We presented a random access based study results in an efficient clustering technique for the topology 

management unit in the FME. This random access scheme and the resulting algorithm are presented in 

more detail in deliverable 4.3 where it is also used as a part of satellite backhauling. 
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8 Clustering for Hybrid Terrestrial-Aerial Communications 

8.1 Introduction 

Emergency communication networks pose several constraints given their long periods of operation in 

challenging situations. One of the major constraints is the limited energy available at the hand-held 

terminals (MM-UEs) carried by the emergency personnel. This energy needs to be conserved to 

prolong the lifetime of the nodes and the network. In aerial-terrestrial communications scenario, the 

MM-UEs access the aerial base station (AeNB) simultaneously and every MM-UE has to use the 

costly uplink to access the AeNB. Therefore, we investigate and propose clustering of the MM-UEs to 

improve the performance of the network. 

Various clustering techniques have been proposed in literature to achieve high energy efficiency. An 

added advantage of clustering is that it improves the capacity of the network considerably. However, 

none of the proposed techniques address the aerial-terrestrial network scenario particularly. Hence, we 

investigate clustering mechanisms for such scenarios and propose novel techniques. 

 

Figure  8.1. ABSOLUTE architecture showing the considered single AeNB cell scenario 

The terrestrial terminals (MM-UEs) here are grouped to form clusters on the ground with several 

cluster members (CM-MM-UE) and a cluster head (CH-MM-UE) per every cluster. The clusters 

communicate to the AeNB via the cluster head and the CM-MM-UEs relay their data to the AeNB 

through the CH-MM-UE. For clustering we consider only a single AeNB cell scenario from the 

ABSOLUTE architecture which is shown in Figure  8.1 and Figure  8.2. The proposed clustering 

technique can be easily scaled up for multi-cell scenario. 

For the aerial-terrestrial clustering work in this section we consider the following two use case 

scenarios from the project as described in D2.1. 

(i) ABS.UC.01 

(ii) ABS.UC.02 
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In these use case scenarios we only consider the aerial access part rather than the complete scenario 

described in these usecases for improving the energy efficiency of the terrestrial nodes. 

We propose terrestrial clustering with respect to the MM-UE model described in the ABSOLUTE 

architecture. Two of the radio technologies in the MM-UE (i) LTE-A and (ii) WiFi are considered in 

our clustering approach as described in Section- 8.5. WiFi is considered for intra cluster 

communications i.e. the communications between the CM-MM-UEs and their respective CH-MM-UE, 

and LTE-A is considered for the communications between the CH-MM-UEs and the AeNB.  

LAP

AeNB

 

Figure  8.2: Clustering terrestrial nodes in a one-cell scenario 

We propose a novel clustering approach in Section- 8.4 and present the simulation results in Section-

 8.5.  

8.2 Literature review 

In this section, we present the clustering techniques proposed in literature that are relevant to the 

aerial-terrestrial communications scenario. Most of the techniques found in literature are proposed for 

wireless sensor networks.  

A detailed overview of clustering techniques is presented in [64]. The paper explains how efficient 

network organization is supported by partitioning the nodes into a number of small groups called 

clusters. Every cluster has a coordinator, referred to as the cluster head (CH), and a number of cluster 

nodes known as cluster members (CM). The authors conclude that node clustering is an effective 

topology management approach to reduce communication overload and exploit data aggregation in 

wireless networks. Similar work focussing on clustering techniques for mobile ad hoc networks is 

presented in [65].  

In [66], the authors propose Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) which is a 

distributed protocol and LEACH-C which is a centralized protocol to increase the network lifetime. 

The whole network is divided into arbitrary number of clusters and for each cluster a CH is selected. 

The CH is responsible for collecting and aggregating the data from its cluster members and sending it 

to the sink. The network lifetime is divided into rounds and in each round the role of the CH is 

randomly rotated to distribute the load across the network and to avoid the early death of CHs. A 

Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed (HEED) clustering protocol is proposed in [67]. HEED 

periodically selects CHs according to a hybrid of (i) node residual energy and (ii) a secondary 

parameter such as node proximity or node degree. The results presented show significant improvement 
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in network lifetime. In [68] and [69], the authors propose EECS and BCDCP clustering protocols 

respectively which are leach-like protocols which improve the network lifetime.  

8.3 Clustering Terrestrial Nodes for Aerial Base Station Access 

In this section, we describe the unique attributes with respect to the ABSOLUTE scenario compared to 

the reference papers. We present two major attributes related to the ABSOLUTE scenario, as given 

below. 

i. All the reference papers addressing various clustering mechanisms ([66-69]) are for 

networking nodes where the clustering mainly operates at the Network Level (NET) to 

minimize the cost for data routing. In the ABSOLUTE scenario however clustering is 

considered for ‘Accessing’ the aerial base station (AeNB) rather than routing at the NET layer. 

ii. If the ‘Accessing’ problem described in (i) above is considered to be as a network of MM-UEs 

with the AeNB as the final destination then all the routes leading to the final destination has to 

go through the high cost link which is the uplink from any of the terrestrial MM-UEs.  

Based on the above two unique attributes of the ABSOLUTE scenario we could further narrow down 

the scope of the network in order to formulate clustering techniques that better suites the scenario. 

This way one could achieve better overall performance from the new clustering mechanisms compared 

to the existing ones described in the previous section.  

8.4 Energy Analysis and Proposed Clustering Algorithm 

In this section, we perform a brief energy consumption analysis of the terrestrial nodes and propose an 

energy efficient clustering algorithm relevant to the ABSOLUTE scenario. In the network model used, 

the terrestrial nodes report their position, residual energy and the energy spent in the previous 

clustering cycle to the aerial base station initially and then update them periodically. In order to 

maintain a given bit error rate, all terrestrial nodes employ a simple power controlling technique. 

Power controlling is performed at both the terrestrial as well as aerial-terrestrial links. The total energy 

consumed in the network is given by,  

              
  ( 8-1) 

Where, ET is the total transmission energy consumed in the terrestrial network for communications 

between CH-MM-UE and CM-MM-UEs, EA is the total transmission energy consumed in the aerial-

terrestrial network for communications between CH-MM-UE and the AeNB and EOH is the total 

overhead energy consumed in the network for the reporting transmissions by all the MM-UEs to the 

AeNB. The total transmission energy ET for all the terrestrial links is given by, 

 
    ∑ [

 

 
 (    

      )  ]

    {    

 
  

 
              

  

 
 ∑     

 

    {    

 ( 8-2) 

Where N is the number of MM-UEs, C is the number of clusters, Δ is the data rate, Nb is the number 

of bits sent by each MM-UE which is considered constant for all nodes, Prcv is the power required to 

receive the data and Pt,T is the transmit power of the MM-UE.  

The total transmission energy EA for all the aerial-terrestrial links is given by, 
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Where Pt,A is the transmit power of the CH-MM-UE to the AeNB and Nc is the number of CM-MM-

UEs in the cluster. Therefore, E becomes, 
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The above equation can be used to find the energy consumption for non-clustering scenario where C = 

N. Therefore, energy consumed for non-clustering scenario is given by, 

 

 ̅  
  

 
[         ∑     

 

     

] ( 8-5) 

Optimal clustering could be performed by the AeNB by minimizing E if E< ̅. But to do so, the AeNB 

would require complete knowledge of the radio environment and all the radio link parameters 

including the propagation channels of terrestrial and aerial-terrestrial links which is not feasible. 

Therefore, we propose a clustering mechanism with unknown terrestrial link parameters. The main 

aim of this clustering mechanism is to minimize the energy consumption of the network with respect 

to a given bit error rate constraint.  

Previously, we have assumed that the MM-UEs periodically update the LAP with their positions and 

residual energies. After receiving all the information the AeNB starts the clustering algorithm. During 

the clustering process, we define two sets of nodes (1) the processing set (PS): which is the set of MM-

UEs that have not been yet assigned as a CH-MM-UE or as a CM-MM-UE, (2) the cluster set (CS): 

which is the set of MM-UEs assigned either as a CH-MM-UE or as a CM-MM-UE. Moreover, we 

define the followings; 

•     
  is the maximum number of CM-MM-UEs per cluster 

•   
    is the maximum radius of a cluster 

•    
    is the number of MM-UEs within the maximum cluster radius   

    

    
  can be chosen priori such that the probability of a successful packet transmission is above a 

predetermined value. The probability of a successful transmission of a packet in a non-persistent 

CSMA channel is given by      where   is the ratio between maximum propagation delay and 

packet transmission time, and   is the offered traffic .   

Table  8.1. Clustering Algorithm-EECAN (Energy Efficient Clustering for Aerial-Terrestrial Network) 

below describes the proposed clustering mechnism. 

Table  8.1. Clustering Algorithm – EECAN 
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The proposed clustering mechanism is centralized at the AeNB and is divided into two phases. Phase I 

verifies whether clustering is the most energy efficient approach and Phase II selects the CH-MM-UEs 

and their corresponding CM-MM-UEs. In Phase II, the total energy consumption is estimated using 

( 8-4) for a range of   
   , where the range of   

    is [   ] and   is the dimension in metres of the 

considered area     . The   
    that consumes the least energy in the estimation is chosen to 

perform clustering. To use ( 8-4), the AeNB uses an expected value     which can be known priori for 

different geographical regions such as dense-urban, urban, suburban, rural, etc. 
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8.5 Clustering Protocol Architecture for ABSOLUTE 

In this section, we describe the architecture used for clustering in ABSOLUTE. The terrestrial MM-

UEs are clustered based on a given objective and a cluster head is selected to relay the data from the 

rest of the cluster members within that cluster. The proposed clustering technique requires the MM-

UEs to report their locations, residual energies and the energy spent during previous clustering cycle to 

the AeNB periodically.  

 

Figure  8.3: For the Terrestrial MM-UEs, only LTE and Wi-Fi are considered for terrestrial clustering 

Based on the described MM-UE in Section- 2.1, also given in Figure  8.3 we consider WiFi for 

communications between MM-UE to MM-UE on the terrestrial side and LTE-A for communications 

between MM-UE and the LAP. WiFi based random access strategy is used by the CM-MM-UEs to 

access the CH-MM-UE within the same cluster. 

Figure  8.4 shows the protocol architecture developed for clustering in ABSOLUTE. The clustering 

functionalities are encompassed inside the clustering application in the MM-UEs. In the AeNB, as 

explained in section 4.2.4, the clustering functionalities are incorporated inside the D2D-A in the FME 

of the AeNB. So the clustering signalling packets are sent by the MM-UEs to the AeNB and vice-

versa as data packets. 
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Figure  8.4 Clustering Protocol Architecture for ABSOLUTE 

The flow diagram of the messages required to enable and maintain clustering is shown in Figure  8.5 

and the structure of those messages is shown in Figure  8.6. Initially, the Cluster Manager inside the 

D2D-A in the FME of the AeNB sends a trigger packet to all the MM-UEs in the cell to start the 

clustering process. This trigger packet is assigned as message type 1.  

After receiving the trigger packet, all the MM-UEs connected to the AeNB send their report packets 

directly through the LTE-A interface. This report packet is assigned as message type 2. The report 

packet contains: 

 the MM-UE’s GPS coordinates,  

 battery residual energy,  

 energy utilized in the previous clustering cycle, and  

 the MM-UE’s WiFi interface’s IP address.  

The D2D-A in the FME of the AeNB then runs the clustering algorithm to form the clusters in the 

network. The D2D-A sends the CH notification packet (Message type 3) to all the CH-MM-UEs and 

CM notification packet (Message type 4) to all the CM-MM-UEs notifying their respective CH-MM-

UEs. The CM notification packet will contain the WiFi interface IP address of the CH-MM-UEs for 

the respective CM-MM-UEs.  

After receiving the notification packet from the AeNB, the CM-MM-UEs turn off their LTE interface 

to save energy and communicate with their respective CH-MM-UE using the WiFi interface. The CM-

MM-UEs set their default gateway as the CH-MM-UE IP address in their WiFi interface. The CH-

MM-UEs keep their LTE interface turned on to communicate with the AeNB.  

Thereafter, the CM-MM-UEs send their traffic to their respective CH-MM-UEs and the CH-MM-UEs 

relay the traffic back to the AeNB. After the first trigger packet is send by the AeNB, the report 

packets from the MM-UEs need to be sent periodically to the AeNB. Therefore, the CM-MM-UEs 

send their report packets periodically to their CH-MM-UE which then relays it to the AeNB.  
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Figure  8.5 Message flow diagram for clustering in ABSOLUTE 
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Figure  8.6 Packet structure for clustering in ABSOLUTE 

8.6 Simulations 

In this section, we present the results of the simulations implemented on (i) OMNET++ simulator 

using MiXiM framework and (ii) NS3 simulator using LENA and WiFi frameworks. OMNET++ 

includes a generic simulation in which TDMA on the aerial-terrestrial link emulates the scheduling in 

LTE-A and non-persistent CSMA based random access on the terrestrial link between the nodes 

emulates WiFi and NS3 using packages LENA and WiFi includes the whole protocol stack of LTE 

and WiFi technologies. Moreover, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the no 

clustering case and other well-known clustering algorithms. 
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8.6.1 OMNET++ Simulator: 

The architecture considered in OMNET++ simulations is shown in Figure  8.7. Table  8.2 shows the 

generic simulation settings and parameters. In our simulation, we have modelled the terrestrial 

channels with a log-normal shadow model and the aerial-terrestrial channels as Rice channels. 

Moreover, we have considered Wi-Fi as the terrestrial communications technology and scheduled 

TDMA emulating LTE as the aerial-terrestrial communications technology. The terrestrial nodes are 

equipped with dual radio interfaces which allow them to communicate with other terrestrial nodes and 

the aerial base station simultaneously. A total of 100 terrestrial nodes are deployed at random positions 

in a playground area of 600m by 600m. The generic transmission parameters considered are: terrestrial 

and aerial-terrestrial carrier frequencies are given by 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz respectively, data rate Δ = 

10 Mbps, antenna gains Gt = Gr = 5dBi, noise power spectral density N0 = 2 x 10
-15

 W/Hz and 

bandwidth Bw = 5 MHz. The path loss exponent α was randomly assigned within the range specified in 

Table  8.2 such that closely spaced terminals will have lesser variation in α than distant terminals. The 

TDMA schedule is prepared and communicated by the aerial base station to all the CHs in the 

network. The CHs receive data packets from all its cluster members in the terrestrial link which use 

random access and transmit them to the aerial base station during their respective time slot.  
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Figure  8.7: Protocol architecture used in OMNET++ simulations 

Table  8.2: Simulation Parameters for OMNET++ 

OMNET++ Framework Mixim 

Terrestrial Shadowing   
      

Terrestrial Pathloss           

Terrestrial CH Access Non-Persistent CSMA 

Terrestrial & LAP Mobility Stationary 

LAP Rice Factor K and Altitude Varied 

LAP Pathloss           

LAP Access TDMA 

Target BER (LAP)      

Traffic Model 
Exponential packet inter arrival time (mean = 2ms) 

Exponetial packet occupancy time (mean = 0.5ms) 

Terrestrial Area 600m x 600m 
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Modulation BPSK (for all links) 

Total No. of Packets 1000 

    
  20 

Transmit Power Controlled 

Power to receive a packet 100mW 

 

 

Figure  8.8 depicts the overall energy consumption of the network for non-clustering scenario and 

proposed clustering mechanism EECAN for different Rice factors K and LAP altitudes. From the 

figure, it can be seen that the proposed clustering mechanism improves the energy efficiency in all 

cases. 

 

Figure  8.8: Simulation results comparing the overall energy consumption in the network for non-

clustering scenario and proposed clustering algorithm EECAN w.r.t. different Rice factors K and aerial 

base station altitudes using OMNET++ simulator 

 

The proposed clustering mechanism EECAN is compared to LEACH, LEACH-C, EECS, HEED, 

BCDCP and Algo1. Algo1 was presented in [70] and [71].  

Figure  8.9 and Figure  8.10 depicts the overall energy consumption for LEACH, LEACH-C, EECS, 

HEED, BCDCP, Algo1 and EECAN w.r.t. different aerial base station altitudes and Rice factor 

K=2dB and K=8dB respectively. It can be seen from the figure that proposed clustering mechanism 

improves the energy efficiency of the network considerably compared to other clustering mechanisms. 
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Figure  8.9: Simulation results showing the overall energy consumption for LEACH, LEACH-C, EECS, 

HEED, BCDCP, Algo1 and EECAN w.r.t. different aerial base station altitudes and Rice factor K=2dB. 

 

Figure  8.10: Simulation results showing the overall energy consumption for LEACH, LEACH-C, EECS, 

HEED, BCDCP, Algo1 and EECAN w.r.t. different aerial base station altitudes and Rice factor K=8dB. 
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In order to understand the effect of   
    on the clustering algorithm, we disabled the energy 

estimation in Phase II of EECAN and ran the simulations with fixed   
   . Figure  8.11 compares the 

overall energy consumption of HEED and EECAN for different maximum cluster radius   
   . From 

the figure, we can observe that there is an optimal   
    for highest energy efficiency in EECAN. 

However, due to random node distribution and channel variation over a given area, it mathematically 

challenging to optimize   
   . Hence, an energy estimation approach is used in EECAN.  

 

Figure  8.11: Simulation results for overall energy consumption comparing HEED and EECAN for 

different maximum cluster radius   
   

 

8.6.2 Ns3 Simulator: 

The protocol architecture as shown in Figure  8.12 was implemented using the LENA and WiFi 

frameworks in the NS3 simulator to verify the performance of EECAN. Same network model as 

explained in Section- 8.6.1 was used except for the given parameters in Table  8.2. The scheduler in the 

AeNB carries out the scheduling functionalities to allow access to all the CHs in the network and the 

CMs in the cluster access their respective CHs using WiFi random access.  
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Figure  8.12: Protocol architecture used in ns3 LENA and WiFi simulations 

 

Table  8.3: Simulation Parameters for NS3 

Terrestrial Pathloss           

LAP Pathloss           

Aerial-Terrestrial Modulation 64-QAM 

Power for receiving a packet 10mW 

 

On the aerial-terrestrial communication between CHs and the LAP using LTE-A, power controlling 

was performed such that the SNR at the LAP is approximately equal to CQI of 12 which translates to 

MCS 22 (64-QAM modulation). On the WiFi side, power controlling was performed such that the 

BLER at the receiver was very low and no packets were unsuccessful.  
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Figure  8.13: Simulation results comparing the overall energy consumption in the network for non-

clustering scenario and proposed clustering algorithm EECAN w.r.t. different Rice factors K and aerial 

base station altitudes using NS3 simulator 

Figure  8.13 compares the performance of EECAN with the no clustering case with different Rice 

factors K and LAP Altitudes. EECAN performs better in all cases than no clustering. 

8.7 Conclusion 

We have investigated terrestrial clustering of MM-UEs for AeNB access for improved network 

performance. We have outlined the unique scenario of ABSOLUTE for aerial access which is different 

compared to other wireless networks for which clustering mechanisms have been proposed in 

literature. Therefore, we proposed a custom designed clustering mechanism EECAN for the 

ABSOLUTE scenario. The proposed clustering mechanism is energy efficient for a given bit error 

probability. We also proposed a protocol architecture corresponding to the clustering algorithm 

presented. The simulations were performed for a simplified network architecture and using LTE and 

WiFi protocol stacks and the simulation results presented show considerable improvement in energy 

efficiency compared to other well-known clustering mechanisms. 
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9  Conclusions 

This deliverable has discussed the work undertaken in the ABSOLUTE project up on the network and 

protocol architecture as well as topology management, for disaster relief and temporary event 

scenarios. It has been discussed how LTE-A based services in such scenarios will be delivered using a 

mixture of aerial eNBs and terrestrial eNBs (part of PLMU), whose deployment will need to take into 

account logistical constraints and user capacity density. Services will be offered to both specialist 

MM-UE (operated by first responders, event organisers etc) and consumer UEs, and the priority will 

be given to MM-UEs. 

Chapter 2 discussed the similarities and differences between networks to be deployed in the two 

scenarios, as well as the changes in network topology that may occur over time. In the cases of the 

post disaster scenario, network deployment can be considered as being rolled-out and rolled-back in 5 

phases. The first phase of the network deployment will involve satellite provision for first responders, 

providing maximum coverage with limited capability. This will be followed in Phase 2 by the 

deployment of aerial eNodeBs, which will provide supplement capacity and services to first 

responders, but with limited capacity. Phase 3 will involve the roll-out of terrestrial eNodeBs, whose 

primary responsibility is to provide significantly increased capacity density, providing the possibility 

of consumer UE provision. The network can be rolled back in the remaining two phases once 

conventional networks return to operation. In the case of the temporary event scenarios, it was shown 

how they can be grouped into three based on the EAB questionnaire from WP8. The most similar to 

the disaster relief scenario is for regional events, with a smaller scale higher capacity density scenario 

used for city events. The most challenging and highest capacity density scenario is that of the local 

event, which could take place for example in a stadium or park. It is anticipated in most temporary 

events consumer UEs have the potential to dominate, with significant commercial opportunities to 

network providers. 

Chapter 3 presents the design of protocol architecture. A novel solution to realize a simplified and 

virtualized EPC is developed using the Flexible Management Entity (FME), which are capable of 

standalone and autonomous operation in the fast deployable and rapidly changeable ABSOLUTE 

network. With this architecture, the cost of operation, time and effort spent in deploying opportunistic 

infrastructure for emergency communications can be significantly reduced. The FME is a software 

solution for running the virtual EPC inside the eNBs for provisioning services, where the complete 

deployment of EPC is not needed. Furthermore, the routing, topology and link management units have 

been developed in the FME to carry out dedicated functions required in the ABSOLUTE network. 

Chapter 4 discussed the interactions of the units and agents in FME, which clearly demonstrates how 

the QoS techniques, topology management, load balancing, mobility management, D2D 

communications algorithms are going to work together in ABSOLUTE architecture. To achieve this, 

the FME APIs and protocols are defined, which express a unit or agent of FME in terms of their 

operations, inputs, outputs, and underlying types. The FME API defines functionalities that are 

independent of their respective implementations, which allows definitions and implementations to 

vary without compromising each other. Furthermore, detailed messages exchanged between different 

units and agents have been defined, to allow the algorithms work together. 

Chapter 5 discussed different solutions for network topology and load management, which are key 

aspects of manageing communications provision in both disaster relief and temporary event scenarios.  

The dynamic topology management mechanism improves the deployment and placement of AeNBs 
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and PLMUs in different scenario and radio environment. The dynamic load management mechanism 

optimizes the traffic load distributed across the network and controls cell selection on UEs. This 

includes load balancing in the roll out process that maximize resource utilization, as well as load 

unbalancing in the roll back process that minimize the number of AeNBs/PLMUs required in the 

system. Distributed Artificial Intelligence techniques have been widely employed in different aspects 

of the topology and load management. Transfer learning has been developed to transfer the 

information learnt from spectrum management to improve load management. Clustered Q learning has 

been developed to cluster the UEs in similar radio environment into groups, and provide deicated 

learning solutions for load and spectrum management. Furthermore, QoS and resource utilization have 

been used in topology management to control the roll out/back of AeNBs/PLMUs. It is demonstrated 

in the system level simulations that topology management effectively minimizes the scale of the 

network and energy, meanwhile improving QoS and capacity. Furthermore, the algorithms have been 

valudated together with the base staion placement optimizaiton result from evolutionary algorithm 

proposed in Chapter 6.  

Chapter 6 proposed evolutionary algorithms used for AeNBs and PLMUs positioning, to fully cover 

the desired area, taking into account bandwidth demands with minimal number of base stations. The 

core of the algorithm follows the principles of evolutionary computing, finding optimal station 

positions and in case of LAPs, their radius of coverage. It has been shown that LAP should represent 

about 20% to 40% of base stations in the network and should not be positioned above the boundaries 

of critical areas to reduce interference and fulfil coverage gap. The algorithm has also been improved 

with a simulation tool representing the Ljubljana city region taking into account operator's network of 

base stations. It has been demonstrated that AeNBs are very efficient in terms of quick establishment 

of signal coverage, even for relatively big geographical areas. Moreover, provided that AeNBs are 

placed at proper distances, the interference seems not to be an issue. The only drawback observed in 

the obtained results remains in the network capacity, which cannot be increased unless a significant 

amount of smaller ground cells is involved. This makes AeNBs particularly suitable for providing 

communications to a limited number of users (first responders) in the emergency events, whereas for 

temporary events with dense groups of people, AeNBs alone will not be sufficient. 

Chapter 7 presented a random access based study results in an efficient clustering technique for the 

topology management unit in the FME. It focuses on the satellite backhauling segment of the 

ABSOLUTE architecture. This work investigates a two layers random access scenario where packets 

generated by a large number of terminals have to undergo two hops over shared resources and possibly 

colliding. The details of the study and the output algorithm (which is used in this context) for 

clustering can be referred in deliverable 4.3. 

Chapter 8 investigates terrestrial clustering of MM-UEs for AeNB access for improved network 

performance. The algorithm clusters a group of terrestrial MM-UEs based on LTE D2D and WiFi 

communications, with a cluster head UE connecting with AeNBs. A custom designed clustering 

mechanism EECAN has been proposed for the this scenario. It has been demonstrated that the 

proposed clustering mechanism is energy efficient for a given bit error probability. Moreover, a 

protocol architecture corresponding to the clustering algorithm has been presented. The simulations 

were performed for a simplified network architecture and using LTE and WiFi protocol stacks and the 

simulation results presented show considerable improvement in energy efficiency compared to other 

well-known clustering mechanisms. 
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The purpose of dynamic topology management is to optimize the network elements’ locations and 

inter-connections, namely the deployment of AeNBs/PLMUs and their association with UEs. One 

constraint of implementing topology management in final demonstration of the ABSOLUTE project is 

that, the demonstaive network is relatively small scale which comprises only a few AeNBs, PLMUs 

and MM-UEs. Thus the topology management functions developed in this deliverable should be 

considered for much larger scale networks in practical scenarios. 
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